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Pick up at Stockholm, Göteborg and Kalmar 
Purchased lots are available for pick up in Stockholm weekdays 10 am–5 pm (closed for lunch noon–1 pm) 

until two weeks after the auction.

I Stockholm sker avhämtning under två veckor efter auktionen på vardagar kl. 10:00–17:00 (lunchstängt 12–13).
I Göteborg sker avhämtning på Prinsgatan 12, 3tr e. ö.k. på tel. 031-13 51 05.

I Kalmar sker avhämtning på Polhemsgatan 1 e. ö.k. på tel. 0480-150 90.

På grund av kostnaderna för att leverera inköpta objekt från Stockholm till Göteborg och Kalmar tar vi ut en avgift för 
detta, som dock är en kraftig rabatt jämfört med postens kostnader: SEK 100 för leveranser över 2 kg och SEK 200 för 

leveranser över 20 kg för leverans till Kalmar. För leveranser under 2 kg ingen avgift.

Viewing / Visning: Svartensgatan 6, Stockholm, tel. 08-640 09 78
All lots are available for viewing Tuesday–Wednesday 22–23 November 10am–6pm, 

and during the auction on Thursday 24 November from 10am until the end of the auction.

Alla objekt visas tisdag–onsdag 22–23 november 10:00–18:00 samt under auktionsdagen 
torsdagen den 24 november från 10:00 tills auktionen är slut. 

At this auction we have a nice section Sweden, the highlight being The Michtner Collection 
of classic Sweden and rare watermarks. Also many nice collections are offered. The foreign 
section is also strong with many singles and collections. The end of the auction offers a 
very interesting cinderella section as The Per Sundberg Collection of Swedish revenue 

stamps and stamped paper collection is up for sale.

We have endeavoured to make this an auction with very good content and at the same time 
limiting the number of lots offered.

More and more clients are getting used to bidding online and therefore we do not offer floor 
bidding at this sale. For clients who are uncomfortable with live bidding on the website we 
recommend that you bid beforehand alternatively we assist with telephone bidding subject 

to staff avaliability.

Peter Johansen and Christer Svensson, with staff. 

Preface
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Budgivning: Se anbudsblanketten. Anbud bevakas på förmånligaste 
sätt.
 
Köparprovision: 25 %.

Avhämtning: Se sid. 2

Utskick: Förskottsfaktura. Kända kunder som handlar upp till c:a SEK 
1000 får material mot räkning.

Vid kortbetalning tillkommer ingen avgift. Vi tar: Visa, Mastercard, 
Eurocard, Köpkort och Sparbankskort.

Osålda objekt säljes för utropspris + provision under några veckor 
efter auktion. Visning av osålda objekt sker under måndag och tisdag 
veckan efter auktionen, därefter endast efter överenskommelse och i 
mån av ledig personalkapacitet.

Resultatlista presenteras omgående efter auktionen på Internet och  
skickas till budgivare/köpare som ej anmält e-postadress till oss.

To Our Foreign Customers (Bid deadline = day before auction)

The buyer´s commission is 25 %. Please use the bid form at the end of 
the catalogue, or bid through Internet: (http://www.philea.se). 
Our tele phone num bers are +46-8-640 09 78 and  +46-8-643 43 31.
AB Philea uses the margin Scheme, hence no VAT is specified on invoices.

Customers receive a pro forma invoice. Known customers buying up to 
approx. SEK 1000 receive lots against invoice. Credit card payments adds 
no extra charge. We accept Visa, Eurocard and MasterCard. 

Bids are binding. Lots are sold to the highest bidder for the second highest 
bid + an advance (of about 5-10 %). The auctioneer reserves the right 
to refuse bids without giving reasons.

Complaints on lots have to be made within a week from delivery.         
Complaints are considered only if the lot content or quality differs sub-
stantially from the description. If an invoice is paid too late the right to 
complain is voided.

For further conditions or information please contact us or visit                   
www.philea.se.

Number within parenthesis for lots = approximate number of stamps.  /  Nummer inom parentes vid objekt = ungefärligt antal märken.

Abbreviations / Förkortningar
 mint unhinged 
 mint hinged
() mint without gum 
� used
cds circular date stamp
mnh mint never hinged
pc postcard
ppc picture postcard
pmk postmark
s/s souvenir sheet

    postfriskt
obegagnat
obeg. utan gummi
stämplat
cirkelstämpel
postfriskt
brevkort
vykort
stämpel
block

F = Facit
Mi = Michel

Catalogues / Kataloger
Y, Yv = Yvert & Tellier
SG =  Stanley  Gibbons

Codes / Bokstavskoder
    Some lot numbers contain letters as specified below. This denotes 
what type of lot is is so that we find them easier. 

If you want to ask about lots on the phone or email - and also 
when viewing at our premises – please state the entire lot number 
including the letter/letters so we can find the lot easily.

Vissa objektnummer innehåller bokstäver enligt nedan. Detta 
anger vilken typ av objekt det är fråga om så att vi lättare hit-
tar dem.

Om ni vill fråga om objekt, per telefon eller mail, och även om 
ni besöker vår visning, ber vi er ange hela lotnumret  inklusive 
aktuell bokstav, så att vi snabbt hittar objektet.

   A = Album
   K = Envelopes / Kuvert
   L = Box / Låda som visas i form av ”självservering”
   P = Folder / Plastficka
   v = In safe / Objekt i kassaskåp
   Två bokstäver = Hyllplats för lådor (mer information vid visningen)
   Utan bokstav = singelmonterat objekt

Ferdén   =   FERDÉN – Census of Swedish mail until 1940

Books / Böcker

KÖPERVi

GULD & SILVER
SILVERMYNTGULDFÖREMÅL

GULDTACKOR SILVERFÖREMÅL

www.myntkompaniet.se

Svartensgatan 6, Stockholm

08-678 32 17
Mån-fre 10-17T-bana Slussen
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Welcome to our
worldwide auctions!

We are constantly looking for consignments for our upcoming auctions.
Rare items that are consigned in good time are often extra marketed!

Feel free to contact us today for an unconditional discussion  about your items. 

AB PHILEA
       Svartensgatan 6
               116 20 Stockholm    

          www.philea.se                      
             Tfn 08-640 09 78
           mail@philea.se            

All our auctions are running LIVE at www.PHILEA.se. 
Welcome to contact us today. We are never far away! 

We arrange several of 
auctions every year with both 

philatelic and numismatic items 
from around the world. 

STOCKHOLM  Main office 08-640 09 78
GÖTEBORG  Stellan Abrahamsson 031-13 51 05
SKÅNE & DANMARK  Magnus Adler 072-208 42 78
FINLAND  Jussi Paananen +358-40-570 61 95

UPPSALA  Petri Huovinen  018-10 12 65
SKARA  Olga Konovalova  072-530 26 23 
KALMAR  Tomas Karlsson  0480-150 90

  
NORRLAND  Mattias Nilsson  076-113 22 07

Letter signed by SIGISMUND 7 sept 1585 

Sold for 25 000 SEK

Coin SIGISMUND 1 daler 1594
Sold for 677 000 SEK
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Is your collection our 
next special auction?

Feel free to contact us, as many others have already done, 
when you want your material to get extra attention. 

AB Philea
       Svartensgatan 6
               116 20 Stockholm    

          www.philea.se                      
             Tfn 08-640 09 78
           mail@philea.se            

Larger and better collections and exhibits can be 
marketed and offered as a ‘name-sale’.

‘Collection Harry Hohndorf’

Sold for 16 800 SEK

‘Collection Kent Johansson’

Sold for 19 000 SEK

‘Collection Klaus Michtner’

Sold for 72 500 SEK
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AB PHILEA
Svartensgatan 6, 116 20 Stockholm, Sweden

Tel. 08-640 09 78      E-mail: webshop@philea.se      www.philea.se/shop

Stamps ● Postal History ● Coins ● Banknotes ● Literature

www.philea.se/shop
Online shop with 1000s of items 
available for direct sale without 

any added commission
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Auction 397
Online Live, Thursday 24 November 2022 at 11 am

Sweden, single lots
The Michtner Collection of classic Sweden and rare watermarks
Sweden, collections
Nordic countries
Europe, Worldwide, Thematics
Non-Scandinavia A–Z, Miscellaneous
The Per Sundberg Collection of Swedish revenues and stamped paper

Not earlier than 

11:00 11 am
12:00 12 noon
13:00 1:00 pm
14:00 2:00 pm
14:30 2:30 pm
14:45 2:45 pm
16:00 4:00 pm

AUCTION SCHEDULE / AUKTIONSPROGRAM 
THURSDAY 24 NOVEMBER / TORSDAG 24 NOVEMBER

Lot No.
 

 2001–2134
2135–2259
2260–2363
2365–2406
2407–2442
2443–2661
2662–2829

Sweden / Sverige

Manuscripts / Handskrifter
2001P FREDRIK I (1676-1720-1751). King of Sweden. Signed resolution dated Stockholm council chamber 21 February   

1746, attached by his royal paper seal. An attractive four page document in good condition.  1.000:-

Foreign-related covers / Utlandsanknytning
2002K DÖDERHULTSVIK 30.5.1855. Unfranked letter sent 30.5. 1855 to Reval (today Tallinn), through    

Stralsund-Stettin. Transit Ystad arrival cds 4.6.1855. See additional information about the item displayed.   2.000:-

2003K Cape of Good Hope. Unpaid letter sent from STOCKHOLM C 5.1.1879, via LONDON 9.JA.79 to CAPE TOWN    
CAPE COLONY 2.FE.79. Postage due cancel T and notation ”7½” (d), which is equal to the Swedish    
postage 56 öre for a prepaid letter. Very scarce item. Ex. Nilsson.   5.000:-

2004K Madeira. Unpaid letter dated ”Gothenburg April 19th 1851” forwarded as ship letter by the paddle    
steamer ”Courier” to Hull where cancelled HULL SHIP LETTER B 22.AP.1851. Further transportation    
to the forwarding agent Johanson & Sons in London, via Southampton and by the RMSNCo steamer    
”Thai” to Funchal. Postage due 480 (reis). Very scarce and interesting item sent to Africa. Ex. Nilsson.   4.000:-

2003 2004

2001 2002
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2005K Ottoman Empire. Official cover sent from STOCKHOLM FR BR 26.1.1868 via Germany and Austria to    
the Austrian P.O. in Constantinople. Cancellations FRANCO, KIEL HAMBURG 29.1, WIEN 31.1, TRIEST    
D. E. and CONSTANTINOPLE 7.2. The Swedish P.O. in Hamburg paid the postage beyond Hamburg, 2½ Sg    
to GAPU and 2 Sgr for the conveyence Trieste–Constantinople. Very scarce destination. Depicted    
in XpoNAT IX – Swedish Letter Mail to Foreign Destinations from the 18th Century to U.P.U. Ex. Nilsson.   5.000:-

2005

Stamps / Frimärken

Skilling Banco

2009 1b 3 skill bluish green. Nice ex. canc. Stockholm 23.1.1857. Cert. Per Sjöman Fine–Very    
 Fine. F 45000  � 10.000:-

2010 1b 3 skill bluish green (slightly fold corner perf,almost invisible rep. lower right corner).    
 Beautiful example in strong colour. Cert. HOW: 2,3,3. F 45000  � 2.500:-

Collections prephilately / Förfilatelisamlingar

2006A Prephilately collection in album. Extensive stock with over 100 covers with e.g. straight line, arc and   
rectangular postmarks, incl. some better e.g. RUNNEBY arc cancel type 2 (P: 6000), several sent during   
the sk bco stamp period, registered, a few foreign-related and other. Several with superb–EXCELLENT   
strikes. Nice opportunity with presumably very high catalogue value. (127)  10.000:-

2007Cd Prephilately collection in plastic pockets in box. Extensive duplicate accumulation with over 450 covers   
with rectangular postmarks. Nice opportunity with presumably very high catalogue value. The lot is   
presented with 227 pictures at www.philea.se. (456)  8.000:-

2008A Prephilately accumulation in two Lechtturm albums. Extensive stock with over 250 covers 1750–1870s   
with e.g. straight line, free letter, rectangular, and circular postmarks, plus a few earlier covers, postage   
due marks, etc., incl. several duplicates. E.g. ÅBY rectangular cancel type 2 in blue colour. Nice   
opportunity with presumably very high catalogue value. (250)  6.000:-

ex 2006

2009 2010
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2011 2b 4 skill light blue, thin paper. Wonderful example with an excellent rectangular NYLAND    
 15.11.1855.  � 1.000:-

2012K 2b 4 skill light blue, thin paper. Superb cover sent from STOCKHOLM 23.10.1855 to Trosa.    
 Certificate Harbrecht 4, 3, 4, 4-5 (1990).  * 1.000:-

2013K 2c 4 skill bright blue, thin paper. A wonderful letter sent from ÅSEN (County of Södermanland)    
 17.12.1856 to Stockholm. Information aobut the item and persons involved is displayed on    
 the website.  * 2.000:-

2014 20162015

2017 3a1 6 skill grey on thin paper. Light corner crease and a reinforced corner. Sign. Strandell and cert.    
 HOW 1,3,(-), ”Ett mycket vackert och fräscht exemplar. Sällsynt som ostämplat”. F 85000  () 4.000:-

2018 3b 6 skill light grey on thin paper. Cancelled CARLSHAMN (County of Blekinge) 22.11.1857.    
 An almost perfectly centered copy with a superb cancellation. Superb quality. Cert: L Nielsen.    
 F 14000  � 6.000:-

2019 3b 6 skill light grey on thin paper. Repaired copy with EXCELLENT cancellation GEFLE 9.4.1856.    
 F 14000  � 1.000:-

2020 3c 6 skill brownish grey on thin paper. Canc. RONNEBY 25.12.1855. Sign ”L” Einar Lundström.    
 F 12000  � 2.500:-

2021 3c 6 skill brownish grey on thin paper with cert. Grenstedt: Utmärkt kvalitet. F 12000  � 1.000:-

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

2014 2h1 4 skill light blue, medium-thick paper. Superb copy cancelled MALMÖ 27.7.1867. F 2500  � 1.000:-

2015K 2h2 4 skill pale blue, medium-thick paper. Superb cover sent from WISBY 6.9.1857 to Stockholm.  * 1.000:-

2016 2k2 Cancelled SKARA (County of Skaraborg) 29.11.1857. A very scarce shade. Cert HOW (3, 4, 3).    
 F 13000  � 2.000:-

20112012 2013
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2022K 4a 8 skill on over sent from Kisa to ÅTVIDABERG (County of Östergötland) 2.5.1856. Arrival    
 notes on the front side of the cover. Information about the cover and persons involved    
 is displayed on the website. Cert HOW (3, 3, 4, 3). F 10000  * 3.000:-

2022

2023 4d 8 skill bright yellow. Cancelled SÖDERHAMN (County of Hälsingland) 6.12.1856. Signed    
 Strandell, cert HOW (3, 3, 4). F 14000  � 3.000:-

2024 4f 8 skill dull yellow-orange, dense background on medium thick paper. Cancelled HEDEMORA    
 (County of Dalarna) 21.11.1857 with an absolutely perfect cancellation. signed Sjöman,    
 Cert HOW (4, 3, 5). Superb quality. F 5000  � 4.000:-

2025 4f 8 skill dull yellow-orange, dense background on medium thick paper. Cancelled with a    
 perfect cancellation CARLSKRONA 18.6.1857. F 5000  � 1.500:-

2023 2024

2026 5a 24 skill dull red, thin paper with excellent cancellation GEFLE 3.10.1855. Opinion HOW    
 repaired (2022). Very beautiful appearance!  � 2.000:-

2027 5b 24 skill orange-red, thin paper. Cancelled GÖTHEBORG (county of Västergötland) 7.8.1856.    
 In the upper margin one thin and one folded perf. Cert HOW (3, 4, 4). F 18000  � 6.000:-

2026 2027

2028 5d 24 skill light orange-red on medium thick paper. Very nice ex. Canc. STOCKHOLM 8.6.1857.    
 Cert Hans Hunziker and sign P. Sjöman. F 20000  � 5.000:-

2028
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Local stamps / Lokalmärkestyp

2029K 6A (1 skill) black. Beautiful local cover cancelled LOKALBREF 2DRA TN 7.7.1858. Signed and    
 certificate by Thorsson (1981). F 5000  * 1.000:-

2030K 6B 2×(3 öre) black on beautiful cover cancelled LOKALBREF 3DJE TN 2.7.1861. F 6000  * 1.500:-

2029 2030

2031K 13a 3 öre olive-brown. Very fine letter (printed matter) cancelled STOCKHOLM 5.TUR 9.9.(1862).    
 Signed and certificate by Sjöman (1969). F 5000  * 1.200:-

2031

Coat-of-arms / Vapentyp

2032K 7a1, 9h1, 11b   5+12+30 öre on very beautiful registered cover sent from MOTALA 7.8.1862 to Stockholm.    
 F 3500  * 1.000:-

2033 7c1 5 öre yellow-green. Fresh unused copy of this scarce stamp. Shade by O.P. F 7000   1.500:-

2034K 7d, 11e1 2×5+30 öre on very fine cover sent from GÖTEBORG 23.12.1864 to Germany. Vertical    
 fold through one stamp and some minor faults. Certificate HOW 3 (3,1,4) (3,3,1) 3 (1988).    
 Ex. Sjöman. F 9000  * 2.000:-

2032 20342033
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2035K 8a, 9h1 Ship mail from an adjaceent Swedish city to Copenhagen (Fredriksberg) 1862, cancelled    
 upon arrival in Copenhagen with a Danish numeral cancellation ”1” and a cds indicating    
 that the item arrived from Sweden. Information about the item is displayed on the website.  * 1.500:-

2036 8b 9 öre red-lilac. Superb cancellaion SÖDERHAMN 23.4.1865.  � 1.000:-

2037K 8b, 10a, 11a   9+24+30 öre. on very fine cover front, sent from Upsala 23.1.1859 to HAMBURG.    
 Information about the item and the mail route from Sweden is displayed on the webiste.    
 Signed Sjöman. Cert Sjöman and Obe.  * 1.500:-

2038 8d 9 öre blue-violet. EXCELLENT cancellation STOCKHOLM 19.8.1868.  � 1.000:-

2036 2038

2035 2037

2039 9c1 Ticket cancellation pmk on a Coat-of-Arms type II, 12 öre, from the railway between    
 Söderhamn and Bollnäs, opened in 1861. Text about the railway line is enclosed to the    
 item. F 4000  � 1.500:-

2039

2040

2040K 9c3, 11e1   12+30 öre on unusually beautiful cover sent from STOCKHOLM 26.11.1869 to France. PD    
 in red colour and arrival pmk LYON 2.DEC.69. Certificate NS 3.3-4.3-4 (1982).  * 1.000:-

2041K 10c 24 öre light orange-yellow. Superb cover sent from RÅDA 19.4.1859 to Norway. Certificate    
 HOW 4,3,4-5,4 (2003).  * 1.000:-

2042K 10f1 1862, 24 öre red-orange. Superb cover, sent from Norrtelje 1.4.1861 to Uppsala. Information    
 about the item and the addressee is displayed on the website. Cert HOW (4, 3, 5, 4). F 1600  * 1.500:-
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2043 10h2 24 öre reddish orange, perforation of 1865. Just slightly oxidized, otherwise very fine. F 9000   1.000:-

2044K 10h2, 14Be   3+24 öre on beautiful cover sent from KALMAR 4.5.1869 to Schleswig.  * 1.000:-

2045 10i 24 öre orange-yellow. Very fine and fresh mnh copy. F 9000   2.000:-

2041

2044

2046K 11 30 öre brown. Letter sent from Wimmerby 11.8.1863 to HELSINKI, mail route through Åland.    
 Franked with two copies of F11. Transit cds Stockholm 14.8.63 and arrival cds 18.8. Final    
 address was the railway station in JÄRVENPÄÄ, approximately 40 km N of Helsinki.  * 1.500:-

2047K 11b 30 öre red-brown. Partly pre-paid cover (FRANCO GRÄNSEN), sent from STOCKHOLM    
 22.6.1860 to Finland. Arrival pmk ANK 28.6. Postage due notation ”Lös. 10 kop. Silv”. Superb.  * 1.000:-

2048K 11d1 2×30 öre dark brown on very fine cover sent from ASKERSUND 12.1.1864 via STOCKHOLM    
 22.JAN.64 to Finland. Arrival pmk 4.2. FRANCO cancel in violet colour. Certificate NS (1984).  * 1.000:-

2049K 11d2 30 öre dark brown, perforation of 1865. Superb cover sent from STOCKHOLM 11.5.1870 to    
 the Netherlands. Arrival omk AMSTERDAM 15.MEI.70. Certificate HOW 4, 4, 4, 4 (1990).  * 1.200:-

2050K 11d2 30 öre dark brown, perf. 1865. Superb cover sent from STOCKHOLM 11.5.1870 to the Netherlands.    
 Arrival omk AMSTERDAM 21.AUG.70. Certificate Grenstedt (1981) and HOW 3, 4, 3, 3 (2006).  * 1.000:-

2051 11h 30 öre chocolate brown. EXCELLENT cancellation HERNÖSAND 28.12.1872.  � 1.000:-

20422043 2045

2046
2049 2047

2048 2051 2050
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Lying lion / Liggande lejon

2052K 14Bc1 4×3 öre brown on beautiful cover cancelled STOCKHOLM 3.TUR 12.7.  * 1.000:-

2053K 14Bf, 9m 2×3+12 öre on beautiful cover sent from TJELLMO 15.7.1872 to Denmark. Arrival pmk    
 KIØBENHAVN 16.7. Very scarce combination (1 öre overpaid).  * 1.000:-

2054 14Bv4 3 öre brown, type II, ”The Cigar” (coloured line from lion to large “3”) variety. Sought-   
 after and undervalued variety.  � 1.500:-

2052 2054 2053

2055K 15a 17 öre carmine violet. Very beautiful cover sent from WARBERG 11.6.1866 to Denmark.    
 Transit SÖDRA ST.BANAN 12.6.1866 and arrival pmk KIØBENHAVN 12.6.  * 1.500:-

2056K 15b2 17 öre reddish-bluish lilac, perforation of 1865. Very fine cover sent from HESSLEHOLM    
 17.1.1868 to Denmark. Transit SÖDRA ST.BANAN 18.1.1868 and arrival pmk KIØBENHAVN 18.1.    
 Certificate HOW 3, 1-2, 4 (1984). F 5000  * 1.200:-

2055 2056

Karl XV

2057 E C A Nymans proposal stamp NIO, TOLF, TRETTIO and FEMTIO öre carmine colour    
 with dashed background in recounstructed strip of four consisting of two pairs. Scarce.  () 12.000:-

2058 E C A Nymans proposal stamp TRETTIO öre in light blue colour with dashed background. Very fresh.  () 3.000:-

2059 E C A Nymans proposal stamp NIO öre in light blue colour with dashed background. Slightly    
 discolored.  () 2.500:-

2057

2058 2059 2060 2061
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2060 E C A Nymans proposal stamp TOLF öre in light blue colour with dashed background. Slightly    
 discolored.  () 2.500:-

2061 E C A Nymans Proposal stamp FEMTIO öre green with smooth background.  () 1.500:-

2062K 16b2, 17d, 19c   3+5+20 öre on fantastic cover sent from STOCKHOLM 26.11.1873. Scarce mixed    
 franking. Certificate HOW 4 (3,3,4) (4,4,4) 4 (2004).  * 3.000:-

2063K 19a, 17d, 22   5 öre dull bluish green + 3+20 öre on beautiful cover sent from STOCKHOLM 16.8.1873    
 to Finland. 20 öre somewhat oxidized. F 5000  * 1.200:-

Circle type perf. 14 / Ringtyp tandning 14

2062 2063

2064 19d 5 öre blue-green. Very fine and colourful copy signed Strandell. F 3500   1.000:-

2065 19e 5 öre dark blue-green, smooth print. Wonderful copy, partly with gum. Very scarce shade    
 in this quality. Superb.   2.500:-

2064 2065

2066K 20c 6 öre ultramarine-violet, on ordinary paper, in strong colour. Beautiful printed matter    
 sent from STOCKHOLM 17.4.1873 to Vinslöv. F 3000  * 1.000:-

2066

2067 20h 6 öre bluish grey without gum. Very fine copy signed Sjöman. Scarce shade. F 12000  () 2.500:-

2067
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2068K 21h, 25 12+30 öre on very fine cover sent from GÖTEBORG 4.10.1873 to Spain. PD in red colour and    
 arrival pmk JEREZ CADIZ 15.OCT.73. F 10000  * 2.500:-

2069K 21m 12 öre on fantastic telegram cover sent locally within LULEÅ 11.6.1876. Superb.  * 1.000:-

2068 2069

2070 22a 20 öre orange-red on yellowish paper. Very fine–superb copy. F 9500+   4.000:-

2070

2071 2072

2073K 23a 20/20 öre brick-red on pale orange. Nice cover sent from STOCKHOLM 25.6.1877 to Switzerland.    
 Arrival pmk NEUCHATEL 29.VI.77. F 3000  * 1.000:-

2074K 23c 20/20 öre dull red on pale orange. Superb cover sent from ÖRNSKÖLDSVIK 10.3.1877 to Spain.    
 F 3000  * 1.200:-

2073 2074

2071K 22h 20 öre brick red. Beautiful cover sent from STOCKHOLM 16.6.1877 to Portugal. Oval FRANCA    
 and arrival pmk LISBOA 25.6. Scarce destination.  * 1.200:-

2072K 23 20/20 öre red, double print. Very fine cover sent from GÖTEBORG 19.8.1877 to France. F 3000  * 1.000:-
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2076 25a2 30 öre reddish brown on yellowish paper. Fresh and beautiful copy. Shade by O.P. F 7000   2.500:-

2077 25e 30 öre brown, smooth print. Cert. Bo Grenstedt ”Ett särdeles vackert objekt där ingen    
 lagning är iakttagen”. F 7000   1.000:-

2075 24h 24 öre dull yellow-yellow. Very fine and fresh copy. F 9000   3.000:-

2075

2076 2077

2078

2078 26d 50 öre violet-rose. Slightly dirty, otherwise superb. Large hinge on reverse. F 7500   2.000:-

Circle type perf. 13 / Ringtyp tandning 13

2079K 28h, 30i, 32h   3+5+12 öre on wonderful illustrated envelope sent from STRENGNÄS 24.5.1884 to    
 Stockholm. Certificate HOW superb–EXCELLENT 4-5, (3,3,4) (5,5,4) 5 (1991).  * 1.000:-

2079

2080K 29b, 35e 2×4+30 öre on registered cover sent from GÖTEBORG 26.4.1882 to Great Britain. Superb.    
 Cancel REKOMMENDERAS and arrival pmk REGISTERED SHEFFIELD 30.AP.82.  * 1.000:-

2080
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2081K 33d 2×20 öre on a newly discovered cover with content sent from STOCKHOLM LGL 23.1.1883 to    
 the Danish West Indies and then forwarded to Haiti. Arrival pmks ST THOMAS 18.2.1883 and    
 PORT-AU-PRINCE HAITI 21.FEVR.83. Small perf. imperfections of less importance. Sent ten    
 days before the famous cover with the 20/30 error to DWI and the very same correspondence.    
 Previously only one cover recorded to Haiti during the period.  * 7.000:-

2082K 33d 20 öre on a newly discovered insufficiently prepaid cover with content sent from ÖRNSKÖLDSVIK    
 17.8.1882 to the Cape Colony. Arrival pmks CAPE TOWN CAPE COLONY 19.SP.82 and EAST    
 LONDON 25.SP.82. Postage due marks T and 5 (d). Opened up on three sides. Previously only one    
 such cover recorded.  * 2.000:-

2083K 33e 2×20 öre on a newly discovered cover sent from KARLSKRONA 7.1.1884 to Lagercrantz on    
 board HMS Vanadis in Brazil. Arrival pmks RIO DE JANEIRO 30.JAN.94. Superb.  * 3.000:-

2083

2081 2082

2084

2085

2084 35h 30 öre black-brown on soft paper. Cert. HOW 3,4-5,3. ”Ett mycket vackert och fräscht    
 exemplar”. F 5000++   1.000:-

Officials, perf. 13 / Tjänste, tandning 13
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2085K Tj18 Leather letter franked with 20 öre beatiful tied by STOCKHOLM 6.7.86. The siel TYGMÄSTAREN    
 I STOCKHOLM is bound by the stamp. Unusual.  * 2.500:-

Circle Type (Blue Posthorn) / Ringtyp posthorn

2087K 46c 2×20 öre on a newly discovered cover sent from KARLSKRONA 5.12.1887 to the captain Hjelm    
 on board HMS Balder in Liberia. Arrival pmks BASSA LIBERIA 31.DEC.1887 and MONROVIA    
 LIBERIA 7.JAN.1888. Interesting note ”Tillhandakom i Carlskrona d. 29 maj 1889. Således    
 efter 1 år 5 mån 24 dag”. Fantastic EXHIBITION ITEM to a very scarce destination.  * 8.000:-

2087

Oscar II

2088 52-60 Oscar II, complete set with ”Normal proofs” (normalprov) in pairs, 5 and 50 öre in two    
 shades. Very unusual offer. F 35.000++   5.000:-

2089 60 P Proof type N of only the head in imperforated block of four with sheet margin to the    
 left. Scarce unit in superb quality.  () 2.000:-

2089ex 2088

Bicoloured numeral type / Tvåfärgad siffertyp

2090 64 P Imperforated colour proof in carmine and yellow, with good margins. Superb rarity.  () 10.000:-

2090
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Gustav V in Medallion – Standing lion / Medaljong – Stående lejon

2091Kv 92, 94 Gustaf V in Medallion, 55 and 80 öre. 55 öre cert HOW (3,3,3) and 80 öre cert HOW (2,2,3)    
 80 öre also cert Sesö. F 120000  � 30.000:-

2092P 115-25 1916 Landstorm II SET (11). 10 sets, with few exceptions good quality. F 39000   5.000:-

2093 142Ea 1922 5 öre brownish orange red perf 13 in a fresh strip-of four. F 36000   2.500:-

2091

2094 144Av3 10 öre green, tête-bêche tails against each other. F 13000   2.000:-

2094

Military / Militärt

2095K 223 Registred letter sent from the Swedish battallion in SAAR 2.2.1935 (correct time) to    
 Stockholm. An excellent cancellation on the stamp. F 9000  * 1.000:-

2095

Better cancellations / Bättre stämplar

2096 2d GYSINGE 3.4.1856, rectangular postmark. An excellent box cancellation. A slightly folded    
 corner. Cert Obermuller (3,3,5). Postal: 4500:-  � 1.000:-

2097K bKe4 German cancellations STRALUND 1 22.5.88, AUS SCHWEDEN PER STRALSUND    
 and DRESDEN - NEUST. 12 23.5 on postcard. Very scarce item in this quality.  * 1.000:-

2096 2097
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Miscellaneous (other Swedish single lots) / Diverse (övriga svenska singelobjekt)

2098P  Proof, Sven Ewerts. Plate-proofs in two imperforate 15-blocks, light brown and brown on    
 the same blade.  () 5.000:-

Postal stationery / Helsaker

Stamped envelopes / Frankokuvert

2099K Fk1IA v.1   Stamped envelope 12 öre type 1A with the sought-after variety re-engraved value stamp, sent   
 from LJUSDAL 29.11.1872 to WISBY 6.12.1872. Slightly worn, but overall one of the most beautiful   
 examples recorded. F 8000+  3.000:-

2100K Fk3, 43, 47   Stamped envelope 10 öre additionally franked with 5+30 öre, sent as 2-fold cover with cash   
 on delivery from NORDMALING 14.2.1890 to Stockholm. 5 öre slightly defective. Scarce.  1.000:-

2101K Fk6, 56, 61-64   Stamped envelope 10 öre additionally franked with 1+2+3+4+20 öre, sent from STOCKHOLM   
 16.5.93 to Argentina. Arrival pmk on reverse.  1.000:-

2098 (part of)

2099 2100 2101

Letter cards / Kortbrev

2102

2102K kB31 v.I Letter card 10 öre with the very scarce variety DOUBLE PERFORATION, unused. R5 according to Facit.   
 EXCELLENT.  3.000:-
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Single postcards / Enkla brevkort

2103K bKe1Aa Postcard 12 öre dark blue sent locally within STOCKHOLM 4.TUR 2.1.(1872). Very interesting   
 SECOND DAY of issue usage in superb quality.  2.500:-

2104K bKe1Ab Postcard 12 öre light blue sent from SÖDERKÖPING 31.12.1872 to Gothenburg. Very interesting   
 LAST DAY usage of the postage 12 öre. Superb.  3.000:-

2105K bKe3A Postcard 10 öre with text A, sent from STOCKHOLM C 20.9.1877. Arrival pmk NEW YORK PAID   
 ALL 6.OCT.77. Small tear in the card. One of the earliest recorded pc’s sent to America.  1.000:-

2103 2104 2105

2106K bKe3D v.II   Postcard 10 öre with variety two value stamps, one colourless, unused with very small residue   
 after mounting on reverse. F 4500  1.000:-

2107K bKe7, 47 Postcard 5 öre additionally franked with 30 öre, sent with cash on delivery from GÖTEBORG 3.10.1890   
 to Nösund. Cash on delivery postcards were prepaid as letters before 1/8 1892. Scarce.  1.000:-

2108K bKe8C, 61, 64   Postcard 5/6 öre additionally franked with 1+4 öre, sent from GÖTEBORG 1.2.1893 to San   
 Marino. Very scarce destination.  1.000:-

2106 2107 2108

2109K bKe13 Postcard 10 öre sent from BÅSTAD 7.7.1897 via TRELLEBORG-SASSNITZ A 8.7.97, to Morocco.   
 Arrival pmks TANGER MAROC 14.JUIL.97 and CASABLANCA MAROC 18.JUIL.97. EARLIEST   
 recorded pc to Morocoo according to Ferdén. Ex. Daun.  1.500:-

2110K bKe14, 52, 56   Postcard 10 öre additionally franked with 5+20 öre, sent with special delivery, from   
 STOCKHOLM 23.5.11 to Germany. Arrival pmk ELDENA 25.5.11. The card with fold, otherwise superb.   
 Only a very few special delivery postcards sent to abroad. ONLY RECORDED combination.  10.000:-

2111K bKe16 Postcard 10 öre sent from LANDSKRONA 11.12.19 to TURKS ISLANDS A 29.JA.19. Undeliverable.   
 Substantial scarce destination.  2.000:-

2109 2110 2111
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2112K bKe16 Postcard 10 öre sent from GÖTEBORG 25.11.15 to German New Guinea. Undeliverable with cancel   
 Retour. Pas d’occasion de transport par voie d’Allemagne. Creased corner. Interesting item to a   
 very scarce destination.  1.500:-

2113K bKe17 Postcard 5 öre additionally franked with 5 öre, sent from STOCKHOLM 2.1.13 to El Salvador. Arrival   
 pmk CORREOS EL SALVADOR CENTRAL C.A. 4.MAR. Very scarce destination, only two   
 postcards recorded during the period. Weak creases.  1.200:-

2114K bKe19, 84   Postcard 10 öre additionally franked with 15 öre, sent registered from KARLSKOGA PANV. 23.9.19   
 to Argentina. Only two recorded registered postcards to Argentina, of which this is the only one   
 during this period. Ex. Daun.  1.000:-

2112 2113 2114

2115K bKe21, 141A   Postcard 10 öre additionally franked with 3x5 öre, sent from GISLÖF 13.8.21 to Bahamas. By   
 mistake, first sent to NASSAU (LAHN) 15.8.21, Germany. Arrival pmk NASSAU BAHAMAS 23.SEP.21.   
 Interesting item and the only recorded postcard to Bahamas. Fantastic exhibition item. Ex. Daun.  2.500:-

2116K bKe31, 187   Postcard 10 öre additionally franked with 2×35 öre, sent by airmail, from HÄGERSTEN 22.11.40   
 to Sumatra. Transit BAGHDAD 17.DEC.1940 and arrival pmk. Censor marks CENCENSREERD 2,   
 PASSED BY CENSOR 56 and C 20. Interesting and scarce.  1.200:-

2117K bKe33a–t Postcard 15 öre, cpl. SET (20) with all diiferent views. All sent to abroad incl. additional   
 frankings for air mail and postage due stamps used for poste restante fees. Scarce lot. F 10000  3.000:-

2115 2116 ex 2117

2118K bKd1BII Response card 6 öre sent from PKXP Nr 5 NED16.10.1879 to Gothenburg. EXCELLENT. Very scarce   
 in this quality. F 3500+  1.000:-

2119K bKd1CI+AI   Reply-paid postcrad 6+6 öre sent from UPSALA 17.12.1877 to Löfsta. The response card is   
 unused. Superb. F 3000+  1.000:-

2120K bKd2AI Response card 10 öre sent from KARLSBORG 10.5.1875 to Gothenburg. Superb and very scarce. F 5000  1.500:-

2118 2119 2120
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2121K bKd2AI Response card 10 öre sent from EKEDALEN 16.11.1876 to Tidaholm. Very weak crease, otherwise   
 superb. Very scarce. F 5000  1.200:-

2122K bKd2CI Originating card 10 öre sent from KARLSHAMN 14.10.1876 to GÖTEBORG 1.TUR 15.10. Superb. F 5000  1.200:-

2123K bKd4 Reply card 15+15 öre with the response card (unused) still attached, sent from FRÖVI 5.5.1891   
 via PKXP No 2B UTR N 6.5.1891 to Persia. The postage 15+15 öre applied for reply pc’s to Persia   
 according to circular No. VII 1883. One of the smallest printed quantity (10,760 copies) of a   
 postal stationery or stamp within Swedish philately. Only a few recorded, all destinations combined,   
 as well as the ONLY RECORDED reply card to Persia of any rate. EXHIBITION ITEM. F 40000  7.000:-

2121 2122 2123

2124K bKd5B+Ba  Reply-paid postcard 6+6 öre sent in both directions, the originating card from STOCKHOLM 29.8.1884   
 and the response card from STOCKHOLM 26.9.1884. F 3000  1.000:-

2124

2125K bKd13 Response card 10 öre sent from FOSCANI 17.FEB.95 to STOCKHOLM K.E. 22.2.1895. Very scarce   
 response usage from Romania. F 4000  1.000:-

2126K bKd13 Reply-paid postcard 10 öre sent from STOCKHOLM 5.12.92 to KYRENIA CYPRUS 28.DE.92.   
 The response card is unused. Very scarce destination, as reply-paid pc most likely unique.  1.000:-

2125 2126

2127

2127K bKd18 Reply-paid postcard 7+8 öre, double usage sent in both directions, the originating card from   
 MALMÖ 6.3.19 and the response crad from PLK 295 6.6.1919. One of the outmost scarcest double   
 usages within Swedish postal stationery. Ex. Daun.  4.000:-
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2128K bKd23 Reply-paid postcard 25+25 öre sent in both directions, first from PLK 296 24.3.1922 to Germany,   
 and the response card from MÜNSTER 27.3.22. Very scarce to find double usages of this postal   
 stationery – only a few recorded.  1.500:-

2128

2129K bKd24 Reply-paid postcard 20/25+20/25 öre sent in both directions, first from SÖDERTELJE 7.12.1922 to   
 Austria, then the resonse card from GRAZ 1 11.III.22. Very scarce to find double usages of this   
 postal stationery – only a few recorded. Ex. Daun.  1.500:-

2129

2130K bKd3 Reply-paid postcard 10+10 öre, double usage sent in both directions, the originating card from   
 SJÖSÅS 3.7.1889 via WEXIÖ 4.7.1889 and PKXP No 2 UTR N 5.7.1889 to Turkey and the response card   
 from CONSTANTINOPLE DEUTSCHE POST 31.7.89. Very scarce and superb. Ex. Daun. F 8000  3.000:-

2130
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Official postcards / Tjänstebrevkort

2131K TjbK2 Official postcard 10 öre sent from WEXIÖ 10.2.1875 to Ingatorp. EXCELLENT – a great rarity in   
 this quality.  4.000:-

2131

Air mail covers / Luftpost

2132K 208 Air mail cover, Registred cover sent from Blötberget (County of Dalarna) 4.12.1934 to SYDNEY   
 (Australia). Transit cancellations Berlin-Sassnitz Darwin and arrival cds Sydney 21.12.1934.  1.000:-

2132

2133

2134

2133K 225 Air mail cover, Registred ”Zeppelin letter” sent from Stockholm, through Berlin (railway mail   
 cancellation Berlin-Sassnitz) Friedrichshafen to Pernambuco (Brazil). Transit cds Berlin Sassnitz   
 Bahnpost and arrival cds Pernambuco (23.4.35) on the back side of the cover. F 36000  3.000:-

2134K 224 Air mail cover, ”First Flight Cover” from the first SAS light Stockholm - Copenhagen - New York   
 17.9.1946. Arrival cds RAHWAY N,J, 19.9.1946. F 25000  2.000:-
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of classic Sweden
The Michtner Collection

and rare watermarks
DKFM. Klaus Michtner1938 2021

Born and raised in Vienna, Klaus Michtner started collecting stamps very early 
despite modest means. After taking his diploma at the Vienna University of Eco-
nomics in 1962 Klaus entered directly into the family firm as an optics wholesaler. 
Except for Austrian philately, Klaus’ interests now turned to Scandinavian and 
especially Swedish philately. Klaus was an enthusiastic buyer at auctions and his 
favourite sales were the two legendary auctions of Lauson H. Stone held by Göta 
Frimärken in Gothenburg in 1990, when he had the opportunity to buy many of 

the offered items for his collection.

After having sold his company in 1999 Klaus also began to sell off Swedish letters sent to foreign countries 
at four special auctions at Høiland 2000–2002 under the name ‘Vienna Collection’, and later at other auction 
houses. However, he kept all the rare printed matter mail and also all letters sent to Austria. Klaus’ interest 
for Swedish philately and postal history continued and over the years he covered almost every aspect of the 
classic period at some time. He became quickly self-taught regarding postal routes, accountancy notes, and 
other in-depth aspects of postal history. Some of his knowledge has been shared with other collectors e.g. 
through articles in ’Aktuellt om Posthistoria’ No. 12 (2014) and No. 13 (2016) published by SSPD. Further, 
Klaus held occational presentations, e.g. at Vindobona in May 2019. Klaus also presented some of his 
collections as exhibits, i.e. ’Swedish Printed Matters 1855–1921’ which was awarded Gold and a special 
prize for the material at Baltex 2014 and Gold at Malmex 2018; ’Foreign Cancellations on Mail from Baltic 
and North Sea Countries’ which was awarded Vermeil at Nordia 2015; and ’Austria-Hungary – Sweden-

Norway The Mail Traffic 1682–1918’ which was awarded Large Vermeil at Stockholmia 2019. 

Due to age Klaus continued to sell his collections; at Philea he sold much of the Swedish material, e.g.: 
foreign-related prephilately (2012), incorrectly franked letters (2013), early letters sent to Italy (2014), Circle 
type posthorn and postal history (2014–2015), shipmail (2015), transit mail Gothenburg-Hull and the rare 
colour-proof of 5 öre Oscar in brown colour (2017), foreign postmarks (2017–2018) and important printed 
matter mail (2020–2021). In conjunction with the sale, the complete ’Swedish Printed Matters 1855–1921’ 

exhibit was published as a book, still available at Philea for purchase.

On October 24th 2021 Klaus sadly passed away and now the time has come for the sale of his remaining 
material. On this first sale selected Swedish stamps and especially rare watermarks are offered – many items 
have not been on the market for decades. As part of a cooperation, www.merkurphila.at will sell the highly 
specialised collection of mail traffic between Austria and Sweden (both directions) in the beginning of 2023. 
The whole collection is presented as free PDF at the homepage of the Viennese stamp club of Klaus Michtner, 

Vindobona: https://www.vindobona.club/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/sammlung_michtner.pdf

We choose to recall Klaus’ own closing words at the last sale with us:
’All the best to Swedish Philately – it has been and still is a great time for me” 
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The Michtner Collection  
Classic Sweden and rare wmks

Thursday 24 November, at 12:00 at the earliest

Foreign-related covers / Utlandsanknytning

2135K Austria. Partly prepaid letter dated ”Gothenburg d: 27 Aprill 1799” sent to Botzen (today Bolzano in   
Italy). Notation ”franco augsburg” (P: +5000) and transit mark SUEDE. Postage due ”12” (kreuzer).  1.500:-

2136K Cape of Good Hope. Unpaid letter sent from STOCKHOLM 19.9.1873 via Denmark, in closed mail via Germany   
and Belgium to London and Southampton, then conveyed by Union Steamship Company ”AFRICAN” from Southampton   
25.9.1873 to CAPE TOWN / CAPE COLONY 22.OC.1873. The unpaid letter postage from Sweden to GB was 7 d,  
and the packet postage to South Africa 12 d, less 1d. The local P.O. debited 1 d, in total 1 sh 7 d postage   
due. Very scarce item.  3.500:-

2135 2136

Stamps / Frimärken

Skilling Banco

3 skill bluish green. Superb copy cancelled NYKÖPING 26.5.1858. One of the most beautiful

copies known. Fantastic EXHIBITION ITEM. Certificates by Obe 4. 4. 4 (1981) and NS 4.4–5-4

(1983). F 85000  

3 skill blue-green. Fine copy cancelled STOCKHOLM 28.11.1856. One slightly short perf. 

of less importance. Very scarce shade, a great rarity in used condition. Signature Strandell

and certificate by HOW 2, 2, 3 (1992).  

2137

2138

1b  � 25.000:-

1c � 25.000:-
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The Michtner Collection  
Classic Sweden and rare wmks

2139 2b 4 skill light blue, thin paper. Superb copy cancelled ENKÖPING 7.7.1855, on the 7th day    
 after issue. F 2500+  � 1.000:-

2140 2c 4 skill bright blue, thin paper. Outstanding copy cancelled NEDER-KALIX 1.10.1856. Scarce    
 shade in this quality.  � 1.500:-

2141 2f 4 skill blue, dense background, medium-thick paper. Superb copy cancelled NYLAND 13.9.1857.  � 1.200:-

2139 2140 2141

2142 2j1 4 skill dull ultramarine - slate blue, medium-thick paper, with enormous blurred print. Cancelled    
 STOCKHOLM 15.9.1857 and the EARLIEST RECORDED use from the 11th delivery (print)    
 according to the 1963 handbook. Fantastic EXHIBITION ITEM. Signature and certificate by    
 Sjöman (1968).  � 5.000:-

2142

2143 2k2, 4f 8 skill dull yellow-orange, dense background on medium thick paper. 4 skill light grey    
 blue, medium-thick paper, together with 2×8 skill dull yellow-orange, dense background,    
 on cut piece most likely from a cover sent to Finland. SUPERB SHOW PIECE. Signatures    
 (×2) and certificate by Sjöman (1967).  r 5.000:-

2143

2144 2l 4 skill greenish blue, medium-thick paper. Interesting copy with star cancellation.    
 Signature and certificate by Sjöman (3) 2 (3) (1974). F 3000  � 1.000:-

2145 2n1 4 skill dark blue, medium-thick paper. Very fine and fresh copy cancelled STOCKHOLM    
 22.6.1858. Scarce shade. F 3000  � 1.000:-

2144 2145
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The Michtner Collection  
Classic Sweden and rare wmks

2146 3a1 6 skill grey on thin paper. Beautiful copy cancelled STOCKHOLM 14.1.1858. Certificate by    
 Lundegaard Nielsen (1974). F 12000  � 2.500:-

2147 3d 6 skill grey-brown on thin paper. Very fine copy cancelled GEFLE 6.7.1856. Signature and    
 certificate by Sjöman (1969). Facit states 9.1856 for this shade which seems wrong, as    
 both ”Skillingtryckets leveranslikare” and the article by Robert Mattson in Postryttaren    
 2005 states 9.1855. Sought-after shade. F 24000  � 5.000:-

2146 2147

2148 4c 8 skill lemon-yellow on very beautiful cut piece cancelled GEFLE 28.12.1856. Very scarce    
 shade with certicate by Åkerstedt (1970).. F 25000  r 5.000:-

2149 4f 8 skill dull yellow-orange, dense background on medium thick paper. Very fine copy    
 cancelled STOCKHOLM 23.4.1857. Signature and certificate by Sjöman (1969). F 5000  � 1.000:-

2150 4g 8 skill orange-yellow, blurred print on medium thick paper. EXCELLENT cancellation    
 HAPARANDA 10.1.1858. Scarce shade. Signature and certificate by Sjöman 3 1 5 (1971). F 9500  � 2.000:-

2149 2148 2150

2151 5a 24 skill dull red, thin paper. EXCELLENT cancellation HAPARANDA 11.11.1855. Certificate    
 Åkerstedt (1977). F 18000  � 4.000:-

2152 5e 24 skill brownish-red, blurred print on medium thick paper. Very fine copy cancelled STOCKHOLM    
 31.5.1858. Very scarce shade. Signature and certificate by Sjöman 2 1 3 (1972). F 27000  � 6.000:-

2151 2152

Local stamps / Lokalmärkestyp

2153 6A (1 skill) black. Very fine–superb copy with certificate by Sjöman (1970). F 4000  � 1.000:-

2153
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The Michtner Collection  
Classic Sweden and rare wmks

Coat-of-arms / Vapentyp

2154 7a1 5 öre dark green. Fantastic copy cancelled SÖDERHAMN 7.7.1859. Very fine–superb. Signature    
 and certificate by Sjöman (4) 3 (4) (1971)..  � 1.000:-

2155 7c2 5 öre yellow-green. EXCELLENT cancellation HAPARANDA 3.1.1872.  � 1.000:-

2154 2155

2156 9b1 12 öre dark blue. Outstanding copy cancelled NYLAND 15.5.1859. Very scarce shade in this    
 quality.  � 1.000:-

2156

2157 10e 24 öre bright yellow-orange. Wonderful copy with EXCELLENT cancellation WALDEMARSWIK    
 22.7.1863.  � 1.000:-

2158 10g2 24 öre lemon yellow. Fine copy of this very scarce shade. Certificate by HOW 2, 2-3, 1 (1988).  � 2.000:-

2157 2158

2159 12a 50 öre dark violet-carmine. EXCELLENT cancellation UDDEVALLA 20.9.1859.  � 1.000:-

2160 12h 50 öre rose. EXCELLENT cancellation HALSBERG 19.10.1872. Signed WENGEL.  � 1.000:-

2159 2160
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The Michtner Collection  
Classic Sweden and rare wmks

Lying lion / Liggande lejon

2161 14Ac 3 öre reddish brown with even colour, type I. Certificate by Åkerstedt (1970). F 6000  � 1.200:-

2161

2162 16g 20 öre red-dull red. EXCELLENT cancellation 21.1.1875.  � 1.000:-

2162

Circle type perf. 14 / Ringtyp tandning 14

2163K 18a 4 öre on newspaper wrapper of 2nd level sent from STOCKHOLM T.E. 13.6.1877 to Norrköping.    
 The special newspaper rate was 1 öre per 10 ort, with minimum fee 3 öre. Part of the back    
 missing. Scarce rate for which usage this stamp was issued. Ex. Nordin. Ex. Michtner. F 30000.  * 6.000:-

2163

2164 23a 20/20 öre brick-red on pale orange. Superb cancellation ESKILSTUNA 19.7.1877. Scarce in    
 this quality.  � 1.000:-

2164
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The Michtner Collection  
Classic Sweden and rare wmks

Postage due, perf. 14 / Lösen, tandning 14

2165 L6a 20 öre blue, clear colour, perf 14. Remarkable copy with EXCELLENT cancellation SKARA    
 20.8.1874. The best copy known?  � 1.000:-

2165

Circle type perf. 13 / Ringtyp tandning 13

2166K 33 20 öre on commercial papers with notation ”försäkringspapper”, sent from PKXP No 2 1.2.1880    
 to Germany. Arrival pmk STETTIN 1 9.2.80. Very scarce type of mail sent to abroad,    
 allegedly only four recorded during the Circle type period.  * 2.500:-

2167K 33c 20 öre on 5-fold newspaper banner sent from LUND 5.2.1881 to Uppsala. Very scarce, one    
 of two recordeded according to Ferdén.  * 3.000:-

2166 2167

2168 34v10 24 öre yellow, part of the corner watermark. Unusually beautiful copy of this scarce    
 variety, cancelled STOCKHOLM 14.4.188x.  � 2.000:-

2168
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Classic Sweden and rare wmks

Officials, perf. 13 / Tjänste, tandning 13

2170 Tj27vm1 1 öre black, inverted wmk crown. F 5500  � 800:-

2171 Tj29vm1 4 öre lilac, wmk inverted crown. Very scarce variety. F 16000  � 3.000:-

2172 Tj32 v 10 öre carmine red, parts of two wmk crown verticaly. NOT LISTED in Facit.  � 800:-

2173 Tj34vm1 20 öre blue, inverted wmk crown. Very scarce variety. F 13000  � 2.500:-

2174 Tj49cxz 15 öre red-brown, inverted wmk wavy lines + KPV. F 7000  � 1.500:-

10/24 öre dark blue on yellow, perf 14 instead of 13 variety, in superb centering. Tiny imperfections

 on reverse, nevertheless an unusually beautiful copy of this rare variety. Certificate by HOW 

2, 4, 3 (2008). F 55000 

2169

Tj26v2   25.000:-

2170 2171 2172 2173 2174

Circle Type (Blue Posthorn) / Ringtyp posthorn

2175K 41b, 47d 3+30 öre on cash on delivery printed matter banner sent from STOCKHOLM 5.7.1889 to Årröd.    
 Very scarce type of mail and postage. Ex. Nordin. Ex. Michtner.  * 3.000:-

2176K 41c, 56, 64   3+4+20 öre on cash on delivery newspaper banner sent from STOCKHOLM 23.9.92 to    
 Varberg. Scarce postage with unique combination according to Ferdén.  * 1.500:-

2175 2176
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The Michtner Collection  
Classic Sweden and rare wmks

2177K 42d 4 öre on UNIQUE telegram cover sent as printed matter from ÖREGRUND 9.3.1891 to Stockholm.    
 Depicted in ”Sällskapspost Nr 8”. Small imperfections but overall impression EXCELLENT.  * 1.500:-

2177

Oscar II

2178K 52 5 öre on very interesting postcard with message in braille. Sent from PKXP No 90A to    
 HEDEVIKEN 28.2.1903. Possibly unique.  * 1.000:-

2179K 52 5 öre on printed matter sent from STOCKHOLM 1.10.05 to Jamaica. Arrival pmk BLUEFIELDS    
 JAMAICA 23.OC.05 (with inverted date figures). Very scarce destination for printed matter    
 mail – the EARLIEST RECORDED pm according to Ferdén.  * 1.000:-

2178 2179

2180 52vm3 1891 Oscar II 5 öre green, watermark parts of crowns + KPV. Beautiful copy cancelled    
 ASKERSUND 22.1.1895. F 2000  � 700:-

2180
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2181 53c vm5 1903 Oscar II 8 öre violet, wmk Crown and KPV. One short perf. of less importance of this    
 rarity. According to Facit ONLY ONE COPY RECORDED. Opinion by Lorentzon (2022).  � 5.000:-

2181

2182 54 1891 Oscar II 10 öre red. Cancelled with (FRÅN S)TORBRI(TANNIEN). F 20000 for cover.    
 Very scarce used on a Swedish stamp.  � 1.000:-

2183K 54 10 öre on postcard sent from STOCKHOLM LBR 11.5.11 to Cape Verde. Transit LISBOA CENTRAL    
 15.5.11 and arrival pmk SAO VINCENTE CABO VERDE 2x.5.11. Exceptional scarce destination,    
 only two items recorded, of which this is the ONLY RECORDED pc according to Ferdén, in    
 which work the item is also depicted.  * 1.500:-

2184K 54 10 öre on beautiful postcard sent from HEDEMORA LBR 30.7.1907 to sent by African Steam    
 Shipping Co. steamer “ABURI” from Liverpool 31.7.1907 to Gold Coast. Arrival cancellations    
 OBUASSI GOLD COAST 17/8 AND KWISSA GOLD COAST 20/8 1907. Very scarce destination,    
 the EARLIEST recorded mail according to Ferdén, in which work the item is also depicted.    
 Superb.  * 1.200:-

2185 54vm2, vm3   1891 Oscar II 10 öre red in strip of three, with one stamp with wmk part of crown +    
 KPV, and the other two with wmk parts of two crowns. Cancelled LÅNGSERUD 1.12.1891.    
 A few somewhat short perfs. Scarce combination.  � 700:-

2186 54vm4 1891 Oscar II 10 öre red, wmk inverted crown + KPV. A few slightly worn perfs. F 5000  � 1.000:-

2183 2184

2182 2185 2186
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2187 55a vm9 1891 Oscar II 15 öre brown, parts of two wmk crowns vertically + vertical KPV. Exceedingly    
 scarce, PREVIOUSLY NOT RECORDED. Certificate by Lorentzon 3, 4, 4 (2022).  � 5.000:-

2187

2188 56vm4 1891 Oscar II 20 öre blue, wmk KPV variety. Cancelled SKIFARP. Exceedingly scarce,    
 according to Facit ONLY ONE RECORDED. Certificate by Kihlströms (Obe) (1959).  � 5.000:-

2188

2189 58a2 vm7 1891 Oscar II 30 öre brown, wmk parts of inverted crown + vertical KPV. Beautiful copy    
 cancelled (VAL)LBERGA 24.2.1893. Especially rare wm, according to Facit ONLY TWO COPIES    
 RECORDED. Two somewhat short perfs of less importance. Opinion by Lorentzon (2022).  � 4.000:-

2190 58b vm10 1891 Oscar II 30 öre brown, parts of 4 wmk crown. Fresh and beautiful copy cabcelled    
 ALVASTRA 1.8.1901. Very scarce wm, according to Facit ONLY FIVE COPIES RECORDED.    
 One corner perf. slightly short. Certificate by Lorentzon 2, 4, 2-3 (2022).  � 3.000:-

2189 2190

2191 60a vm2 1900 Oscar II 1 Kr carmine/grey, parts of two wmk Crown vertically. Very scarce wm,    
 according to Facit ONLY FOUR COPIES RECORDED. Opinion Lorentzon (2019).  � 3.000:-

2192 60b vm3 1900 Oscar II 1 Kr carmine/grey, inverted wmk, in pair cancelled STOCKHOLM 23.7.01.    
 Scarce wm variety in pair. F 8000+  � 2.000:-

2193 60d 1903 Oscar II 1 Kr dark violetish carmine/grey. Beautiful copy cancelled LINKÖPING    
 20.11.1903. Scarce inthis quality.  � 800:-

2194 60vm3 1900 Oscar II 1 Kr carmine/grey, inverted wmk. Cancelled STOCKHOLM 21.12.04. One short    
 perf., nevertheless a very beautiful copy. F 4000  � 700:-

2191 2192 2193 2194
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Bicoloured numeral type / Tvåfärgad siffertyp

2195K 61, 62, 63, 64   1+2+3+4 öre on postcard sent from HELSINGBORG LBR 12.8.1906 to Paraguay, with    
 arrival pmk 9.8.1906. Substantial scarce destination, only two postcards recorded. Depicted    
 in Ferdén.  * 1.200:-

2196K 61, 72 3×1+2 öre on printed matter sent from SÖDERTELJE LBR 14.5.1911 to the Panama Canal Zone.    
 Transit TRANSITO PANAMA and arrival pmk ANCON, C. Z. REC’D 1.JUN.1911. Very scarce    
 destination, the ONLY recorded pm during the period according to Ferdén. Ex. Lars-Tore    
 Eriksson 1994.  * 1.500:-

2195 2196

2197 61b vm6 1892 Bicoloured Numeral Type 1 öre orange-brown/ultramarine-blue, with part of wm crown    
 + vertically KPV. Short perfs. Very scarce wm combination, NOT LISTED in Facit. Opinion    
 Lorentzon (2022).  � 1.500:-

2198 63vm1, vm3   1892 Bicoloured Numeral Type 3 öre brown/orange, parts of wm inverted crown + KPV    
 vertically. Cancelled STOCKHOLM 6.2.95. Very rare variety, NOT LISTED in Facit. Certificate    
 HOW 3, 3, 3-4 (2013).  � 5.000:-

2199 62b vm9 1892 Bicoloured Numeral Type 2 öre blue/orange-yellow, with only part of one crown horizontally    
 (margin copy). Short perfs. Very rare wm variety, NOT LISTED in Facit. Opinion Lorentzon (2022).  � 1.500:-

2197 2198 2199

2200 64c vm6 1893 Bicoloured Numeral Type 4 öre bright carmine/ultramarine-blue, with only wm KPV    
 vertically. Beautiful copy cancelled ÖREBRO-HALSBERG B 20.7.1897. Small imperfections of    
 less importance. Substantial scarce, NOT LISTED in Facit. Certificate Lorentzon 2, 3, 3 (2022).  � 3.000:-

2201 64vm3 1892 Bicoloured Numeral Type 4 öre carmine/blue wmk parts of two crowns + KPV, horizontally.    
 Beautiful copy cancelled STOCKHOLM 16.3.94. Opinion by Lasse Nielsen (1989).  � 800:-

2200 2201
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General Post Office / Posthuset

2202 65vm1 1903 General Post Office 5 Kr blue, inverted wmk, in strip of four cancelled STOCKHOLM    
 7.3.17. F 8000  � 1.500:-

2203 65vm4 1903 General Post Office 5 Kr blue, wmk with parts of four crowns in fresh pair with    
 superb cancellation STOCKHOLM (1) AVG 11.6.13. Significantly rare wm in this shade,    
 according to Facit ONLY TWO COPIES RECORDED. Certificate Lorentzon 3, (3, 3), 4 (2022).  � 5.000:-

2202 2203

Small coat-of-arms / Lilla Riksvapnet

2204 68vm1 1911 Small National Coat-of-Arms 1 öre black wmk inverted crown. EXCELLENT cancellation    
 ARVIKA 2.12.1911. F 15000  � 2.500:-

2204

2205 69vm1 1910 Small National Coat-of-Arms 2 öre yellow-orange inverted wmk crown. Cancelled ..ANDA    
 24.2.1912. F 8000  � 1.500:-

2206 69vm5 1910 Small National Coat-of-Arms 2 öre yellow-orange, with parts of two inverted wm crowns    
 vertically, cancelled STOCKHOLM 25.8.11. Two short perfs of minor importance. Exceedingly    
 scarce rarity, PREVIOUSLY NOT RECORDED. Opinion by Lorentzon (2022).  � 5.000:-

2205 2206

2207 70b vm5 1910 Small National Coat-of-Arms 4 öre blueish lilac, with parts of two inverted wm crowns    
 vertically. A few worn perfs of minor importance. Exceedingly scarce rarity, PREVIOUSLY    
 NOT RECORDED. Opinion by Lorentzon (2022).  � 4.000:-

2207
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2208 70vm1 1910 Small National Coat-of-Arms 4 öre lilac inverted wmk. Cancelled MALMÖKÖPING 26.9.1910.    
 F 2800  � 700:-

2209 70vm4 1910 Small National Coat-of-Arms 4 öre lilac parts of 2 wmk inverted crown horizontally. F 6000  � 1.200:-

2208 2209

2210K 71, 74 1+4 öre on printed matter card sent from STOCKHOLM 13.6.20 to Portuguese West Africa.    
 Arrival pmk CORREOS ANGOLA LOANDA CENTRAL 13.7.20. Scarce destination,    
 the ONLY recorded pm sent to Angola.  * 2.000:-

2211K 71, 74 1+4 öre on printed matter sent from MALMÖ 26.4.19 to British Guiana. Very scarce destination    
 – the EARLIEST recorded pm to Guiana and also the ONLY recorded one during this period    
 according to Ferdén, in which work the item is also depicted.  * 2.000:-

2212K 71, 74 1+4 öre on picture postcard (Djursholms Slott) sent as printed matter from STOCKHOLM 1    
 15.3.12 to Sarajevo, Bosnia & Herzegovina. ONLY RECORDED printed matter to this destination    
 according to Ferdén, in which work the card also is pictured.  * 1.000:-

2210 2211 2212

Gustav V in Medallion / Medaljong

2213 75a vm6 5 öre green, parts of two inverted crowns horizontally. Cancelled KINNA 5.7.1911. A    
 slightly short corner perf. Very rare wm variety, according to Facit ONLY FOUR COPIES    
 RECORDED. Certificate by Lorentzon 2-3, 3, 2-3 (2022).  � 3.000:-

2214 75vm3 5 öre green wmk crown and KPV, horizontally. One broken perf. Exceedingly scarce rarity,    
 according to Facit ONLY ONE COPY RECORDED. Certificate by Thorsson (1982).  � 5.000:-

2215 75vm4 5 öre green, watermark parts of two crowns vertically, in PAIR. Cancelled ÖREBRO LBR    
 20.6.1911. Scarce as pair. F 3600  � 800:-

2213 2215 2214
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2216 76vm3 10 öre red, wmk crown + KPV. Very beautiful copy cancelled LÅNGRÅDNA 24.8.1911.    
 Particularly rare in this quality. Certificate by HOW 3,3,4 (1992). F 4000+  � 1.500:-

2216

2217 77vm3 1 Krona black, wmk crown + KPV, vertically. Minor ink on reverse. F 4000  � 1.000:-

2218 77vm6, vm9   1 Krona black in pair, the left stamp with wm parts of two inverted crowns horizontally,    
 and the right stamp the very scarce wm variety inverted wmk crown + KPV. Cancelled BORÅS    
 PAK. Very scarce, according to Facit ONLY TWO COPIES RECORDED of vm9. Certificate by    
 HOW 2, 4, 1 (2006). � 4.000:-

2217 2218

2219 78a vm9 5 Kr dark carmine, with parts of three watermark crowns. One somewhat short perf.    
 A scarcity, NOT LISTED in Facit. Opinion by Lorentzon (2022).  � 1.000:-

2219

2220 94 80 öre without watermark, black on cut piece cancelled VÄRNAMO 12.7.191x. Signature    
 and certificate by Bühler (1978). F 60000  r 15.000:-

2220

2221 97b vm4 Surcharge 1.98 / 5 Kr inverted wmk crown + vertically KPV. Slightly bleached. An interesting    
 copy in the highest degree of scarcity of wm combination – NOT PRICED in Facit. Certificate    
 by Lorentzon 2, 3, 1 (2022).  � 4.000:-

2221
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Landstorm – Air Mail / Landstorm – Luftpost 1920

2222 105cx 1916 Landstorm I 5+FEM / 2 öre orange, inverted wmk lines, in block of four. Cancelled    
 STOCKHOLM 1 AVG 12.4.17. F 3200  � 700:-

2222

2223 105-14A 1916 Landstorm I SET on originals (10). F 3500   1.000:-

ex 2223

2224 105-14B 1916 Landstorm I SET reprint with watermark lines, without surcharge (10). Only 12 sets    
 known. Certificate by NS 3.3-5.1 (1983). F 30000  () 8.000:-

ex 2224

2225 107cx 1916 Landstorm I 5+FEM / 4 öre wmk inverted lines. Superb. F 3000+   800:-

2225

2226
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2226K 115–25 1916 Landstorm II SET (11) on beautiful registered cover cancelled STOCKHOLM 1 3.1.17.  * 3.000:-

2227K 115-25 1916 Landstorm II cpl. SET (11) distributed between two covers. The first franked with    
 2×1+5×5 öre as correct 27 öre postage for a registered cover sent from TVETABERG 31.12.1918    
 to Södertälje. Certificate Lorentzon 3, 3, 2-3, 3 (2022). The other an insured cover franked    
 with 6×10 öre also sent from TVETABERG to Södertelje. Two stamps somewhat oxidized.    
 Nice duo. (2).  * 3.000:-

2227

2228 118v 1916 Landstorm II 5+TIO / 6 öre inverted surcharge. Allegedly pos. 50. Signature and    
 certificate by Strandell (1950). F 20000  � 4.000:-

2228

2229 125 1916 Landstorm II 10+4,90 / 5 kr blue in strip of three cancelled STOCKHOLM 13.5.17. F 9000  � 2.000:-

2230 125vm1 1916 Landstorm II 10+4,90 / 5 Kr inverted wmk crown, blue in fresh block of four with    
 corner sheet margin. Scarce, especially in block of four and this quality. SUPERB. F 18000   4.000:-

22302229
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2231 126cxz 1916 Landstorm III 7+3 / 5+FEM / 2 öre orange inverted wmk lines + KPV. F 3600  � 800:-

2231

2232 126-35v 1916 Landstorm III cpl SET (10) with wrong overprints 7+3 and 12+8. F127v1 and 134v3 ,    
 the rest mnh and signed Bühler. Rarely offered as set. F 23200  / 5.000:-

ex 2232

2233 127v1 1916 Landstorm III 7+3 / 5+FEM / 3 öre brown “12+8” instead of “7+3”. Superb. F 3000   700:-

2234 127v1 1916 Landstorm III 7+3 / 5+FEM / 3 öre brown “12+8” instead of “7+3” on cut piece.    
 Cancelled ÖREBRO 28.12.1x. Signed H.W. F 5000  r 1.500:-

2233 2234

2235 131v3 1916 Landstorm III 12+8 / 10+TIO / 12 öre blue “7+3” instead of “12+8”. Fine copy LINKÖPING    
 14.1.1919 (CTO). Certificate HOW 2, 4-5, 1-2 (1984). F 3500  � 1.000:-

2236 134cc v3 1916 Landstorm III 12+8 / 10+TIO / 30 öre brown “7+3” instead of “12+8”. Exceedingly    
 scarce rarity, according to Facit ONLY ONE COPY RECORDED in used condition. Signature by    
 H.W. and certificate by Lorentzon 2, 4, 1 (2022).  � 4.000:-

2235

2236
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2238 138cx 1920 Air Mail Surcharge 50 öre / 4 öre violet inverted wmk lines in pair. Cancelled    
 VÄRNAMO 16.1.X. F 12000  � 2.500:-

2239 138vm 1920 Air Mail Surcharge 50 öre / 4 öre violet, wmk crown. Superb-EXCELLENT. F 3300+   800:-

1920 Air Mail Surcharge 20 öre / 2 öre yellow-orange, watermark crown. Very fine-superb copy 

with signatures at back. F 50000+  

2237

137vm   15.000:-

2238 2239

Small Coat-of-Arms – Standing lion / Lilla Riksvapnet – Stående lejon

2240 140Acxz 5 öre bluish green type I vertical perf 9¾ with vm lines + KPV in strip of five. Unusual    
 unit. F 37500  � 3.000:-

2240

2241 142Ecz 5 öre brown-red type II perf 13 with inverted wmk lines + KPV. One of the most beautiful    
 copies of this scarce wm. Superb cancellation JÖNKÖPING 9.3.1923. Certificate by HOW    
 3, 3, 4 (1990). F 19000  � 5.000:-

2241
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2242 143AaBz 5 öre yellowish green vertical perf 9 type II with wmk KPV. Beautiful pair cancelled    
 TÄRNSJÖ 12.3.26. F 13000  � 2.000:-

2242

En face – Gustav Vasa

2243 151Ah 1920 Gustaf V full face 20 öre pale blue defect granular print vertical perf 9¾ on greenish    
 paper (Agrg) in pair. F 5600  � 1.000:-

2243

Crown and Posthorn / Postemblem

1920 Gustaf V full face 20 öre dull blue perf 9¾ on four sides with wmk lines + KPV. Very fresh

 copy with part of cancellation STOCKHOLM. One of the best copies known of this COIL 

STAMP RARITY. Certificate by Frimärkshuset / Grenstedt (1978).  

2244

151Ccxz � 20.000:-

2245 162cx 60 öre red-lilac vertical perf 9¾ type I with wmk lines in beautiful strip of five. Signed    
 BG. F at least 6500  � 1.000:-

2245
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Gustav V left profile / Profil vänster

20 öre violet with wmk lines+KPV. Well-centred, fresh and beautiful copy without any faults, cancelled

in 1921, with signature and certificate by Menzinsky. Of the only two known examples of this extra

ordinary rarity – this is in a class of its own. A FANTASTIC EXHIBITION ITEM. Ex. Skandinavisk

Filateli 1989. The other known copy, Ex. Beckeman, was recently sold for 120 000 SEK+ %. 

2250

179Acxz � 50.000:-

2246 175Acx 15 öre dull dark ultramarine-violet vertical perf 9¾ with wmk lines, in very fresh and    
 beautiful strip of five. Particularly scarce unit, cancelled LOFTA 13.3.24. Certificate    
 by Karl A. Norsten (2020). Ex. Beckeman. F 42500  � 8.000:-

2246

2247 175Acx 15 öre dull dark ultramarine-violet vertical perf 9¾ with wmk lines, in beautiful pair    
 (short perf). F 17000  � 2.500:-

2248 175Acx 15 öre dull dark ultramarine-violet vertical perf 9¾ with wmk lines. Fresh copy with    
 unusually good perforation. F 8500  � 1.500:-

2249 175Acxz 15 öre dull dark ultramarine-violet vertical perf 9¾ with wmk lines + KPV, fresh machine-   
 cut copy. Cancelled (HAL)MSTAD 21.4.1923. Unusually colourful and beautiful copy according    
 to certificate by Frimärkshuset / Grenstedt (1979). F 19000  � 4.000:-

2247 2248

2249
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Better cancellations / Bättre stämplar

Postal stationery / Helsaker

Single postcards / Enkla brevkort

2251K bKe13 BELGIUM. Belgian Lozenge roller cancel on postcard dated ”Gbg 20/5 98, SS James J Dickson”    
 sent to ANVERS ARRIVEE 23.MAI.98, and then to STETTIN 24.5.98. Particularly scarce ship    
 mail item, only one other Swedish mail item cancelled with this mark proving to be sent by    
 Ångfartygs AB Götha cargo steam ship S/S ”JAMES J. DICKSON” from Gothenburg to Antwerp.    
 EXHIBITION item.   2.000:-

2252K bKe7, 43 FINLAND. Finnish figure mark on postcard dated ”St:holm 6/IX 90” additionally franked    
 with 5 öre. Arrival pmk ÅBO-FINLAND 7.9.1890. Small tear in the card otherwise superb.   1.000:-

2251 2252

2253 30, 35 Decorative figure pmk on 5+20 öre on cut piece from money order – very scarce (unique?) as such.   1.000:-

2253

2254 24 POSTDIREKTIONEN SÖDRA DISTRIKTET 1.MRS.74 in blue colour. Very scarce on stamp.   1.000:-

2254

2255 2256
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2255K bKe12, 52   Postcard 5 öre additionally franked with 5 öre, sent from STOCKHOLM 24.XII.05 to Persia, with   
 arrival pmk. Scarce destination.  1.500:-

2256K bKe18, 71, 72   Postcard 7 öre additionally franked with 1+2 öre, sent from UMEÅ LBR 4.6.1919 to British   
 Guiana. Arrival pmk GEORGETOWN GUIANA 7.JUL.1919. Exceptional scarce destination, the   
 ONLY RECORDED ordinary postcard.  2.000:-

Mainly used stamp collections Sweden / I huvudsak stämplade frimärkssamlingar Sverige
2257L Sweden Used accumulation 1872 - c. 1950. Several collections on leaves with many stamps in shades,   

different papers and watermarks. Mixed quality. Please see many scans at www.philea.se.  8.000:-

Klaus Michtner's
’Swedish Printed Matters 1855-1921’

THE PHILEA NAME SALE SERIES

The complete exhibit formed  
by Klaus Michtner,  
128 pages depicted in a numbered edition 
of 150 copies.

Price: 495 SEK + postage.
www.philea.se/shop

Other countries / Övriga länder

Norway, collections / Norge, samlingar

2258P Collection 1855-1968 on leaves. A really beautiful coll. in overall very good quality apparently COMPLETE    
in main numbers excl the London ovpts, one Return stamp and some unimportant stamps. Often double    
collected and starting very strong with 12 copies of #1. Enjoy! All important pages on the website.  � 10.000:-

Germany

Reich
2259P  Lot 1856-1909 on two leaves. KORSÖR - KIEL Steamer boat cancellations (frame cancellations)    

 for the route, also the ship shedule and price list from 1856. Previous reserve at other    
 auction company DKK 2500. The entire lot is presented at www.philea.se. Fine quality  � 1.000:-

ex 2258
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Thursday 24 November, at 13:00 at the earliest

Mainly unused stamp collections Sweden / I huvudsak ostämplade frimärkssamlingar Sverige
2260Av / collection 1856–2005 in two Leuchtturm albums with stamp mounts. Extensive collection with only a   

few missing stamps/sets. Including e.g. the majority of Circle type, Landstormen I-III compl. large   
section coil stamps, all 1924 year sets compl. all BC/CB-pairs and all Offical-/Postage Due- stamps.   
Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se. Fine quality  20.000:-

2261A /. Well-filled collection with high value 1886-1959 incl. e.g. cpl Oscar F45-67, F65 and 125, very   
good Coil stamps incl. many  e.g. 168B signed Kan, cpl Congress with  high values, cpl UPU /,   
233a+b , 21  BC/CB-pairs incl. both Castles etc. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se.  15.000:-

2262A /. Almost cpl collection 1855-1969 in Leuchtturm album with slip case. Containing 4-skill () space   
filler, three () Local stamps, cpl Coat-of Arms, two () 17 öre, very good Circle types and cpl OII, cpl   
Landstorm incl. F124-25, a nice section Coil stamps, cpl Congress and UPU , 233a+b , cpl officials   
and Postage due stamps etc. Apparently cpl main numbers from 1936 incl. all BC/CB-pairs. Please see a   
selection of scans at www.philea.se.  15.000:-

2263Av Collection of strips of five in a well-filled VISIR album with Oscar II–1944. e.g. 5 and 10 öre unperforated,   
Gustaf V in medallion, provisionals. Coil stamps with standing lion, Crown and posthorn, King Gustaf V   
(left profile). Facit nr. 149, 151, 155, 179e, 192b, 251, 255 etc. Good stamps with high values 1930/1940.   
Officials and postage due stamps. A few  stamps. Facit value approximately 200.000 SEK  13.000:-

2264A /. High quality and mainly  collection 1886-1955 in Verbis album incl. e.g. F65, cpl Landstorm   
except F121, a nice section Coil stamps incl. many well-centered, Congress cpl , better UPU etc. Cpl   
in main numbers after 1924 incl. 233a, all BC/CB-pairs  and 337C etc. Please see a selection of scans   
at www.philea.se.  12.000:-

2265A  collection 1905–75 in albuim. High-quality coll. with many better stamps where several important ones   
are SIGNED WAHL BPP! E.g. 1905 Post office, Medallion cpl excl Värnamo, Landstorm I-III cpl, better coil   
stamps incl e.g. 60+90ö Crown and Post Horn white paper, 1924 sets, 5kr Castle both papers, more and less   
cpl later section except BC/CB etc. Fine quality  12.000:-

2266P / collection 1886-1946 on leaves. with god sets and stamps, e.g. WPC 1924 compl. (2 and 5 kr ), UPU   
5 öre - 1 kr and many BC/CB-pairs.  5.000:-

2267P  lot 1928-1943. Apparently COMPLETE for the period with few exceptions xx incl F 233b and all BC/CB   
pairs. Fine quality  4.000:-

2268A . Nice lot 67 different 1858-1920 incl. F10, 17-18, 21-22, 24-25, 38, two different shades F36, F125   
etc. F ca 60700. Mostly fine qual. (some short perf).  3.500:-

2269P Mostly  collection 1928-41 on leaves. incl. all BC/CB-pairs.  3.000:-

2270A /. Visir binder with many good stamps incl. e.g. F66 in  block-of four, L1-9, F89 in  block-of   
nine and strip-of four, nice Coil stamps, Congress and UPU 5ö-1kr, five F563 with fluor, some used incl.   
brown Local stamp and F8 etc.  2.500:-

2271 Mostly . Small better lot with high catalogue value.  2.000:-

2272K /. Lot older stamps including several better, and proofs. The entire lot is presented at www.philea.se.  2.000:-

Face value lots / Nominalpartier
2273L Accumulation 1970’s-2000’s. E.g. Visir albums with many booklets including many with ”double markings”   

(cyls, spine print), few year sets/presentation packs incl e.g. many Stockholmia 1974 sheets, two more   
albums containing many booklets, and finally again many booklets in bundles and in smaller box and finally   
large amount of loose stamps in smaller box. Very good variation with also some opportunities for a   
collector aside from the use for postage. Face value at least SEK 23400.  8.000:-

2274L Accumulation 1960–2018 in box. Booklets, sheets, stamps in envelopes Denominations up to 10 kr and also   
some for ”Förenings/Ekonomibrev”. Face value more than 21000 SEK. Excellent quality.  7.000:-

2275L EXCEPT for discount stamps and ”Företagspost”: Leuchtturm album with almost complete co. 1972-1992, dito   
album almost cpl coll 1970-1990, two visir albums with stamp/booklets/FDCs 1980-84, complete coll.   
1976-1992, 1974-1989 and 1992-2004, in addition some booklets and loose stamps. Total face value SEK   
13500. In addition, on the side, 2 discount bookelts for the Nordic countries, one discount bookelt and   
16 discount stamps for Sweden and 12 Företagspost stamps.  5.000:-

2276L Accumulation 1960–90 in box. Booklets, single stamps and series. Denominations up to 20 SEK. Face value   
exceeding 12500 SEK. Excellent quality.  4.000:-

2277L Ten booklet year sets 2009-2020 (two booklets are missing). Face value approx. 10100.  3.500:-
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2278A Collection 1990-2005 in Leuchtturm album with slip case, cpl main numbers incl. all s/s. Face value > 8000.  2.800:-

Discount booklet lots / Rabatthäftespartier
2279Mf Lot 1981-1990 in box. 40 booklets (equivalent) with discount stamps for use within the Nordic countries.   

Excellent quality  4.000:-

Mainly used stamp collections Sweden / I huvudsak stämplade frimärkssamlingar Sverige

2280Av Used collection 855-1961 in EW Larsson album. Apparently COMPLETE in main numbers excl the   
55+80 öre medalions. Also incluing some good watermarks incl inverted vm on 5kr GBP 1903,   
15ö G V left profile line wm etc. 3sk small faults, a reasonable 24st, good locals, acceptable 3ö type I   
and nice 17ö grey lying lion etc. Also including Officials, dues and military. 5 old certs included.   
A very good collection! Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se. Mostly fine quality  25.000:-

2281A Used collection/accumulation SK BCO–CIRCLE TYPE PH on visir leaves. Large accumulation of two   
thousand seven hundred classic stamps incl. e.g. 50×F2, 72×7, 150×10, 78×11, 83×12, 108×20, 63×27, etc.   
Also some officials perf. 14 and a few postage dues. Facit over 470 000 SEK, when only the 4 Sk Bco stamps   
are counted for their shades, and all the other without consideration of shades, varities, etc. Mixed quality.   
Please inspect. (2700)  20.000:-

2282A Used. With few exceptions cpl collection 1855-1954 in Estett album incl. 3-24skill (some rep/def), three   
Local stamps, cpl Coat-of Arms, Lion types, Circle types, Officials and Postage due stamps incl. much   
dupl. and shades, an expensive section Coil stamps with scarce watermarks incl. 162cxz signed KAN (short   
perfs), cpl Landstorm, Congress and UPU, all BC/CB-pairs, Military stamps incl. M1. Five certificates   
included. Earliest part some mixed quality. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se.  20.000:-

ex 2280

2283A Used collection 1855-1940 in EW Larsson album, with stamp mounts. Very attractive, overall good-quality   
collection COMPLETE attcording to the album pages except only 24sk (represented as a forgery), 55+80ö   
and 15ö G V left profile with watermark, further Lying Lion only main types but 2x3ö and 2x17ö. Slightly   
specialized with extra shades and watermarks. Also officials, dues and military stamps incl both 24ö dues   
perf 14 shades etc. E.g. 3sk with repair.  15.000:-

2284Pv Used collection 1855-1936 on Leuchtturm leaves with stamp mounts. Coat-of-Arms skilling Banco and öre   
compl. Lying Lion incl. 17 öre grey, Cicle type compl., Landstormen compl., 1924 year sets compl. and   
official and Poastage Due stamps. Mostly fine quality.  12.000:-

ex 2283
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2285A Used collection/accumulation Skilling - Cirle type on leaves. To some extent specialized in shades and   
many nice cancellations, also officials and dues, much to study and the entire coll. is shown on the   
website. Very high cat.value.  12.000:-

2286Av Used collection 1855–1939 in Estett album. Starts with F1, 3 and 4 in duplicate (certs for some of the   
stamps, attached). Black local in duplicate and brown local in triplicate, 5 different shades on F15.   
A nice combined franking (3+5+20 öre) on a piece of a cover, many superb cancellations and much more.   
Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se. Mostly fine quality (>300)  10.000:-

2287Av Used collection 1855–1911 in album. Extensive collection starting with 3 x F1, 5 x F2, 3 x F3, 4 x F4   
and 1 x F5. From black local, almost all the stamps are described by shadow. Also including interesting   
cancellations (e.g a red cancellation JÖNKÖPING 1881), a verical strip of four of Coat-of-Arms 50 öre   
red, F14A with a superb cancellation and a lot more. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se.   
Somewhat mixed quality (>400)  10.000:-

2288A Mostly � collection/accumulation 1855-1920 in stockbbok. Many better stamps and e.g. shades, also some   
unused, very high catalogue value, best to be looked at entirely so. the entire lot is presented at   
www.philea.se. Somewhat mixed quality  8.000:-

2289P Used accumulation. Coil stamps on stockbook leaves. F for stamps over SEK 100 = 140.000.  7.000:-

2290A Used. Collection 1855-1989 in Viking album incl. two 4-skill, 8-skill(small thin,tear), rep. 24-skill,   
cpl F6-91, cpl Landstorm, Officials and Postage due stamps incl. L7a, a good section Coil stamps, Military   
stamp nr1 etc. Apparently complete main numbers from 1924 incl. Congress, UPU and 22 BC/CB-pairs.   
Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se.  7.000:-

2291A Sweden Used collection c. 1910 - 81 in Leuchtturm album with stamp mounts (leaves to 1999), with only   
Excellent - Fine cancellations and Excellent quality. C. 950 stamps/pairs and blocks. Please inspect!  7.000:-

2292P Used collection 1855-1941 on leaves. With 4 skill bco Rectangular canc. FÅRÖSUND, 1924 year sets cpl.,   
many CB/BC-pairs and official / postage due stamps. Somewhat mixed quality  6.000:-

2293A Used. Collection 1855-1928 in old HAWE album incl. five 4-skill, 6-skill(def), 8-skill, cpl Coat-of Arms   
incl. shades and good Circle types with shades, F125, a specialized section Coil stamps, Congress 5ö-1kr   
and UPU 5ö-2kr, Officials and Postage due stamps, some varieties and cancellations etc. Mostly fine   
quality. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se. (550)  6.000:-

2294Ea Used collection/accumulation 1930s–80s on cards in archive box. Fantastic selection of stamps with superb–  
EXCELLENT cancellations, incl. some BB/SX-pairs. Modern ones often absolutely exquisite. Opportunity.   
Mostly good quality (354)  6.000:-

2295A Used. Collection 1855-1969 in Leuchtturm album with slip case incl. 4- and 8-skill, both Local stamps,   
cpl Coat-of Arms, Lion types and Circle types, F125, F142Ea, Congress 5ö-2kr, cpl UPU except 60 öre, 16   
BC/CB-pairs, good Officials and Postage due stamps incl. L7a etc. Facit approx. 92000. Please see a   
selection of scans at www.philea.se.  5.500:-

2296K Used. Lot F 68-74 with mostly inverted wmk. F 500.000  5.000:-

2297P Used accumulation 1858– on visir leaves. Coat-of-Arms type II. All denominations with shades, some good   
cancellations and more. Cat 60000 SEK acc to vendor. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se.   
Somewhat mixed quality (170)  5.000:-

2298A Used collection 1859-1951 in SAFE album with stamp mounts. Well filled collection with e.g. 1924 year   
sets compl and many BC/CB-pairs but without official and Poastage Due stamps. Mostly fine quality  5.000:-

ex 2299

2299A Used collection 1855–2010 in stockbook. Starts with F 2–5 (6 sk bco signed Strandell), after that black   
local with a superb star cancellation, F7a, 1924 series (both) complete, a lot of BC-CB pairs and much   
more. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se. Mostly good quality (>1500)  5.000:-

2300Bb Used collection Circle type perf. 13 in small box. Extraordinary selection with almost exclusively superb–  
EXCELLENT cancellations. All stamps on individual cards and mostly with specified shade. Also a few ph.   
Nice offer and opportunity. Mostly good quality (135)  5.000:-
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2301L Used accumulation Coat of Arms-Modern in five stockbboks. Interesting somewhat unstructurted with e.g.   
much potential to find cancellations or nice stamps, varieties etc, also some unused in between. Better   
material exists, often ”all of a sudden” in between simpler stamps, many example pages on the website,   
please inspect! Mostly fine quality  5.000:-

2302Ec Used collection/accumulation 1930s–80s on cards in archive box. Fantastic selection of stamps with superb–  
EXCELLENT cancellations, incl. some BB/SX-pairs and other better stamps. Modern ones often absolutely   
exquisite. Opportunity. Mostly good quality (215)  4.000:-

2303Mg Used collection 1858–91 in small box. Lovely selection with 12 öre Coat-of-arms (7), Circle type perf.   
14 (31), with ph and provisionals (22), plus large officials (7), with mostly superb–EXCELLENT cancellations.   
All stamps on individual cards and mostly with specified shade. Nice offer and opportunity. (67)  3.500:-

2304Mg Used collection Circle type perf. 13 in small box. Extraordinary selection with almost exclusively superb–  
EXCELLENT cancellations. All stamps on individual cards and mostly with specified shade. Nice offer and   
opportunity. Mostly good quality (80)  3.500:-

2305Mg Used collection 1920s–80s on cards in small box. Nice selection coil stamps and onwards, mostly with   
EXCELLENT cancellations. Incl. some BB and SX-pairs. Modern ones often absolutely exquisite.   
Opportunity. Mostly good quality (83)  3.000:-

2306P Used collection 1858-coil stamps and Official stamps on leaves. many with variants and wm.  2.500:-

2307P Used old collection 1855-1935 on leaves. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se.  2.500:-

2308A Used collection 1855–1988 in two albums with stamp mounts. A collection of cancelled stamps with a very   
good cancellations in two albums. Fine quality (2000)  2.000:-

2309L Used collection 1855–1940 in four stockbooks in box. Nice, although somewhat messy, duplicate accumulation,   
incl. some better stamps, beautiful cancellations, etc. Also some German Reich and BRD. NB. a few colour   
cut outs from auction catalogues are included. Please inspect. Somewhat mixed quality (1200)  2.000:-

Mixed stamp collections Sweden / Frimärkssamlingar med blandat innehåll Sverige
2310A //� accumulation 1855-1952 in stockbook. with e.g. many BC/CB-pairs. Please see many scans at   

www.philea.se. In the beginning mixed quality, later fine  12.000:-

2311Av //� collection 1855–1941 in Leuchtturm album with stamp mounts. Starts with complete set skillings   
(all cancelled), black local (signed Grönlund) and complete Coat-of-Arms type II. First page in the album   
in duplicate (second set complete, but for 6 sk bco), Circular type in duplicate, 1924 series complete   
(both in duplicate), officials in duplicate etc and much more. Please see a selection of scans at   
www.philea.se. Mostly fine quality (>700)  10.000:-

2312A //� 1855–1974 in Leuchtturm album with stamp mounts. Starting with six 4 skilling in different shades,   
Coat-of-Arms with duplicats, both black locals, good Lying Lions, Landstorm and 1924 complete and onwards,   
often with mort than one stamp. Later both ,  and used, Almost all BC/CB. Also somewhat better officials   
and dues. Note 15 öre Gustav V violet with wmk lines (Facit 175ACx). Please see a selection of scans at   
www.philea.se. Mostly fine quality  10.000:-

2313A //� collection/accumulation 1858-1945 in visir album. Landstormen I - III compl.  and 1924 year sets   
 except UPU 35 öre .  10.000:-

2314A /� collection in album. COIL STAMPS, specialized collection according to types, paper and watermarks   
including several better stamps all categorized on the about 50 album pages. E.g. a nice copy of 175cx   
used. Many pages available on our website! Fine quality  8.000:-

2315A //� collection 1855–1959 in SAFE album. Starts with complete skilling set (however one 6 sk and the   
24 sk are reprints. The other 6 sk with a damaged upper right corner). After that black and brown locals,   
Coat-of-Arms type II complete, a rich circular type section,with both mint and cancelled copies (F37   
included), Landstorm and 1924 series complete, officials complete, all BC/CB pairs and much more. Please   
see a selection of scans at www.philea.se. Fine quality (>700)  7.000:-

2316A //� collection 1855–1958 in SAFE album with stamp mounts. Starts with complete set of skillings   
(however F5 is a reprint). After that black and brown local, Coat-of-Arms type II complete with shades, Circle   
type with shades, Landstorm close to complete, 1924 series complete, officials and postage dues complete,   
almost all BC/CB pairs and much more. Many fine–superb cancellations seen. Please see a selection of   
scans at www.philea.se. Fine quality (>700)  7.000:-

2317A //� collection 1920-1924 in visir album. Single stamps, strips of 5 and blocks of four. Quite a lot   
of rare watermarks (e.g.140A cxz, 143A cz, 149A bz, 151A bz, 152C bz 159bz, 168bz,), wrongly cut copies   
from slot machines, complete cancelled sets (up to three copies of each stamp) of both 1924 series, F   
208–210 in blocks of four and much more. Fine quality (>300)  7.000:-

2318Fd //� collection classic to coil stamps on stock-cards in a box. Mostly fine quality.  6.000:-
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ex 2323

2319A /� collection 1855-1969 in Leuchtturm album with stamp mounts. with e.g. Lying Lion 17 öre grey (short   
perf), many BC/CB-pairs, unused from 1949. Mostly fine quality  5.000:-

2320A //� accumulation 1855-1948 in visir album. Starts with skilllings (except 24 sk bco), brown local and   
Coat-of-Arms type 2. Certificates for F 1 and 4. F 1, 3 and 4 with minor reparations, however professionally   
done. A number of superb - excellent cancellations observed. From 1932 all stamps MNH or mint. Additionally   
a number of older Swedish postal stationeries (both used and unused) in the album.contents description   
in the beginning of the album.. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se. Mostly fine quality (>200)  5.000:-

2321A //� collection 1855-1971 in Leuchtturm album in casette with stamp mounts. Good early used section   
incl coat of arms, lying lion and perf 14 cpl, Landstorm x/O excl F124-25, from coil stamps more x/xx in   
the material (1924 stamps to 1kr mostly used, from 1943 apparently cpl xx. Also officials and dues, no   
BC/CB. All in all very high cat.value and favourable reserve. Fine quality  3.000:-

2322P /�. Two VISIR leave with Large Officials and 15 öre FV Medallion x 79. The entire lot is presented at   
www.philea.se. F 14.000  1.000:-

Local post collections / Lokalpostsamlingar

ex 2324

2323A * //� collection 1887-1946. Extensive collection of first and second period Gothenburg, Malmoe and   
Stockholm added with Helsingborg 1926–1946. Incl some better stamps, covers and unusual items mounted on   
61 pages + some duplicated unused Sth Stadspost postal stationeries. The condition appears to be Fine to   
Very fine. A number of scans are available at www.philea.se.  5.000:-
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2324Pv Lot 1945. GÖTEBORG LOKALFÖRSÄNDELSER. Impressive range of GÖTAPLATSEN color proofs,   
gummed MNH on stamp paper and on paper without gum. Incl a number affixed on letter sheets as personal   
gifts in correspondence, whereof some are tied by datestamps. Added to this are contemporary notes and   
newspaper clippings about the company and the year 1945. The entire lot is presented at www.philea.se.  10.000:-

Booklet collections / Häftessamlingar
2325A Collection Kings booklets in album H54 - 190 with many difficult in good quality. E.g. H147 A2. F 68000  10.000:-

2326L Lot. Slit machine booklets in box. E.g. HA1 R x 7, HA6 x 140. More than 50% of the value on HA 1-6. Fine   
quality F175.000 without extra value for markings  10.000:-

2327L Box with soft booklets with many better. F140.000 without extra value for markings  10.000:-

2328A Collection in two visir albums. Slot-machine booklets, HA 1 - 26 incl. HA 1 R, O, HA 2 B R,O, HA 12 B2   
RV, OV, HA 15 B2 O, HA 19 A2 and several with control numbers e.g. HA 2 AII O with kn 51720, HA 3 O   
with small kn 62924 and big 69983 and three with X. Excellent quality (c. 185)  3.000:-

Cancellation collections / Stämpelsamlingar
2329A Collection/accumulation 1850–1990 in visir album. City / village cancellations in alphabetical order (A-  

Ka) from th county of Hälsingland, according to the first letter in the name. A great variety of different   
cancellations, many superb - excellent. A list of the best cancellations in the beginning of the album.   
Also covers with fine cancellations incl some pre philatelic items. Please see a selection of scans at   
www.philea.se. Good quality (>1500)  5.000:-

2330A Collection/accumulation 1850–1990 in visir album. Comprehensive collection with city / village cancellations   
from the county of Dalarna on stamps, on covers and on postcards. A lot of fine - excellent cancellations   
as well as a number of rare cancellations. Two full Visir albums. Also some pre philatelic items in the   
albums. A list of premium items in the beginning of each of the albums. Please see a selection of scans   
at www.philea.se. Mostly good quality (>2000)  5.000:-

2331A Collection/accumulation 18501999 in visir album. Two Visir albums with city /village cancellations from   
the county of Gästrikland, organized in alphabetical order according to the first letter in the name. A   
lot of fine - excellent cancellations, including a number of beam cancellations. Also relevant covers,   
postcards and other items included. A list of the premium items in the beginning of each album. Please   
see a selection of scans at www.philea.se. Mostly good quality (>2000)  5.000:-

2332A Collection 1830–1990 in two albums. A comprehensive, spcialized, collection GÄVLE organized according to   
type of cancellation. Also including cover, postcards, postal documents etc with cancellations from Gävle   
as well as a number of items sent from other countries to Gävle. Also a number of pre philatelic items   
with cancellations from Gävle included. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se. Mostly fine   
quality (>1500)  5.000:-

2333A Collection 1860s–Oscar II in two stockbooks. Lovely selection of readable–superb cancellations, sorted   
A-W, plus some railway pmks, etc. Somewhat mixed quality (800)  5.000:-

2334A Collection/accumulation FOREIGN POSTMARKS on visir leaves. Stamps, cut pieces and covers and cards,   
with primarily Danish, Finnish and British postmarks. In between strong duplication. Interesting and rare   
offer in this quantity. (400)  5.000:-

2335P CIRCLE TYPES. An extremely beautiful lot with 205 different superb-excellent cancellations incl. e.g.   
Fogelforss, Löddeköpinge, Åsled, Kråkshult 1879, Stafnäs, Torpa and Flötningen etc. The entire lot is   
presented at www.philea.se.  3.000:-

2336A Collection/accumulation 1874-1891 in visir album. Cancellations on Circle Type stamps only (all three   
versions). A lot of superb-excellent cancellations. All stamps organized according to the first letter   
in the name. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se. Fine quality (>900)  3.000:-

2337P Collection Covers and cards 1870s–1910s on visir leaves. Nice mix of better town cancellations, MALMÖ   
POST, roller posmarks, beehive cancellations, coloured pmks and curiosa. (67)  2.500:-

2338P Collection. Foreign postmarks on Swedish stamps and covers. Nice variation incl. several unusual ones.   
The entire lot is presented at www.philea.se.  2.000:-

Cover collections / Brevsamlingar
2339A Collection/accumulation 1858-1890 in album. More than 140 covers and posta stationeries, domesticand to   

other countries (e.g. Finland, Germany, France and the UK). Many items sent to crew members on Swedish   
ships in international trafic. Quite many items connected to the families Julin-Dannfelt and Björling.   
Please see a large number of scans at www.philea.se. Low reserve! Mostly fine quality  7.000:-
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2340A Collection/accumulation 1924-1928 in album. 133 covers, postcards and postal stationeries with destinations   
both in Sweden and overseas (e.g. Denmark, Estonia, France, Iceland, Latvia, Luxembourg and more). Also   
ship related items as well as early air mail items in the album. Please see a large number of scans at   
www.philea.se.Low reserve! Mostly good quality  5.000:-

2341A Collection/accumulation COIL STAMP PERIOD on visir leaves. Extensive accumulation with over two 200 items.   
Interesting mix of mostly somewhat better, incl. e.g. a insured special delivery cover front sent to   
Hungary, further many with additional services, usages to abroad, postage due, cancellations, etc. To   
some extent duplicated. Nice offer. (220)  4.000:-

2342A Collection/accumulation 1920-1950 in album. 99 covers, postcards and postal stationeries to destinations   
both in Sweden and to other countries as Algeria, Argentine, Austria, Estonia, France, Hungaria, Palestine   
and some more. Please see a large number of scans at www.philea.se. Low reserve! Mostly good quality  4.000:-

2343A Collection GUSTAV V, LEFT PROFILE on visir leaves. Extensive lot with 70 items. Interesting mix of mostly   
better, incl. e.g. a beautiful 300 öre registered air mail cover sent to South Australia 1934, as well as many   
other covers with additional services, destinations, franking combinations, postage due, etc. Nice offer. (70)  2.500:-

2344A Collection OSCAR II on visir leaves. Duplicate stock, close to 250 items. Mostly covers and postcards,   
incl. destinations e.g. Siam, additional services, combinations, several franked with F53, etc., plus   
money orders, a few address cards, F52 on notis, curiosa, etc. (240+)  2.500:-

2345A Collection GUSTAF V IN MEDALLION on visir leaves. Nice mix of covers, postcards, printed matter mail,   
a money order franked with 8+10 öre sent to Germany in 1913, etc., incl. additional services, destinations   
e.g. Chile and Mexico, censor and more. Somewhat mixed quality. (114)  2.500:-

2346P Collection Incoming mail, postage due and postal forms 1810s–1940s on visir leaves. Interesting mix. (43)  2.000:-

2347A Collection OSCAR II in album. Selected covers, postcards, printed matter mail and address cards, incl.   
many sent to abroad, postage due, additional services, cancellations, etc. Nice mix. The lot is presented   
with 48 pictures at www.philea.se. Mostly good quality (36)  2.000:-

2348A Collection/accumulation 1930s–60s on visir leaves. Duplicate stock with over 150 items. Mostly covers,   
a registered special delivery air mail postcard sent to Bohemia and Moravia (very scarce combination and   
allegedly the earliest recorded mail) plus some money orders, etc., incl. additional services, somewhat   
better stamps, pairs, combinations and so on. (155)  2.000:-

2349A Collection CIRCLE TYPE PH in binder. Duplicated lot of covers, postcards, printed matter mail, money   
orders, etc. incl. provisionals, registered mail, coloured postmarks and other. The lot is presented with   
47 pictures at www.philea.se. Mostly good quality (122)  2.000:-

ex 2348ex 2345ex 2343

ex 2341
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ex 2350

Postal stationery collections / Helsakssamlingar

2350L Accumulation 1872–1920s sorted in large box. Very comprehensive stock with over twelve hundred postal   
cards, mostly classic issues up to bKe13 / bKd12. All with specified type / variety, when applicable.   
Mostly used ones, incl. e.g. 5×bKe1 (used 1872–75), bKe2+F18a sent to the Netherlands 1878 (with cert.   
very fine by HOW), several bKe3 sent to abroad before 1877 (F 1500 each) and some better pre-paid response   
cards. Many issues heavily duplicated incl. a very large number sent to abroad. Facit over 217 000 SEK   
with good extra value for the destinations, especially for bKe4, 13 and 14, incl. e.g. one bKe14 sent to   
Siam, etc. Nice offer for retail or building up an advanced exhibit. Low reserve. (1260)  10.000:-

Picture post cards, singles and collections / Vykort, singlar och samlingar
2351A Collection 1900-40 in album. NICE LADIES, etc, incl art deco, mainly signed, eg MELA KOEHLER,   

KIRCHNER, and SAGER. Mostly fine quality (173)  5.000:-

2352A Collection approx 1900-20 in album. RAILWAY STATIONS incl few trams, etc. Mostly fine quality (164)  4.000:-

2353A Collection in two albums. JENNY NYSTRÖM many better cards e g 27 cardboard card (kartongkort),   
133 in old size and 30 in small size. Mostly fine quality (193)  4.000:-

2354L STOCKHOLM 1900-50 in two boxes, all in the old size, mainly before 1925 with many nice cards (1500).  3.500:-

2355A Collection old - modern in album. HANINGE, incl Dalarö, Utö, Vendelsö, Tungelsta, Öster-, Västerhaninge,   
many nice cards, all in small size. Mostly fine quality (328)  3.000:-

2356A Collection old-modern in two albums. City squares and market places, incl many nice cards, almost all in   
old size, few cards from foreign cities. Mostly fine quality (325)  2.500:-

2357L STOCKHOLM 1900-50 in two boxes, all in the old size (1600).  2.500:-

ex 2358

2358K STOCKHOLM OLYMPIC GAMES 1912. First yellow set 10 cards incl no 1 and 3. Second set 30 cards, all unused   
in very good condition (40).  2.000:-

2359A Collection old - 1960 in album. GÄVLE incl nice cards, all in small size. Mostly fine quality (255)  2.000:-

2360A Collection in album. NORRTÄLJE (58), ÖSTHAMMAR (48), ÖREGRUND (48), many nice cards, all in old size.   
Mostly fine quality (154)  2.000:-

2361L STOCKHOLM SUBURBS in box, 350 in the old size and 500 modern (A6). Nixe mixture (850).  2.000:-

2362L EXHIBITIONS., postcards (100) and covers with temporay canc. (c. 50) further 19 postcards from foreign   
exhibitions. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se. Excellent quality  2.000:-

Kiloware / Kilovara
2363L Kiloware. Sealed kiloware 1940 with original lacing. Not many still unopened!  4.000:-
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Thursday 24 November, at 14:00 at the earliest

Other Nordic countries / Övriga nordiska länder

Norway, collections / Norge, samlingar

(See also lot 2258)
2365A Collection 1857-1960 in SAFE dual album. Containing e.g. seven Skilling values incl. F2, F34-36    

and 89-91. Almost cpl and mainly  after 1940 incl. two 264 and one F265, nice ”V-stamps”    
incl. 50 öre , 352-66 and 459, Official stamps etc. Also some used.  / 8.000:-

2366A Collection 1855–1969 in Estett album. Starts with more than 120 skilling stamps (varying quality).    
Almost complete collection. Also including F 277 (mnh).Please see a selection of scans at    
www.philea.se. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se. Somewhat mixed quality (>1000)  //� 7.000:-

Denmark, single items / Danmark, singlar

2367 1 I 1851 2 Rigsbank-skilling blue, first printing (Ferslew). Beautiful and full margined copy. F 22000  � 2.000:-

2368 10 1863 Rouletted 16S lilac. Very beautiful example with nr.canc. ”1”. F 7000  � 1.000:-

2369 51 1888 Coat-of-Arms small figures 10 øre dark red . Well centered copy with cert. Grønlund.    
 F 6500  � 1.200:-

2370 122a 1912 Surcharge on Official stamps 35 / 32 øre yellow-green. Very fresh and well-centered    
 example. F 14000  � 1.500:-

Denmark, collections / Danmark, samlingar
2371A Collection 1851-1987 in Leuchtturm album incl. many Skilling values and cpl öre values (five    

used), cpl F63-119 incl. some dupl. and apparently complete from Facit nr 122 incl. F198 and    
231 etc. Also a nice section Back-of-the-book incl. PF10 etc. Please see a selection of scans    
at www.philea.se.  / 13.000:-

2372Lv * Denmark Used collection 1851-1940 on c. 200 exhibition leaves with used, many in shades, some    
unused and covers. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se. Fine quality  � 10.000:-

2373Eb Collection 1851–1992 in box. Three Estett albums including Denmark, Danish West Indies, Greenland,    
the Faroe Islands and Scheswig. Denmark almost complete up to 1970 with all stmps from F2. Many    
fine cancellations. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se. Fine quality (>1500)  //� 7.000:-

2374A Mostly /x collection 1851-1986 in Leuchtturm album incl. some Skilling values, F63-75, 165-66,    
and 213-17, good Back-of-the-book incl. PF6a , Slesvig F15-28, 22 copies DVI and Faroes F4-6    
used etc. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se. (>1000)  //� 6.000:-

2375A Collection 1851-2021 incl. e.g. 19 different Skilling values, cpl F27-50 and 52-180, an expensive    
section Back-of the book etc. Apparently cpl in main numbers from 1920-2002. Also Faroes 1975-2020,    
well-filled until 2002. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se.  � 5.500:-

2376A Collection 1854-1969 in Leuchtturm album with stamp mounts. Few stamps before 1900. Please see    
many scans at www.philea.se. Fine quality  / 4.000:-

Danish West Indies / Danska Västindien
2377P  Attractive mint collection virtually complete, beginning with both imperfs 1855/66, then    

 perf 3cts rose and dull blue 1872/73 unused (faults), followed by coat of arms complete    
 Scott #5-#13 to 14cts (short corner perf) which is quite possibly never hinged (cat    
 $1000++), then follows the 1887/95 defins, further arms 1896/1901, as well as turn of    
 the century for more o/ps, then 1905 Harbor complete, all the definitives complete both    
 Christian and Frederik types inc much MNH, ending with postage dues 1902/1905 complete .    
 A most worthwhile collection needing very little to complete. The entire lot is presented    
 at www.philea.se.  / 5.000:-

2367 2368 2369 2370
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2378P  Collection 1866-1916 incl. e.g. F1, 3, 5-11, 13, 17-25, 28-38 and 40-48. The entire lot    
 is presented at www.philea.se. (55)  � 2.500:-

2379

The Faroes / Färöarna

2379 3 1919 Surcharge on Christian X 2 øre / 5 øre green. Beautiful and well centerd, THORSHAVN    
 17.1.19. Cert. Wowern.  � 1.500:-

2380A  Collection 1919–2005 in Leuchtturm album. Almost complete including all provisionals    
 1919/1940/1941 both mint (with traces of hinges) and cancelled. Please see a selection    
 of scans at www.philea.se. Fine quality (>1000)  //� 4.000:-

Greenland / Grönland
2381K 15 Cover franked with 6 x 30 øre dog spann sent to Sweden 1948.  * 1.500:-

Iceland, single items / Island, singlar

2382 1 1873 Skilding values 2 sk blue, perf 14 × 13½. Beautiful example with good centering and    
 perforation. F 19000  � 4.000:-

2383 32 1897 “þrir” Surcharge 3 þrir small letters, perf 14 × 13½ (12 known copies). F 20000  � 3.000:-

2384 37 1897 “þrir” Surcharge þrir in black, large letters, perf 12¾. Cert. E Elderup ”Genuine    
 in all respects”. F 9500   1.000:-

2385 37 1897 “þrir” Surcharge þrir in black, large letters, perf 12¾. Very beautiful and well-   
 centered. Cert. Grønlund. F 7000  � 1.000:-

2386 165-67 1933 Hopflug Ítala 1933 Surcharge SET (3). Cert. S. Grønlund. Superb quality. F 19000   2.500:-

2382 2383 2384 2385 2386

Iceland, collections / Island, samlingar

ex 2387
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2387Av Collection 1873–2006 in two albums. Extensive collection with only a few missing stamps/sets.    
Including e.g. almost all Number in oval frame, many with overprint incl three with surcharge    
”prir”, almost all kings and Jón Sigurdsson with and without surcharge (not Hopflug Itala).    
Alltinget 1930 with and without surcharge, almost all Official stamps. Please see a selection of    
scans at www.philea.se. Mostly fine quality  / 15.000:-

2388Av Collection 1873–1992 in Leuchtturm album. Excellent, almost complete, collection. From 1930 almost    
all material MNH. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se. Fine quality (>500)  Mostly  10.000:-

2389Av Iceland Used collection 1873-2005 in Leuchtturm album with stamp mounts even 2000. Rich in content    
with many god stamps and sets. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se. Mostly fine quality  � 10.000:-

2390A Very good collection 1876-1973 incl. e.g. F16-17, F63-75, 77-93, 98-122, 142-56, 159, 168-93    
and 252-64 mainly , nice Official stamps and some blocks-of-four etc. Please see a selection of    
scans at www.philea.se. (500)  Mostly  9.000:-

2391A Collection 1873-2019 incl. F2 and 6, Aur-values F8-29, two Prir, nice I Gildi, cpl F63-106,    
108-64, 184-93, good Official stamps incl. e.g. nr 18-59, 70 and 72-74. Apparently complete    
1935-87 incl. s/s1 etc. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se.  � 9.000:-

2392A Collection 1873–1986 in Leuchtturm album with stamp mounts. Well filled collection from the oldes    
issues, but for some skilling stamps. MNH and complete from 1944. Please see a selection of scans    
at www.philea.se. Fine quality (>400)  //� 7.000:-

2393A Collection 1873-1985 in Leuchtturm album in Leuchtturm album incl. four Skilling values and very    
good Aur-values, F63-106, 108-21, 124-64, 168-220 mainly o/, better Official stamps etc. F ca    
110 000 acc. to vendor. Mostly fine qual. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se.  //� 6.000:-

2394A Collection 1873–1987 in DAVO album with stamp mounts. A well filled collection from 1930. Please    
see a selection of scans at www.philea.se. Mostly fine quality (>500)  //� 3.000:-

2395L Accumulation Aur values-1950’s on about 50 stock cards. Better and medium priced stamps in good    
variation, the most important cards avaliable on the website. Als s/s 1 xx and s/s 2 used. Fine quality  � 2.000:-

2396A Collection 1873-1986 in Stender album with leaves to 2000.. Some better. Please see a selection    
of scans at www.philea.se. Mostly fine quality  Mostly � 1.500:-

2397A FDC collection 1938-78 in album. Several better e.g. 30.6.39, 17.XI.41, 1.V.43, 17.Juni 1944,    
1.IV.52 and 1.VIII.57. Fine quality  * 2.500:-

Finland, single items / Finland, singlar

2398 2 1856 Oval stamps 10 k carmine (min. thin spot). Beautiful and full margined copy with    
 canc. WIBORG 1857. Cert. Ossa. F 7000  � 1.000:-

2399 10 1867 Coat-of-Arms Finnish values 1 Mk brown. With small spot at front and two somewhat    
 shortened perfs. Signed A.Brun. F 20000   2.500:-

2400K 242 1941 Brothers-in-Arms 2.75 Mk + 25 p in red-lilac colour instead of blue. Imperforated    
 with lower margin. Overprint ”Itää vastaan Mot Östern”. Befund Schwenson. Scarce stamp!  () 1.000:-

Finland, collections / Finland, samlingar
2401L Collection 1860-2021 two albums+ stockbook. Apparently complete in main numbers F3-61 and 160-1468,    

an expensive section Lion types, cpl Parcel stamps, Fieldpost stamp 1963, East-Karelia and North    
Ingria etc. Also Åland 1984-2019, well-filled to 2005. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se.  � 7.000:-

2402P Well filled collection 1856-1945 on leaves. with many good sets and stamps.  //� 4.000:-

2398 2399 2400
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2403A Collection 1870–1997 in album with stamp mounts. A lot of nice used stamps with nice cancels as    
Sweden. Mostly fine quality (1000)  Mostly � 3.000:-

2404L Collection/accumulation 1856-modern in box. 6 albums / stockbooks. Well represetned in the    
beginning. A lot of older material. Please inspect, especially album marked ”Finland 1”. Lown    
reserve! Somewhat mixed quality (1000s)  //� 3.000:-

2405A Collection 1860-1965 in SAFE album with stamp mounts. Both used and unused. Well-stocked with    
many god stamps e.g. ZEPPELIN 1930 . Mostly fine quality  //� 2.500:-

Collections Nordic countries / Nordensamlingar
2406A Collection/accumulation 1851–1965 on leaves. Norway: Comprehensive material with complete skillings (one     

with numeral cancellation ”13” - Aremark - very rare), Spetsbergen locals and, probably, F 277. Denmark: Both      
central post house stamps and Schleswig 15-28, Greenland: Pakke Porto, Various motives, Denmark liberated     
(both versions), Finland: Bus parcel post, Carelia and North Ingermanland. Danish West Indies and Iceland     
also represented. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se. Mostly fine quality (>1500)  //� 5.000:-

Thursday 24 November, at 14:30 at the earliest

European collections / Europasamlingar
2407A Collection Mainly 1900-1960 in Schaubek album. E.g. Austria (e.g. Bird 1953 set), Belgium, Nordic countries,    

France, England, Yugoslavia incl areas, Luxemburg incl classics incl s/s 1939, Netherlands incl first classic page cpl           
but then ”jumping” to later issues, Portugal, Switzerland incl some Juventute/partia sets and s/s 1937 and 1943.   
The better maierial in the collection is mainly used. Fine quality (1200-1500)  /� 2.000:-

Worldwide collections / Hela Världen-samlingar
2408Pv Further range of thousands of stamps mint and used, housed on a stack of album leaves from an    

old time collection, better countries include Reunion, St Pierre and Miquelon, Senegal including    
Ballay complete mint, Somalicoast/Djibouti from imperfs onwards from imperf onwards, Syria,    
interesting Arabian Governments/1921 T.E.O. and O.M.F o/ps as well as good range of Mersons high    
values, Tunisia, Umbangi, Upper Senegal and Niger ending with Upper Volta. We have not had time    
to examine this properly. This represents an excellent opportunity for a dealer or collector of    
this area, so much here to investigate, especially in the classics and the early 20th century.    
Please do not miss the opportunity to view this substantial collection, carefully, page for page.    
Also some stamps from othere countries. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se.  /� 20.000:-

2409Pv Collection H to N of several thousand stamps mint and used, housed on a large stack of album leaves               
from an old time collection that will no doubt catalogue many tens of thousands of euros when finally   
separated country by country, Highlights inc Hawaii, particularly strong 1864/99 inc earlier imperfs to   
investigate, good Italian Colonies, Liberia from allegory issues, Manchukuo virtually complete,   
excellent Mongolia from the early issues, strong Latvia, not forgetting some of the European countries    
inc Greece with lots of goods Hermes Heads through to good 20th century zeppelins, as well as better,   
 errors and back of the book. Useful Hungary, Iceland from 1876 onwards, Jugloslavia in the transition of    
different states, Liechtenstein inc both Zeppelin sets, Lithuania very strong, Monaco, Montenegro,  Netherlands   
with plenty of good semi postal sets, Norway good range of classics, etc. We have not had time to examine     
this properly, a great project to break down into hundreds of lots, ideal for a dealer. /� 20.000:-

2410Pv Many different colonies, and much British Commonwealth ’Q’ to ’Z’. Well rounded collection of    
thousands of stamps mint and used, housed on a large stack of album leaves filled to the brim    
from an old time collection. Highlights include Queensland from Chalon heads, St Helena and KGV,    
centenary values and KGVI 10/- inc key value 3d blue MNH, St Kitts, St Lucia, St Vincent/BWI with    
a similar pattern, Samoa, Seychelles inc KGVI key value 1rp green, Somaliland Protectorate, Sierra    
Leone inc 5/- centenary 1933, South Australia, further British Africa inc Southern Nigeria and    
Rhodesia admiral heads onwards. Then South West Africa, many bilingual pairs inc airposts MNH,    
Malaya Straits Settlements through to KGVI again with plenty of high values KGV, better postage    
dues 1924/26 complete mint, 1936/38 used, strong Kelantan, through to the Tigers from 1900s    
onwards, also well represented Malayan States through Johore with seldom seen postage dues of    
1938 complete MNH Kedah, Pahang, Perak, Selangor with page after page of good material, ending    
with Sungei Ujong inc postage dues complete mint 1937, further sections inc Sudan with 19th    
century pairs used telegraphs to 25pi, as well as good range of army service through Swaziland    
inc KGVI to 10/-, Trans-Jordan with some complicated Palestine o/ps 1920/25 and earlier o/ps on    
Saudi Arabia, well worth researching. Then follows Transvaal with EDVII to £1, good Trinidad with    
1885/1906, as well as 1923/25 postage dues complete, South Africa inc KGV 1935 silver jubilees    
pairs MNH complete through to Victoria State to high values from imperf onwards, inc useful    
postage dues, through the Virgin Islands, Western Australia, Zanzibar and Zululand, all represented.    
Completely uncatalogued, a delightful collection to view with much more here than described. /� 15.000:-
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2411Fb Accumulation 1960s–1980s. WELL FILLED SHOEBOX WITH only ” BETTER” sets and souvenir sheets    
from various NON-EUROPEAN countries in light duplication (when duplicated). From old dealer’s stock    
with Michel numbers given and values mostt likely in DEM (about half a EUR). A rough estimate    
give a catalogue value of the lot of about DEM 30000 or at least EUR 15000. A great oppotrunity    
for resale for e.g. internet dealers.   7.000:-

2412Fe Accumulation 1960s–1980s. Thousands of stamps in sets and also many souvenir sheets all in glassine    
envelopes in a medium sized cartons. Very diverse and with non-disturbing duplication. From old    
dealer’s stock. Mainly Non-European countires e.g. Africa and Latin America. Very high catalogoue    
value!   7.000:-

2413P Lot. Very diverse better potpurri lot incuding Campione letters, Macedonia 1920 revolutionary    
issue, French stamps with Metz Shield overprint, private post pending the Paris Commune, proofs    
from Russian Crete, and more. Very unusual offer! The entire lot is presented at www.philea.se.  //� 5.000:-

2414Fe Accumulation. Box with large amount of stamps in sets and also many souvenir sheets in very good    
variation from (with some exceptions) Non-European couintries, e.g. much Africa. E.g. scarce    
imperforated issues. Very high value, frm old dealer stock.   5.000:-

2415L Interesting small box with several better stamps and a few covers. Much Scandinavia, Albania,    
Italy and a range of booklets from Britain and Korea.  //� 2.500:-

2416L Covers. Interesting box with hundreds of covers until 1950’s incl. many sent abroad, air,    
registered, FDCs Switzerland 1.12.39 and 26.2.43, good Germany, Baltic states, Scandinavia etc.  * 5.000:-

2417A Cinderella. An extraordinary range of material, virtually all pictorials mint with occasional    
duplication up to 4-5 of each, virtually every color permutation imaginable. The 19th century is    
seldom seen and here we have the gold, silver, bronze, platinum, occasional bi-colour or even    
tri-colour and the spectrum. Material seen includes 1893 Rochefort sur Mer, exposition of 1897    
Bruxelles, further Exposition of Italian origin, the Austro-Hungarian Exposition of 1896, similarly    
for Dresden, the 300th anniversary of van Dyck 1899, various allegories of the 1890s etc. Also    
some good turn of the century noticed, i.e. 4x exhibitions in Milan, Trieste, the double embossed    
Gand, as well as embossed 1906 Mercury from Munich, etc. Even some non-denominated locals as well    
which could be good, probably originating in central Europe for postal purposes. All in all,    
there are over 1000 examples here and because it is overwhelmingly 19th century would be very    
difficult to replace today. This is an excellent opportunity for those recognizing th scarcity    
of these beautiful 19th century printings. .   2.500:-

Continent collections / Världsdelssamlingar
2418P SOUTH AMERICA Excellent collection of several thousand stamps mint and used, housed on album    

leaves from an old time collection, better countries include Guatemala, page after page of    
material, similarly with Honduras inc airmails and back of the book material unlisted. Fascinating    
Mexico from imperfs of 1850s onwards, similarly 1872 with a particularly interesting range of    
pmks and districts, leading on to an excellent early 20th century Mexico, not only high values    
but again material that is unlisted with huge potential here. Then Nicaragua with probably the    
best being the late 19th/early 20thcentury with 100s of o/ps here. Lots of varieties present that    
the specialist will delight in researching, page after page in this area alone, so much unlisted.    
Finally, a good collection of Panama from the maps issues owards with and without o.ps, etc.    
A wonderful opportunity to buy a a good old time grandfathers collection - they don’t make them    
like this today!  /� 7.000:-

2419P SOUTH AMERICA Further range of thousands of stamps mint and used, housed on a stack of album    
leaves from an old time collection, better countries include Paraguay replete, a similar pattern    
with Peru, Salvador, Uruguay, Venezuela, etc. We have not had time to study this properly. This    
represents an excellent opportunity for a dealer or collector of this area, so much here to    
investigate, especially in the classics.  /� 5.000:-

Thematics, Slania / Motiv, Slania
2420K 2215 1999. Medallion in silver ”1949-1999”, (41 mm), 30,03 g. Proof. Design of portrait and    

 cypher by Slania. Distributed to favorite associates of the Prince only. Thus scarce! In    
 an elegant box.  () 2.000:-

2421A  Artists for Sports. 13 sheets measures about 26 cm x 35 cm on 300g Hahnemühle paper.    
 Artists: Czeslaw Slania ”Sportswoman”, Lars Sjööblom, Thomas Hipschen, Martin Mörck,    
 Werner Pfeiler, Dragisa Andric, Hannu Järviö, Vacyoczky Karoly, George Betemps, Josef    
 Hercik, Zlatko Jakus. This is numbered 69 of 150. 1987.  () 4.000:-

2422  Belgien 1992 King Baudouin and Queen Fabiola. Plate proof in violet for front of 1000    
 BFr banknote.  () 2.500:-
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2423 1000/1097   Denmark 1990 Queen Margrethe. Type III. Plate proof in black without value.  () 2.000:-

2424 653 Iceland 1984 Nordia´84 III 40 kr. Imperforated plate proof in blue.  () 2.500:-

2425  Iran Ayatollah Khomeini. Plate proof in dark-grey for front of banknote. Scarce!  () 3.000:-

2426  Israel Rabbi Moshe Ben Maimon. Plate proof in olive-green for front of 1000 sh banknote.  () 2.500:-

2427  Israel Levi Eshkol. Plate proof in grey for front of 5000 sh banknote.  () 2.500:-

2428P  Monaco ”RAINIER III PRINCE SOUVERAIN DE MONACO”. Plate proof in ultramarine,    
 signed ”Slania”.  () 2.500:-

2429 1605 Monaco 1983 Alfred Nobel 2 Fr. Perforated plate proof in grey without value (denomination    
 only vaguely visible).  () 2.000:-

2430 1833 Monaco 1987 Louis Jouvet 3 Fr. Plate proof in bluish-black.  () 2.000:-

2431K 1937 Monaco 1989 Foundation of Princess Grace 5.00 (Fr) Princess Caroline. Plate proof in    
 black. Signed ”Slania”.  () 1.500:-

2432K  Portugal Vasco da Gama. Plate proof in grey for front of 5000 escudos banknote.  () 2.500:-

2433  San Marino Guercino 1591-1666, ”SUSANNA AL BAGNO”. Steel engraving, without value, in    
 dark blue.  () 2.000:-

2434P  Sweden Cz. Slania Self portrait. Unfinished plate proof in grey. Rare!  () 2.500:-

2435 821 Sweden 1973 Confederation of Trade Unions 75 öre. Plate proof in violet.  () 2.000:-

2436K 849 Sweden 1973 Goosegirl 10 Kr. Plate proof perforated on four sides. Attached to a folder    
 signed ”Czeslaw Slania”.  () 2.500:-

2437 1274 Sweden 1983 Music in Sweden 2.70 Kr Fiddler. Perforated plate proof without value. Partly    
 hand painted by Slania.  () 2.000:-

2438 1959 Sweden 1996 50th Birthday of King Carl XVI Gustaf 20 Kr. Plate-proof in ultramarine with    
 heads of children only. Rare!  () 3.000:-

2439  USA ”DORIS DAY”. Steel engraving in dark green. Perforated.  () 2.000:-

Thematics, other / Motiv, övrigt
2440L Aeroplanes. Covers. 13 substantial albums of commemorative postal history with about 600 covers    

all focusing on the development of flight. The condition is uniformly excellent throughout and    
the owner’s cost on the covers alone is the equivalent is about $5000, as virtually everything    
was bought individually as silks. Some of the countries include Great Britain, Grenada, Dominica,    
Tanazania, Liberia, Nevis, Falkland Islands, Fiji, Montserrat, South Africa, Gambia to name but    
a few. There is no duplication. The silks are not often seen on the market in collection format,    
offered intact as received. .  * 5.000:-

2441Db Popes. BENEDIKT XVI. Collection mostly 2006-2017 in seven special albums. Containing e.g. about    
430 souvenir sheets/blocks, about 70 covers and cards incl. some with coins, some booklets etc.    
Also one binder with other Popes. Approx. 22 kg. (>650)   3.000:-

2442Lv Scouting. 1918–2000. Superb collection in 12 albums and envelopes from many different countries    
together with a catalogue in large box. Many difficult issues with s/s, minisheets and many    
imperfs as well. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se. Excellent quality Approx.    
20 kg.  Mostly  15.000:-

Thursday 24 November, at 14:45 at the earliest

Non-Scandinavia A-Z / Utomnorden (engelsk bokstavsordning)

Afghanistan – Australia
2443P  Afghanistan Fascinating collection 19th century onwards, early issues onwards housed on    

 album pages from an old time collection with better early 20th century noticed as well,    
 inc good o/ps, well worth researching. Also, noticed a little Aden Dhows, Sanjak and    
 Armenia. Definitely finds to be made for the specialist, especially back of the book. /� 2.000:-

2444A  Algeria Collection First issue-1962 on stockbbok leaves. E.g better early sets and some    
 imperf varieties, some duplication. Wuite comprehensive overall. Please see a selection    
 of scans at www.philea.se. Fine quality (800)  Mostly unused 3.000:-

2445P  Argentina Collection 1867-1932 on leaves. Some better and with duplication - shades and    
 perforations. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se. Mostly fine quality  Mostly � 3.000:-
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2446A  Argentina Collection 1858-2012 in two stockbooks incl. some dupl. Containing some better    
 early stamps and few unused. Mi approx. 3300 Euro. (>2500)  � 2.500:-

2447Dd  Argentina Cover collection 1950s–2000s on leaves in five large binders in box. Argentinian    
 stations in Antarctic, among others Marambio, Orcadas, Jubanny, Esperanza, Belgrano,    
 weather stations, special flights, ship mail, etc., incl. FDCs and special postmarks.    
 Unusual offer for the specialist with good variation of the material. Please see a    
 selection of scans at www.philea.se. Mostly good quality Approx. 12 kg. (650)  * 6.000:-

2448L  Argentina Postal stationery. Large lot postal stationery mint/used in envelopes. Mostly    
 fine quality (215)  * 2.000:-

2449A  Australia 2 large volumes with extensive kangaroos, as well as side profile definitives    
 KGV, the former has values to 5/- and 10/- each x2, the latter to 1/4d. then Silver    
 Jubilees 1955 MNH pairs to 2/- complete, Australian Occupation of Japan to 5/- various    
 mint and used, also with blocks and strips and pairs of various values, KGVI robes to    
 £1, arms complete MNH to £2, QEII probably complete inc navigators to £2 complete again    
 MNH and much more among the many hundreds of stamps here, also strong AAT and other    
 back of the book. A very inviting collection to view, please inspect carefully, page for page.    
 Much more here than described. .  //� 4.000:-

2450P  Australia Handsome attractive housed on old fashioned album leaves with various ’roos to    
 5/-, mint, then lyre bird and M&U kookaburra, many good sets from the 1930s + superb used    
 £1 kangaroo 1931/36, etc through back of the book. .  Mostly � 2.000:-

2451P  Australia Queensland Collection on leaves. IMPRESSED DUTY STAMPS, 63 different of this    
 unusual material, vaues 3d-£500 hence an enourmous face value. (The £500 with brown spot    
 and a few other with imperfections but many good one among the higher values. The entire    
 lot is presented at www.philea.se. Mostly fine quality   5.000:-

Austria

2452 1 X 1850 Coat-of-arms 1 Kr yellow wmk 1. Beatiful strip of three cancelled NEUMARKT IN    
 STEYERM 12 DEC on piece. Cert Matl ”Praktbriefstück”. EUR 450  � 1.000:-

2453 12 X 1850 Coat-of-arms 2 Kr black wmk 1. Beatiful strip of three cancelled ZWIKAU 21 DEC.    
 Cert Ferchenbauer (”Prachtstück”). EUR 300  � 1.000:-

2454 16a 1858 Newspaper stamps (1.05 Kr) blue. Good margins, cancelled with small part of PIEVE    
 DI SOLIGO cancel. Cert Ferchenbauer. EUR 700  � 1.000:-

2455K 40 I and II   1867 Franz Josef 25 kr type I and II. Ten examples in different shades, all with    
 certificates. Very fine..  � 1.000:-

2456K 41 I and II   1867 Franz Josef 50 kr type I and II. Ten examples in different shades, all with    
 certificates. Very fine..  � 1.000:-

2457 139-56v/w   1908 Franz Joseph SET, only missing the 72 h value (17). Very fine. 447 € if x.   1.000:-

2458K 161-77 1910 80th birthday of Franz Joseph SET (17). 2-10 kr with cert.   1.000:-

2459 175-77 1910 60th Anniversary of Franz Joseph 2, 5 and 10 kr (3). Cert Soecknick.   1.000:-

2460A  Accumulation 1850-1890 in visir album. Very comprehensive and interesting with a wealth    
 of better stamps incl shades and cancellations. E.g. many Mi 1 and 2, 1858 issues, many    
 Mi 6 and double eagle stamps perf 14, Mi 16-17 four of Each (EUR 4000 in total), Mi 20x6,    
 many Mi 41, some Lombardy-Venetia etc. About 30 certificates (incl ”Kurzbefund”) included.    
 A low reserve for a nice and well-collected accumulation. Please see a selection of scans    
 at www.philea.se. Fine quality  � 10.000:-

2461A  Collection 1850-2020 in two stockbooks incl. an expensive early section, several good    
 sets incl. Rotary 1931, nice Charity and Air, Mi555, Ovpts 1945 and cpl Mi929-87 etc. Mi    
 > 9000 Euro acc. to vendor.  Mostly � 5.000:-

2452 2453 2454
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2462P  Areas Accumulation Classics on 6 stockbbook leaves. Good range including Lombardy-Venetia,    
 Post offices in Levant and on Crete. Many better stamps as can be seen from the complete    
 website presentation and catalogue value more than EUR 4000 acc. to vendor. Mostly fine    
 quality  Mostly � 2.000:-

Bahamas – Brazil
2463Lv  Bahamas Accumulation. Mi 1322–25, 2008 Olympics in China, an enormous holding of about    

 1500 SHEETS OF 50, most likely same amount of each stamp in the set, hence 375×50 complete    
 sets, and a total catalogue valueof EUR 67500 but also a FACE VALUE of BSD 37500 (1 BSD=1    
 USA Dollar) Valid for postage, potential for dealers who can send mail from Bahamas?    
 Approx. 14 kg.   18.000:-

2464P  Bahamas Collection 1859-1911. Several valuable stamps here, and varieties as inverted    
 wmk. The entire lot is presented at www.philea.se. Mostly fine quality (75-80)  Mostly � 3.000:-

2465P  Belgium Useful collection of several hundred stamps mint and used, housed on album leaves    
 from an old time collection, all one of a kind from the epaulettes through to the 1940s    
 inc various better sets and Orval, airmails, special delivery, medallions, crusaders, TB    
 Societies, etc, ending with unlisted and a little Belgian East Africa. The collection is    
 completely uncatalogued and merits close inspection, much more here than this outline    
 description.  Mostly � 2.000:-

2466P  Bermuda Collection 1865–1956 on leaves. Excellent quality (300+)  Mostly  4.000:-

2467P  Bermuda Exciting mint and used accumulation of virtually all high values KGV/KGVI with    
 the exception of blocks of 4 of the 1910 caravel issues 1/2d to 1/- . Then KGV 2/- and    
 2/6d, 5/-, 10/- and £1, plus a further 2.6d KGV with the frame break flaw. Then the KGVI    
 with 5x block of 4x 2/- distinctly different shades, all MNH, followed by 2x 2/6d mint    
 inc unmounted, plus a further20x 2/6d used, all beautiful cds including plate number pair    
 and further varieties, followed by 10/- with 3 sheet marginals, plus a further 3 all MNH    
 and finally the high value £1 with 5x examples, including sheet and corner marginal MNH    
 and a further 2x MNH and 1 VLH. Overall total of these key plate types is 88 examples, a    
 tremendous holding with no doubt plenty of further varieties waiting to be discovered,    
 as extensively outlined in Gibbons. An extremely pleasant holding, overwhelmingly MNH    
 with huge potential and will certainly catalogue many thousands of pounds in Gibbons.    
 Viewing highly recommended. The entire lot is presented at www.philea.se.  Mostly  4.000:-

2468P  Brazil Collection 1844-1940 on leaves. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se.    
 Mostly fine quality  Mostly � 2.000:-

2469P  Brazil Lot classics. Partly heavy duplication, an interesting mix. Also some used postal    
 stationeries. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se.  Mostly � 2.000:-

2470P  Brazil Postal stationery. Collection postal stationey 1867-1935 all unused. (74)  * 2.000:-

Great Britain
2471P  Comprehensive collection of several hundred stamps mint and used, housed on album leaves    

 from an old time collection beginning with a large 3 margin penny black and an absolutely    
 superb 4 margin 2d blue, then various surface printed to 1887, followed by EDVII to 5/-,    
 KGVI to 10/- dark blue, plenty of post offices abroad inc China, Morocco Agencies, Levant,    
 etc. Also at the end of the collection, some very pleasant material inc QV 5/-. KGV    
 seahorses to 10/- etc. A collection that will add up very quickly, please view carefully.  Mostly � 5.000:-

2472L  Collection/accumulation 1953-1970 in box. A highly specialized collection covering the    
 period 1953-1970 with emphasis on the regluar Q E II issues. Includes varieties, special    
 issues, essays, different booklets, mini sheets, regional issues, ddifferencies according    
 to responsible printing company and much more. three full albums. Please see a selection    
 of scans at www.philea.se. Excellent quality (1000s)   5.000:-
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British Commonwealth
2473Pv  A most attractive collection G to P of thousands of stamps mint and used, all one of a    

 kind, housed on a stack of album leaves from an old time collection, inc Gambia QV to    
 KGVI with KGV to 3/- and lots of other mint to KGVI 10/- elephant, Gibraltar again QV    
 onwards, high value KGV /- strong Gold Coast, very good Hong Kong especially QV inc rich    
 colours 1900 mint complete set of 4, followed by EDVII and KGV to dollar values ending    
 in 1935 silver jubilees, as well as postage dues complete for the period, other good    
 areas inc India with a magnificent ½ anna 1854 imperf huge margins all round, comprehensive    
 EDVII to KGV to 15rps, then KGVI again to high values, several dozen convention states,    
 again all one of a kind through to interesting Native States inc Jaipur, Kishengahr,    
 Travancore and above all Cochin and Hyderabad. Then Jamaica, Kuwait, Leewards, very good    
 Labuan, especially late 19th early 20th century mint, Lagos, Malta, Mauritius with generous    
 margins imperf tridents, New Brunswick with 1860/63 complete with superb mint rich colours,    
 Newfoundland from imperfs with 3d triangular, through airmails to $1 and much more,    
 impressive New Guinea, similarly with New Hebrides, Australian States NSW onwards inc    
 useful postage dues and O.S. o/ps, New Zealand with imperf chalon heads in particularly    
 nice condition and much more, through to better sets in the 1930s inc airmails, followed    
 by North Borneo with a few hundred stamps, postage dues complete M&U, red cross o.ps,    
 losts of red cross types and high value o/ps pictorials, Northern Nigeria and Orange Free    
 State and good early lakatois of Papua, seldom seen perf-ins through to airmails, etc.    
 Completely uncatalogued and most worthwhile, a highly recommended viewing.  /� 20.000:-

2474P  Collection classic - 1940 ś in broken stockbook. Starting with Morocco, Aden, Cyprus,    
 Falklands, Br. Honduras, Gibraltar and many other countries. Several better stamps here,    
 also some covers. Much to discover - please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se.    
 Mostly fine quality  //� 10.000:-

2475L  Most attractive in scope and presentation, this mint and used collection from QV to QEII    
 is housed in 8 old fashioned Kent and Rapkin albums. Representing one man’s collecting    
 over 20 years. It is Aden through to Zanzibar, highlights including Aden 1948 wedding    
 and studies of early QEII defins, Australia with a few dozens of the ’roos inc early 2/-    
 brown, plenty of KGV downey heads to 1/4d definitive types, better commems of the 1930s,    
 KGVI robes to £1, arms to £2 through to navigator high values, etc. Bahamas inc key 5/-    
 KGVI and QEII to £1, Barbados with tridents, etc, good Canada inc superb used key value    
 widowheads, Quebec high values and this is all in the first album. A similar pattern with    
 Cape of Good hope through Caymans, Ceylon, Cyprus, strong Hong Kong from QV onwards,    
 India to high values, Jamaica to ’Supreme Lord’ 10/-, etc. Then the third album, probably    
 the best with all the Malayas from QV Strait Settlements with lots of dollar values 20th    
 century of the different states, Singapore with both perf types KGVI $5, Mauritius, NZ,    
 etc. The fourth album Nigerias onward through to the fifth ending in Zanzibar. The other    
 3 albums consist of GB Ireland inc seahorses to 10/-, various different types o/p to KGV    
 defins, GB post offices abroad, again from QV onwards, etc, also seen a little postal history    
 and above all good quality, uniformly throughout. Completely uncatalogued and most    
 worthwhile, a much recommended inspection of this extensive collection, a delight to view.  Mostly � 8.000:-

2476A  Collection classic–1940s in two albums. Many different areas including Canada, Australia,    
 Hong Kong. Some better, see scans at www.philea.se. Mostly fine quality (1500-2000)  Mostly � 4.000:-

2477P  Attractive collection of several hundred stamps mint and used, housed on album leaves    
 from an old time collection. Starting with very good British Solomon Islands first issues    
 to 1/, through to KGVI to 10/- on to Burma, British Guiana, British Honduras all with    
 good representations from the four reigns ending with Brunei from 1908 onwards through    
 to better mint to $1, much more here than first meets the eye. Completely uncatalogued.  /� 2.500:-

2478P  Attractive collection British West Indies, Bahamas and Barbados, etcmint and used, housed    
 on album leaves from an old time collection from the Bahamas Chalon issues onwards through    
 to centenary issues complete, KGVI etc. Barbados, a similar pattern from 19th century    
 onwards through to WW1 victory complete, silver Jubilees complete through KGVI, also    
 seen. Also seen Basutoland crocodiles KGV/KGVI, some Bahrain etc. Even Baden, Brunswick,    
 Bergadorf, and some high cataloging Bremen. Please inspect carefully, sleepers highly likely.  /� 2.000:-

2479A  Africa Collection classic - 1980 ś in album without stamp mounts. Many different areas    
 and countries, some a bit better with high values. Please see a selection of scans at    
 www.philea.se. Mostly fine quality (3000)  Mostly � 8.000:-
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2480P  America Collection Classics-1970’S on leaves. Clean and attractive containing the British    
 Caribean, British Guyana and British Honduras, with many medium priced/better stamps and    
 higher values. E. g. definitive sets complete or nearly complete. For the Caribean we    
 notice Antigua, Bahamas, Barbados, Bermuda, Grenada, Jamaica, Leeward Islands, St. Kitts,    
 St. Lucia, St. Vincent, Trinidad, etc. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se.    
 Fine quality (2000)  � 8.000:-

2481P  Asia Collection classic - 1980 on leaves. Many different areas, some a bit better. Please    
 see a selection of scans at www.philea.se. Mostly fine quality  � 2.500:-

2482P  Europe Collection classic - 1980 on leaves. Cyprus, Malta, Gibraltar with som better.    
 Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se. Mostly fine quality  � 2.500:-

2483A  Oceania Collection Classics-1993 in album. Not including all Oceania (e.g. no Australia    
 except for some Antactic Territory), but also some nearby areas. Better stamps, high    
 values and sets present throughout as can be seen on the website, e.g. Solomion Islands,    
 main value on New Zealand (also including e.g. perf varieties), North Borneo, few Sarawak    
 and Singapore incl sets to $5 etc. Fine quality (1200-1500)  � 4.000:-

Brunei – Ceylon
2484A  Brunei Accumulation 1895–2004 in large stockbook. Comprehensive and from first issue incl    

 a good selection overprints and ”View of Brunei River”, later issues incl commemoratives,    
 later xx, etc. Also a few Japaneese occ. Quite unusual offer! The entire lot is presented    
 at www.philea.se. Mostly fine quality (1000)  //� 4.000:-

2485P  Bulgaria Useful range of several hundred stamps mint and used, housed on album leaves    
 from an old time collection, all one of a kind, with issues from the Lion rampart 1870s    
 onwards, with better 20th century, as well with complete set of 1931 games and many others    
 of the period with different types to 50l. Excellent collection.  /� 2.000:-

2486P  Canada Collection 1868–1970s. With some better stamps. Please see a selection of scans    
 at www.philea.se.  Mostly � 4.000:-

2487P  Canada Collection classic -1988 on leaves. Some better, Jubilee issue 1898 up to 15 c.    
 Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se.  � 4.000:-

2488P  Canada Attractive collection of several hundred stamps mint and used, housed on album    
 leaves from an old time collection. Beginning with a superb 3 pence beaver, four margined    
 light concentric circle target cancel, a beauty, followed by various cent issues and QV    
 large heads, through to 15cts, Maple Leaves complete to 10cts 1897 1/2cts to 15cts,    
 1901/02 to 20cts and virtual completion thereafter inc mint bluenose, leading on to back    
 of the book, etc. A very good collection.  /� 3.000:-

2489A  Ceylon Collection classics - 1960 ś in album. Interesting classic part with better stamps.    
 E.g. 100 R with both postal and fiscal cancel. See the note scanned together with the    
 stamps at www.philea.se. Mostly good quality (350-400)  Mostly � 4.000:-

China

2490 83 II 1955 1st All-China Postal Conference 800 $ reprint perf12½ with red collour omitted    
 variety. Not listed in Michel, Scott or S.G.  () 1.000:-

2491P 1 Franking label, 1999 13 used labels 0.60Y to 6.40. Also one unused 0.60 Y. EUR over 900 €  � 1.000:-

2490
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2492Pv  Attractive collection of several hundred stamps mint and used, housed on album leaves    
 from an old time collection, in far better condition than normally encountered. Beginning    
 with 3x small dragons in tip top quality, followed by a range of dowager types, leading    
 on to red revenues both 1cts on 3cts and two lines on 3cts, 1898 imperial post to $1.    
 The 20th century good range inc all of the good sets, then back to 19th century with 2    
 small dragons, shanghai overprints, large special delivery, unlisted, as well as airmails,    
 comprehensive postage dues, also second Peking printing $5 mint 1913/19, a little Tibet    
 and then offices abroad, further better commem sets complete of 1929/30 o/ps from different    
 regions. Also seen a little Colombia first issues onwards and back of the book Chile.    
 However the China is one of the best sections from this wonderful old time collection,    
 viewing highly recommended, please inspect.  /� 10.000:-

2493L  Collection in 7 very fine red Leuchturm albums with casettes 1949-21. The most valuable    
 stamps and s/s are missing as all the originals 1949, most culture revolution and most    
 of the good sets up to1980 - but then almost everything is here including some of the    
 expensive Stamp Popularity Poll s/s. Low reserve. Excellent quality Approx. 25 kg.   10.000:-

2494A  Collection 1949-2017 in two stockbooks incl. e.g. Mi648-53, some Revolution 1966-67 and    
 some unused incl. Mi1063-68 etc. Sparse-filled after 2006.  Mostly � 2.500:-

2495P  Lot of about 300 minisheets 2000-2020. Nominal value over 2000 Y. Some duplication,    
 very fine.   1.000:-

2496K  Booklets. 21 booklets 1980-2019 including No 1 and 2 in very fine condition.   1.000:-

Colombia – Fiume
2497Av  Colombia Very interesting and hard to find collection back of the book. Provincials,    

 departments E.g. Antioquia, Bolivar, Santander and Tolima. Also British P.O. in Colombia    
 with certificate. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se.  /� 8.000:-

2498Cd  Colombia Accumulation classics–modern on about 120 stock cards. Comprehensive and varied    
 incl better, e.g. quite many classics, SCADTA values etc. Also about 150 copies of Scadta    
 Mi LA591 (EUR about 1800 if x) incl several full sheets of 25. High value!  //� 4.000:-

2499P  Cuba Very attractive collection of few hundred stamps mint and used, housed on album    
 leaves from an old time collection. There is much here from the imperfs under Spanish    
 Dominion 1885 onwards through left profile types, allegory types, then right profile well    
 filled in condition far better than normally encountered. Late 19th/ early 20th century    
 inc American Administration with o/ps complete of 1899 and page after page with no empty    
 spaces. The 20th century with better airmails as well as postage dues, etc, inc interesting    
 unlisted. Other countries noticed inc East Africa EDVII, Eastern Roumalia and Curacao.    
 There is so much more here than this description. Please inspect.  /� 2.000:-

2500P  Cuba Small but important collection of American Administration of Cuba, virtually all    
 mint, highlights include 1899 to 10cts ’CUPA’ error o/p, also an imprint pair, followed    
 by 1899 again to 10cts plus o/ps #232 and #232b, the latter seldom seen + ABN punched    
 hole specimens MNH through to postage dues #J1 to #J4, again 1899 mint, special delivery, etc.  /� 2.000:-

2501P  Czechoslovakia A very good collection of several hundred stamps mint and used, housed on    
 album leaves from an old time collection, from the first issues hradcany 1918 onwards,    
 also a good range of the ’Posta Ceskoslovenska’ o/ps types inc high values and portos,    
 well worth investigating. There are well over 60 different stamps in this category to    
 research. Virtually all of the regular 1920/30s present here as well, leading through to    
 airmails, postage dues, etc. Also seen Bohemia and Moravia, as a German Protectorate. A    
 great collection for the specialist to make discoveries. .  /� 2.000:-

2502P  Dutch Colonies Collection 1864-1948 on leaves Dutch West Indies. Some varieties and    
 different perforations and shades noted. Not many empty spaces here! Mostly fine quality  Mostly � 2.000:-

2503Pv  Eritrea Detailed collection with few missing stamps including several very scarce, with    
 one certificate (Pacel 10 c 1916 ) and one cover 1893. Some problems with heavy toning    
 but otherwise mostly very fine quality. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se.  //� 15.000:-

2504P  Eritrea (IT) Very good collection of this elusive colony with a few hundred stamps mint    
 and used, housed on album leaves from an old time collection, highlights include Umberto    
 and Victor Emmanuel o/ps, high values 1934 Abruzzi to 10 lire, airmails, etc. Much more    
 here than described, an excellent collection that will add up very quickly, to enjoy.    
 Also noticed some interesting Egypt.  /� 2.000:-
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2505P  Falkland Islands Attractive collection of several hundred stamps mint and used, housed    
 on album leaves from an old time collection, from the serpentine issues onwards as well    
 as the good 32 penni 1875/76, etc. Also present Spanish Colonies in the form of Fernando    
 Po inc 1929 10pts.  /� 2.000:-

2506P  Fiume Cinderella, 47 letter seals.  () 1.000:-

2507L  Fiume 5 heller on correspondence card to Vienna from FIUME 1902 with additional PAQUEBOT    
 cancelletion + 34 cards and five from the Levant and two from Austria. 42 in total.  * 1.000:-

2508P  Fiume Very impressive collection of several hundred stamps mint and used, housed on album    
 leaves from an old time collection, huge scope for discoveries, particularly interesting    
 is the first issues on Hungary to 10ko with different types o/ps, similarly with postage    
 dues through to well filled pages of 1919 onwards inc Carnaro o/ps, the Provvisorios o/ps    
 and the 1922 diagonal o/ps, all to various high values. Then follows Regno d’Italia types    
 o/ps, through to the Annessione types of 1924, etc. A great collection with huge potential    
 a much recommended viewing for the specialist.  /� 3.000:-

France
2509A  Collection 1849–1970s on KABE leaves. Interesting, with only a few missing stamps. Many    

 better including three 1 Fr Ceres (mixed quality), three 5 Fr 1869 (one thin), s/s 2    
 used. Also some varieties. Recommended! Mostly fine quality  //� 10.000:-

2510P  Collection 1849-1940 on leaves. Good classic part with two different 1 Fr (one thin spot),    
 5 FR Y 33d (rond corner), different types and shades. Mostly fine quality  Mostly � 8.000:-

2511A  Collection 1849–1980 on leaves. Comprehensive with many medium-priced stamps and sets,    
 also a good back-of the-book section with dues and colonies. Cat.value acc. to vendor    
 EUR 19500. In the beginning mixed quality, later fine  Mostly � 8.000:-

2512L  Collection 1862-1990 in three Leuchtturm album with stamp mounts. 80% are unmounted mint.    
 Catalogue value acc. to vendor EUR 11.000 (Mi 2017) (2800 + 9 blocks)  / 8.000:-

2513P  Outstanding collection of several hundred stamps mint and used, housed on album leaves    
 from an old time collection, virtually all one of a kind. Highlights include Ceres complete    
 1849 inc 15cts and 1fr, as well as a superb pair of 20cts black with unusual cds cancels,    
 then Napoleons to 1fr, followed by all the different Empire and Republic types to high    
 values inc 1870/73 Ceres, similarly very good range of both types of the peace and commerce    
 issues, leading through to 20th century with many many sets inc plane over Paris, the    
 museums superb MNH, similarly the Rheims and many other good sets of the 1930s through    
 to the 1940s, no doubt huge catalogue, must be inspected carefully to be fully appreciated.  Mostly � 7.000:-

2514P  Nice collection 1849-1940 on DAVO leaves. Many expensive stamps as large 5 Fr 1869.    
 Mostly fine quality  Mostly � 5.000:-

2515A  Collection 1849-1985 in album. Quite comprehensive incl a nice classic section incl 5fr    
 Napoleon with multiple canc. but without faults, 5+1fr 1927, Sinking Fund sets, 10fr    
 airmail 1936, and later issues almost cpl x/o incl e.g. Famous Frenchmen sets. Further a    
 back-of-the-book section. Mostly fine quality  Mostly � 4.000:-

2516P  Collection 1940–99 on Davo leaves with stamp mounts. Practically complete with some better    
 stamps as all the Famous Frenchmen sets. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se.    
 Fine quality.  � 2.000:-

2517P  Collection/accumulation 1860’s-about 1900. on 9 stocbook leaves. ALGERIAN POSTMARKS    
 intersting study of mainly 1870’s Allegory issue with cancellations in Algier towns/citoes,    
 also some older ones as well as a few later. Some on cut pieces. Unusual offer. The entire    
 lot is presented at www.philea.se. Mostly fine quality (300)  � 2.000:-

2518P  P.O. in China Attractive collection with much merit, a few hunded, mint and used, housed    
 on album leaves from an old time collection, well worth investigating. Not only including    
 offices in China, also good Canton, Kwungchowan, Mongtseu, Packhoi, Tchongking and    
 Yunnansen, etc, much scope for discovery here for these popular issues, please inspect.    
 Also includes a little Pos in Egypt.  /� 2.000:-

2519P  Colonies Fantastic collection of several hundred stamps mint and used, housed on album leaves from    
 an old time collection, replete with material with value on every page highlights inc Port Said with    
 Merson types, Offices in Morocco, through to Tangier, Levant with Cavalle, Dedeagh through to Vathy,    
 some superb French Colony generic types 1859 imperfs onwards. Then Further good French Africa across    
 the board, even some better German Colonies Kaisers yachts and o/ps, ending finally with French India    
 inc fanon and rp high values, etc, etc. One of the best ranges from this worldwide collection.  /� 5.000:-
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French colonies
2520Pv  F to M. Fascinating collection of several hundred stamps mint and used, housed on a stack    

 of album leaves from an old time collection. Some of the countries include French Oceania,    
 French Sudan, Gabon, Guadaloupe, Indochina, Inini, Ivory Coast, Latakia, Martinique,    
 Mauritania, New Caledonia, New Hebrides, both French and British, as well as a few other    
 countries in this alphabet range, not necessarily French colonies. Completely uncatalogued,    
 the usual pattern being peace and commerce 19th century through to good early 20th century,    
 up until the 1940s. The contents are substantial and a much recommended viewing, loaded    
 with back of the back, etc, A great collection especially when looked at carefully page for page.  /� 15.000:-

2521P  Further range of thousands of stamps mint and used, housed on a stack of album leaves    
 from an old time collection, better countries include Reunion, St Pierre and Miquelon,    
 Senegal including Ballay complete mint, Somalicoast/Djibouti from imperfs onwards from    
 imperf onwards, Syria, interesting Arabian Governments/1921 T.E.O. and O.M.F o/ps as well    
 as good range of Mersons high values, Tunisia, Umbangi, Upper Senegal and Niger ending    
 with Upper Volta. We have not had time to examine this properly. This represents an    
 excellent opportunity for a dealer or collector of this area, so much here to investigate,    
 especially in the classics and the early 20th century. Please do not miss the opportunity to view    
 this substantial collection, carefully, page for page. Also some stamps from othere countries.  /� 8.000:-

States

2522  Hamburg Cover sent to Sweden from Hamburg 9.10.1857 franked with Danish 4 s. stamp tied    
 by numeral thre ringed cancel No 2. Also several transit cancels HELINGØR, HELSINGBORG    
 at front and rectanular STOCKHOLM 16 OKT 57 at back side. Interesting, beatiful and scarce.  * 10.000:-

2523 5-6 Schleswig-Holstein 1864 1¼ grey-ultramarine. 3 types, one with large margin at left on    
 cover sent from ALTONA and signed. All very fine.  */� 1.000:-

2522 ex 2523

2524K 8 Schleswig-Holstein Beatiful cover franked with a strip of three ½ s tied by KIEL 2.4.65    
 sent to Schleswig. Arr and transit cancels at reverse. Nice French Consulate seal. Minor repairs.  * 5.000:-

2525 8, 18a Schleswig-Holstein Cover franked ½ s in strip of 3 and a pair 1¼ s all tied by ALTONA    
 17.7.67. Signed Kruschel. Beatiful, but with remains of hinges on back side..  * 1.000:-

Germany

(See also lot 2259)

2524 2525
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2526 16-17 Schleswig-Holstein Nice cover sent to Paris franked with 2 and 4 s tied by GETTORP 23.6.67.  * 1.000:-

2527K 18c Schleswig-Holstein Cover sent to Lübeck single franked 1¼ s tied by STOCKELSDORF 12.11.67    
 (RRR). Some stains. Signed Carl Lange.  * 1.000:-

2526 2527

2528K 18c Schleswig-Holstein Cover sent to Amsterdam franked with 1¼ s x 8 and 2 s all tied by KIEL    
 BAHNHOF 15.11.67 and red arr cds on back side. Unusual franking! Small damages. Signed    
 M.Kurt Maier.  * 1.000:-

Reich
2529 48a 1889 Crown/Eagle 20 pf ultramarine. Very fine. Cert Infla-Berlin (Zenker). EUR 1500   2.500:-

2533A  Well-filled collection 1872-1945 in two Leuchtturm albums with slip cases incl. a good    
 section Shields, F66 and 118, very good Air and Charity stamps incl. Mi344-54, 499-507,    
 s/s1-2 with false canc, s/s3 faults, s/s4-11, cpl Mi671-780, nice Official stamps and    
 also a section Allied occupation. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se. Mostly    
 fine quality  � 12.000:-

2534P  Collection 1872-1945 on leaves. Starting mainly used incl some eagles, 1875-1889 issues    
 incl small ”study” with duplicates, inflation period x/o and well filled, a strong 1924-34    
 period (all on the website), and 1935-45 period more or less cpl x/o excl some s/s. Also    
 a section occupation areas WW1. Mostly fine quality  /� 5.000:-

2535A  Collection 1872-1945 in album. Clean coll woth some better Eagles, Mi 13 x, Inflation    
 period well-filled, better sets Post-inflation from later 1920’s/early 1930’s, Third    
 Reich almost cpl except for the best sets, including most s/s. Fine quality  /� 2.000:-

2536A  Postcards collection approx 1896-1910 in album. Many nice cards, e g Grüss aus. Mostly    
 good quality (245)  * 3.000:-

2537P  Colonies Lot on leaves. Good material from China and Morocco, including high values. The    
 entire lot is presented at www.philea.se. Mostly fine quality  /� 4.000:-

Associated areas
2538K 49 Danzig 1920 Danzig overprint 2 M dark blue. Genuine. Cert american Philatelic society. EUR 4000  � 4.000:-

2528
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2541P 255-58 Saar Block 1-2. Superb quality. EUR 5500  � 5.000:-

German Democratic Republic (DDR)
2542A  Well-filled collection 1946-1990 without mini sheets in two stockbooks. Many  until 1954    

 incl. Mi286-99 etc. Also a section Soviet Zone incl. some better. Mi approx. 4800 Euro.  Mostly � 2.500:-

2539 912, 18, 21, 27, 28   Allied Occupation 2, 10, 12, 15, 25 and 30 pf all imperf. signed Schlegel. EUR 1350   2.000:-

2540K 212-27 Soviet Zone 1948 Personalities SET (16). With several different papers and types. Many    
 signed. EUR 1100   1.500:-

2538

2541

Berlin

2543 34 A VII 1949 Red overprint BERLIN 2 Mk dark violet-brown with damaged N in BERLIN variety.    
 Signed by Schlegel. EUR 1500   2.000:-

German Federal Republic (BRD)
2544P  Accumulation 1949-1950’s on three Visir leaves and two glassine envelopes incl. e.g. ten    

 sets Marienkirche, six sets Bach, eleven sets Mi142-43, four Mi120 and 13 Mi145 etc.    
 Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se. (580)  � 6.000:-

2545A  Collection 1945-2022 in two stockbooks incl. e.g. cpl main numbers Mi111-575, some     
 incl. Mi121-22, 139-44, 146 and 156-59 etc. Also a section allied occupation. Mi about    
 7200 Euro.  Mostly � 4.000:-

2543
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General German collections
2546P  Impressive collection of with thousands of stamps mint and used, housed on album leaves    

 from an old time collection with considerable merit throughout there are lots of better stamps    
 requiring a very careful viewing. Comprehensive Italian East Africa, similarly Somaliland from    
 early 20th century with plenty of back of the book, Italy from classics with very strong with    
 plenty of good 20th century inc better sets of the 1930s incl. occasional MNH, as well as    
 strong back of the book especially airmails, zeppelins, laughing boys and much more ending    
 with good postage dues, parcel posts and officials, as well as much unlisted. Then follows Pos    
 abroad inc Offices in China, Offices in Turkish Empire with lots of high values with page after    
 page of interesting material, finally ending in Aegean Islands inc never hinged zeppelins, good    
 Rhodes and African sphere inc Libya, Oltre Guiba and so much more. A delightful collection    
 full of good items that gets better on each careful inspection. /� 8.000:-

2547A  Accumulation 1842–1939 in visir album. Comprehensive material from German States and    
 Danzig. Many stamps in duplicate or multiplicate. See scans online. Mostly fine quality (>1000)  Mostly � 7.000:-

2548A  Acc. States-1970’s in stockbook. Interesting and unusual hoard with e.g. many VARIETIES    
 on mainly moder BRD stamps, to some extent ”dot philately” but still could have a high value!     
 Also some more ”standardized” and somewhat better German material incl also quite much    
 Switzerland and few Liechtenstein (incl medium priced and some Swiss face falue). Fine quality  //� 3.000:-

2549A  Collection States-2012 in two binders. Written up with some dublcates giving a somewhat    
 messy impresson incl e.g. Bavaria, Reich with many stamps incl some better, some Danzig,    
 Saar incl some better, DDR, better Early BRD, BRD well-collected in modern period incl    
 (mainly used) later section etc. Mostly fine quality  //� 2.500:-

2550A  Collection/accumulation 1945-1970 on leaves/stocbook leaves. Compehensive with a good    
 section Soviet Zone incl better stamps and sets, also area cancellation ”Bezirksstempel”    
 ovplts incl some signed, Leipzig and Eastern Saxony. Further good mainly x early DDR incl    
 better sets and later issues also xx, Finally some Bizone stamps. High cat.value. Fine quality   2.000:-

Greece
2551 96-107 1896 Olympic Games SET (12). EUR 1100  � 1.800:-

2552P 427-46 1940 Youth organisation, both sets on special leaves. EUR 1320  � 2.000:-

2553 437-46 1940 Youth organisation SET (10). EUR 700  � 1.200:-

2554Pv  Collection/accumulation 1861–1886 on leaves. HERMES HEADS comprehesive study incl shades,    
 better values, two covers incl one with pair combination, etc. Please inspect. The entire    
 lot is presented at www.philea.se. Mostly fine quality (150)  � 6.000:-

2555P  Nice old collection with many better issues incl. also Herakleion and Rethrymon local    
 issues and Therison Rebel stamps. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se. (>200)  /� 4.000:-

2556P  Collection 1886-1957 on KA-BE leaves with stamp mounts. With many better stamps, and in    
 good condition. Very high catalogue value. Fine quality  Mostly � 3.000:-

Guam – India
2557P  Guam Attractive mint collection with many scarce stamps present of this much underrated    

 US Territory, beginning with 1899 1cts to $1 (type I) + #2a variety and the only used    
 stamp in the collection, a scarce blue straight line postmark October 21st 1899, Agana,    
 Isle of Guam. Back of the book also strong inc the large pictorials Guam Guard Mail 1ct    
 and pair of 2cts and further 1930 issues complete, then back to 1899 special delivery    
 stamp, (thin). Overall a most attractive collection, needing very little to complete.    
 The entire lot is presented at www.philea.se.  Mostly  3.000:-

2558P  Hawaii A splendid mint collection with many rare stamps, beginning with the number types    
 of 1863 Scott #15, #16, both 4 margins, huge margins on #22, close to clear on #23, large    
 margins on #24 and finally both the blue on white #25 and #26. These alone cat $5000.    
 Then follows various imperfs inc 1861/68 including specimens and one superb large sheet    
 corner marginal, seldom seen so beautiful. Further defins to the 1864/71, i.e. Scott #30,    
 #31, #33/#34, #35/#36, #37/39, the 1883/86 with both types of 10cts, through to the 1894s    
 and 1899 complete, not forgetting the 1893 Provisional Govt red o/ps, inc both 5cts types    
 and different values to 25cts (red o/ps), as well as the black o/ps to 18cts. Finally    
 back of the book with unlisted through to officials inc seldom seen stamp duty including    
 the twenty cents o/p on 25cts and other values mint through to dollar etc. A delightful    
 collection to view with many scarce stamps present and considerable substance. Please    
 see many pictures on the website.  Mostly  15.000:-
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2559P  Hong Kong Collection/accumulation 1862-1997. Some duplication with various cancels - e.g.    
 treaty ports in China. Some better values up to $2 up to 1920 ś. In the beginning mixed    
 quality, later fine  Mostly � 3.000:-

2560  Hungary Sopron Lot Mi 1,2,5-7,9,13–15, 17-21. All signed. Mi 1.455   2.500:-

2561  Hungary Sopron Lot Mi 1,2,5-7,9,13–15, 17-21. All signed. Mi 1.455   2.500:-

2562Av  India States Collection. Very comprehensive and interesting collection in thick stockbook    
 with most states represented and many better included, unusually well-filled. Very high    
 catalogoue value and overall good quality! The entire lot is presented at www.philea.se.  //� 24.000:-

2563A  India Collection classics - 1990 ś in album. Some better as s/s 1  and much states.    
 Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se. Mostly good quality (1000)  //� 3.000:-

Iran
2564P  Lot 1868-1939. Very interesting with many scarce stamps with very high catalogue value.    

 Partly heavy duplication. Also 20 covers sent abroad, and revenues. Not checked for    
 forgeries. . In the beginning mixed quality, later fine  //� 10.000:-

2565Cc  Collection in two large stockbooks. First part 1875-1915 both used,  and . Seccond    
 1925-41. Partly with heavy duplication, also better 1902-03 issues, some Lion stamps and    
 better  as s/s 1-10 perforated 1938. Also a few classic covers, varieties and more.  //� 6.000:-

2566P  Collection of hundreds of stamps mint and used, housed on a large stack of album leaves    
 from an old time collection. Should be viewed by an expert to fully recognize the potential    
 of what is here. We can see there is unlisted, as well as plenty of high values, well    
 worth investigating, all one of a kind.  /� 3.000:-

2567P  Collection 1876-1939 on leaves. With some perforation varieties, shades and better stamps.    
 Many stamps both mint and used. Not checked for forgeries. . In the beginning mixed    
 quality, later fine  Mostly � 2.000:-

2568P  Collection 1881-1936 on leaves. Several better stamps - but not checked for forgeries.    
 Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se. In the beginning mixed quality, later fine  Mostly � 2.000:-

Italy

2569P 15 Pontificial States 1867 Pope’s coat-of-arms 10 c black on orange-red. Block of four. Cert    
 by Bruno Savarese 1990 and SPC 2020. 3600 € if x.   2.000:-

2570A  Pontificial States Exhibition mounted collection of mainly the first issue 1852 in album.    
 Many shades of all values, cancels and also with many varieties. Several pairs, strips    
 and blocks. Several signed by experts. The entire lot is presented at www.philea.se. Fine    
 quality  � 14.000:-

2571K 1 Romagna 1859 Numerals ½ Baj black on dark yellow and 22 other stamps from Romagna-Sardinia.  � 1.500:-

2572K 11a Sardinia 1863 King Victor Emanuel II 10 c yellow-brown and five other block units.  () 1.000:-

2573Pv  Sardinia Collection both originals, false and reprints. Several of each value. Please    
 see a selection of scans at www.philea.se. Mixed quality, but many fine to very fine.    
 (250)  /� 10.000:-

2574 5a Sicily 1859 King Ferdinand II 10 gr dark blue and five other stamps signed Alberto Diena.  () 1.000:-

2575P  Sicily Collection mostly originals. Several of each value.The entire lot is presented at    
 www.philea.se. Mixed quality, but many fine to very fine. (29)  Mostly � 4.000:-

2569
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2576v 9y Tuscany 1852 Lion 60 cr brown-red on grey-blue. Cert Dienna 1996. EUR 20000  � 30.000:-

2577 11 Tuscany 1857 Lion 1 so yellow, wmk 2. Thin spot, near cut. 30000 € if x. Sassone 18750 €    
 for (). Cert SPC.  () 8.000:-

2578 20b Tuscany 1860 Coat-of-arms 20 c grey-blue. Some repairs. Cert Dienna 2021. EUR 6500   1.000:-

2579v 22 Tuscany 1860 Coat-of-arms 80 c red. Original gum, small repair. Cert Sorani 2004. Mi    
 20.000 €.   10.000:-

2580 22 Tuscany 1860 Coat-of-arms 80 c red. Some faults, cert Manzoni 2021. Mi 20.000 for x and    
 Sassone 10625 for ().  () 3.000:-

2581P  Tuscany Interesting range of 50-60 stamps, a few with certificates, some signed. Duplication.    
 The entire lot is presented at www.philea.se.  � 10.000:-

2576 2580

2582 14 1863 Viktor Emanuel II 15 c blue in pair, left hand stamp without King ś head and right    
 hand stamp with head.  () 1.000:-

2583P 267, 265, 240a   1927 King Emanuel III 2.65 L violet, 1.85 L greenish-black and 25 C green on    
 registered cover to Lucca, cancelled BAGNI MONTECATINI 7.5.28. Certificate Enzo Diena.  * 1.000:-

2584L 642 etc. 25 C with overprint ”REPPUBLICA SOCIALE ITALIANA”    
 etc. on registered cover to Lugano, Switzerland, cancelled VARESE 1.5.44 + 69 other covers.  * 1.000:-

2585K 773 etc. 1949 Centenary of the Romana Republic 100 L dark brown and 14 other stamps.  � 1.000:-

2586L  Prephilatelic cover from Florence to Rhone 1839 + 34 other prephilatelic covers, of which    
 seven from 1775.  * 1.000:-

2587P  Impressive collection - also colonies - with thousands of stamps mint and used, housed    
 on album leaves from an old time collection with considerable merit throughout there are    
 lots of better stamps requiring a very careful viewing. Comprehensive Italian East Africa,    
 similarly Somaliland from early 20th century with plenty of back of the book, Italy from    
 classics with very strong with plenty of good 20th century inc better sets of the 1930s    
 including occasional MNH, as well as strong back of the book especially airmails, zeppelins,    
 laughing boys and much more ending with good postage dues, parcel posts and officials,    
 as well as much unlisted. Then follows Pos abroad inc Offices in China, Offices in Turkish    
 Empire with lots of high values with page after page of interesting material, finally    
 ending in Aegean Islands inc never hinged zeppelins, good Rhodes and African sphere inc    
 Libya, Oltre Guiba and so much more. A delightful collection full of good items that gets    
 better on each careful inspection.  /� 8.000:-

2588P  Old collection 1861-1942 on leaves incl. many better singles and sets. E.g. Mi61-66,    
 95-97, 99-126, 415-34 and 576-90 mostly used. (550)  /� 3.000:-

2589P  Collection 1862-1960 on leaves. Mostly fine quality  Mostly � 3.000:-

2582
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Japan – Romania
2590P  Japan Excellent range of many thousands of stamps, all one of a kind, mint and used,    

 housed on album leaves from an old time collection from 19th century onwards. Highlights    
 include classics from 1872 with a good range of postmarks with, as far as we can tell,    
 everything genuine through to early 20th century, not forgetting the 1896 and 1899/1900    
 sets complete, then 1908s again complete and many better mint sets of the 1920s birds,    
 as well as 1930s again inc many complete sets, the key 1936 present, followed by various    
 national parks with MNH periodically, through to back of the book 19th century onwards,    
 airmails 1929/34 complete MNH, a good range of offices in China and Korea, etc. A well    
 rounded collection of considerable substance. Don’t miss viewing this. .  Mostly � 6.000:-

2591A  Japan Collection 1873–1975 in album. FISCALS, a very interesting and unusual collection    
 with a large section classics incl shades, and perf varieties, many unusual and good    
 items. Indeed something for the specialist. E.g. Documentary, tobacco, and lawsuit    
 revenues, income earnings reciepts, and more! Please see scans at www.philea.se. Somewhat    
 mixed quality. (1000)  � 3.500:-

2592P  Japan Collection 1871-1928 on leaves. Several better stamps. Also P.O. in China and some    
 revenues. The entire lot is presented at www.philea.se. Mostly fine quality.  /� 3.000:-

2593A  Latvia Collection 1918-2006 in Schaubek album with stamp mounts. Not many empty spaces    
 but without the most expensive stamps. Mixed used mint and with  after 1992 if unused.    
 Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se. Mostly fine quality  //� 4.000:-

2594

2594K 125 Liechtenstein 1934 Exhibition souvenir sheet 1. Very nice. EUR 2800   4.000:-

2595K 125 Liechtenstein 1934 Exhibition souvenir sheet 1. Very nice with exhibition cancel 15,X.34    
 VADUZ. Cert Rellstab 1991. EUR 3000  � 5.000:-

2596P  Liechtenstein Collection 1912-61 on leaves. Main value on xx but some x and also used is    
 present. E.g. first set x, 49A+53-60 x (EUR 1800=xx!), 64-70 xx, 71 used, 78-81 used,    
 82-89 xx/x, 94-107 x/xx, (103=used and missing 106), 108-13+114 xx, 122-24 xx, 128-39    
 xx, many later better xx sets inl in the late 1940’s and 1950’s etc. Finally some officials    
 and dues. Fine quality  //� 8.000:-

2597A  Liechtenstein Collection 1912-20´21 in stockbook incl. Mi1-3x+y, 94-113, 119-21, 140,    
 143-49 and 305-09 etc. Mi approx. 6500 Euro. (1500)  Mostly � 4.500:-

2598A  Luxembourg Collection 1852-2020 in stockbook incl. better classic stamps and e.g. Mi182-256    
 and 279-301 etc. Mi approx. 9200 Euro.  Mostly � 5.000:-

2599P  Malaysia Collection classic to 19560 ś on leaves. Different areas, some high values.    
 Mostly fine quality.  � 2.500:-

2600P  Malta Collection 1860-1935 on leaves. Starts with British stamps used in Malta. Then    
 ordinary Maltese stamps including high values up to 10s. Also cover sent to Canada High    
 value. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se. Mostly fine quality  /� 7.000:-
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2601K 2116 Monaco 1993 Gracia Patricia 5 Fr. Plate proof in lilac, signed ”Slania”.  () 1.500:-

2602Av  Monaco Collection 1885–1960 in Schaubek album without stamp mounts. Almost complete    
 including 1 and 5 Fr 1885, 5 Fr 1919 and many other good stamps. Please see many scans    
 at www.philea.se. Mostly good quality.  Mostly  9.000:-

2603K  Monaco Lot classis to 1919. Small lot in fine condition, e.g. 8, 13, 15 x 2, 16 x 2, 21a    
 , 6, 9 and due 7 used. Fine quality Mi about 2500 € (14)  /� 2.500:-

2601

2604P  Mongolia Accumulation 1924–32 on five visir leaves. Very interesting and unusual offer    
 of the early issues preceeding the Revolution stamps, many better present as can be seen    
 from the complete presentation on the website. Mostly fine quality (About 130)  Mostly � 5.000:-

2605P  Mongolia Collection 1932-59 on leaves. Almost COMPLETE coll. incl e.g. the first important    
 sets, also with some duplicates. Some x in the beginning but e.g. Mi 68-74=xx, and later    
 sets xx with few if any exceptions. All important pages avaliable on the website. Fine    
 quality  Mostly unused 5.000:-

2606P  Mongolia Accumulation 1924-1950’s on five stockbbok leaves.. Interesting selection in    
 some disorder with many better stamps from the first issues, also some on cut pieces.    
 Absolute majority of material before the 1932 revolutiion issue. Please inspect! The    
 entire lot is presented at www.philea.se. Fine quality  Mostly � 4.000:-

2607P  Mongolia Accumulation 1932-59 on 11 visir leaves. Many better stamps from the first issues    
 and a good range overall. Unusual offer from a popular area! The entire lot is presented    
 at www.philea.se. Fine quality  //� 3.000:-

2608A  Mongolia Collection 1961-1975 in stockbook and on some leaves. Comprehensive during the    
 period incl complete sets and man sovenir sheets incl a few imperf ones. E.g. s/s 3 and    
 6. Few duplicates incl 4xDjingis Kahn set 1962. High value and a popular area! Fine quality.  2.000:-

ex 2604
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2609P  Morocco Collection Classics-1950’s on stockbbook leaves. Wuite comprehensive with some    
 duplicates incl better stamps and sets, overprints incl Tanger, De Gaulle imperf set,    
 air mail and some interesting back of the book. High value! Fine quality (600-700)  Mostly  2.500:-

2610Pv  New Zealand Collection 1899-1965 on leaves. Interesting, great collection with many better    
 stamps and sets incl many better definitives, also many souvenir sheets and a very good    
 section officials and dues. Few stamps climate affected gum (e.g. the 1931 health set).    
 Some wm and other types incl. Main value on x but from end of 1940’s much xx. High value!    
 Please inspect and see the most important pages on the website. Mostly fine quality  Mostly  12.000:-

2611A  New Zealand Collection classics–1967 in album. Double collected both used and unused with    
 occational xx stamps as well. Many better stamps and sets, also some shades etc. Also    
 officals. A nice collection! Fine quality  /� 7.000:-

2612P  New Zealand Collection 1902-1985 on leaves. Well-filled for the period main vallue on x    
 stamps although xx exist here and there in the coll. and the 1975-85 period is all xx.    
 Eg. many better definitives incl high values, Auckland exhibition set, some types. Except    
 s/s and back of the book an almost complete collection. . Fine quality   5.000:-

2613A  New Zealand Many 100s of stamps, mint and used, housed in 2 bulging old fashioned Grafton    
 stamp albums from Chalon heads/QV side profiles through to QEII modern, ending with    
 considerable back of the book. Completely uncatalogued, highlights inc 1898 5/- Mt Cook,    
 various perf studies of turn of the century defins through EDVII, KGV Victory set used,    
 admiral through anti-tuberculosis funds both types and many of the different health issues,    
 through a study of the different perfs of the 1935 defins, the silver jubilee KGV on to KGVI,    
 virtually complete through QEII 1953/58 first defins to 10/-, lots of different miniature sheets,    
 the geyser to £ defins, etc, as mostly bought on a new issue service, often parallel mint and used.    
 The back of the book from 19th century postage dues through to arms types, lower values then    
 to high values of the later issues, lots of lighthouses again from 1897 onwards, the same    
 again with officials etc. A very well rounded collection.  //� 4.000:-

2614A  Papua New Guinea Comprehensive collection, as far as we can see all complete mint never    
 hinged, including the first fisherman set complete to £1, followed by the various definitives,    
 i.e. the butterflies, birds, both sets of shells, tribal scenes, etc. Accompanying this is a very    
 high degree of completion on commems inc some mint multiples, etc, perfection.   2.000:-

2615P  Philippines (US) A strong mint collection of a few hundred stamps, housed on Scott album    
 leaves, beginning with the American Administration 1899 o/ps Sc #213 through to #218 both    
 types of the 10cts, then turn of the century with further o/ps to 15cts, 1901/03/04 ending    
 with #235. Then the regular Rizal defins inc some high values through 1909/13, similarly    
 1911/14/23 unwatermarked definitives, almost in parallel with 1906 issues with imperfs    
 to 2p 1906/23 and virtual completion thereafter with a good range of commonwealth overprints    
 through to the airmails, the special delivery types with 1901/06 and much more inc pair    
 of imperfs, ending with attractive postage dues 1899, through to the O.B. o/ps, revolutionary    
 governments etc. There is also a small selection of 19th century Spanish administration    
 including newspaper/back of the book. A collection with considerable merit, please inspect.    
 The entire lot is presented at www.philea.se.  / 4.000:-

ex 2610
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2616L  Poland Collection 1860–1924 in box. A complete exhibit ”Polish Postal History 1860-1924”    
 mounted for display on 5 frames (80 pages size A4). Awarded with a Large silver medal at    
 the national exhibition SFEx2020 in Helsinki 2020. Includes e.g. Polish corps, referendum    
 areas after WW 1, Polish post in Danzig and a lot more, All pages in the first two frames    
 displayed on the webiste. Excellent quality  //� 20.000:-

2617P 606-13 Portugal 1940 Portuguese Legion souvenir sheet 1. EUR 850   1.200:-

2618P  Portugal Further range of hundreds of stamps mint and used, housed on a large stack of    
 album leaves from an old time collection, the colonies just as good as the motherland.    
 Portugal with imperf 1883 onwards with the 19th century well filled through to early 20th    
 century with several dozens Ceres types with better key values inc good high values as    
 well mint, virtually complete pictorials of the period, as well as much other better    
 material from the 1920s/30s, leading on to good back of the book, parcel post, postage    
 dues, etc. The Colonies with strong Portuguese India from the crown issues onwards inc    
 numeral imperfs and plenty of other good material, 19th/early 20th century, then Portuguese    
 Africa with Congo, St Thomas and Prince Islands again fro the Crown Issues, lots of Ceres    
 heads through Timor from 1885 Crowns onwards, finally ending with Zambesia. Please research    
 carefully, much more here than described .  /� 5.000:-

2619P  Portuguese Colonies Good collection of several hundred stamps, probably over one thousand    
 stamps, all one of a kind, mint and used, housed on album leaves from an old time    
 collection, particularly strong in Macau, through to by different ranges of Portuguese    
 Guinea, Lorenco Marques, Mozambique company, ending in Nyasa (sand Nyasaland) much 19th    
 century. The Macau with various crown types 1884/85, 1894 o/ps through to turn of the    
 century with definitives 1903/11 both with and without o/ps, similar pattern with all    
 the other countries also including unlisted. A highly recommended viewing.  /� 4.000:-

2620K 874-83ms  Romania 1945 Sports Minisheet à 6 stamps (5) and 1945 Folk Sport Minisheet à 9 stamps    
 (5). Michel 879 with gum stain, otherwise fine. EUR 500   1.000:-

Russia

2621K 1 1857 Coat-of-arms 10 k dark brown/light blue, imperf. Genuine stamp on forged cover.  r 3.000:-

2622P  Good collection of several hundred stamps mint and used, housed on album leaves from an    
 old time collection. Beginning with Tsarist issues 1868 onwards, collection is well filled    
 through turn of the century and on to inflation, as well as more obvious better sets from    
 the 1920s and 1930s with page after page from this iconic philatelic period, including    
 Spartacist through to the buildings and imperfs from the 1940s as well airmail section    
 inc imperf zeppelins from 1931, stratosphere and much more inc interesting unlisted.    
 At the end, there is a section of Yudenich 1919 imperfs, pos in China and Turkish Empire.    
 All completely uncataloged and finds highly likely.  //� 5.000:-

2623A  Mixed Collection 1857–1969 in two Schaubek albums. E.g. #1 with narrow margins, rest of    
 the classics section relatively sparesly filled, good section of better sets from the    
 1930’s, well-filled from the 1940’s onwards. also including some better s/s (some. Fine quality  � 8.000:-

2621
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Soviet Union

2624 513-22 1935 World Spartakiade incomplete SET (9) missing 4 k value.   1.000:-

San Marino – Suriname
2625P 145-62 San Marino 1929 National symbols SET (17), (only 3 L missing) on two registered covers    

 to Milan, cancelled SAN MARINO 26 APR 1934. Signed Raybaudi. Scarce!  * 1.500:-

2626Ca  San Marino Comprehensive collection 1877–1970 in Leuchtturm album incl. an expensive    
 early section and several better priced singles, sets and souvenir sheets. Earliest part    
 with some used but after 1907 / and almost complete. Sometimes more than one of    
 each stamp. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se.  / 15.000:-

2627Av  South Africa Cape of Good Hope Collection on home made album pages in two albums.    
 A very attractive collection including starting with 7 ”Triangles”, Mafeking Siege and Vryburg    
 Boer occupation stamps, then moving on to a specialized collection of the area 1864-1904    
 includng covers and units, also shades and varieties. The entire lot is presented at    
 www.philea.se. A lovely collection from a beautiful place in the world! Fine quality  /� 15.000:-

2628A  South Africa Cape of Good Hope Collection/accumulation in stockbook. Very interesting    
 with about 150 CAPE TRIANGLES both genuine and false (some false turned around    
 in the stiockbbok), with different shades etc. Also a farily good later section with e.g. 5sh    
 in block of six and more. Enormous catalogue value.  � 15.000:-

2629P  South Africa Natal Nice collection on VISIR leaves 1859-1909 including high values.Also    
 some covers and cards. The entire lot is presented at www.philea.se.  Mostly � 2.000:-

2630A  Spain Collection 1850-ca 1940 on self-created Kabe leaves in two albums with slip cases.    
 Containing an expensive classic section, shades, about 80 covers and cards, units, Back-   
 of the book and some units etc. Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se. (1500)  Mostly � 8.000:-

2631P  Spain Strong collection of hundreds of stamps mint and used, all one of a kind housed on    
 a large stack of album leaves from an old time collection from 1851 imperfs onwards. Good    
 representation of 19th and 20th century through to 1940s including many obvious better    
 items from the 1920s and 30, such as the grenade set complete through the long airmails    
 such as 1930 plane over mountain through Sevilla, flying horse and much more including    
 unlisted back of the book to research. The latter has unlisted civil war material ending    
 with a range of Spanish Offices abroad, Spanish Guinea, Spanish Western Sahara etc.  /� 4.000:-

2632A  Spain Collection 1850-2021 in two stockbooks incl. some better early stamps, several    
 sets, Mi502-91, 905-76 and 989-1020 cpl. Mi approx. 5400 Euro.  Mostly � 3.000:-

2633A  Spanish Colonies Collection 1906–75 in album. Spanish Morocco and related areas, clean    
 and unusually comprehensive with better stamps and sets, starting with Cape Juby incl    
 several sets to 10pts, Ifni with many values, Spanish Sahara / Rio de oro with 1907 set    
 and 1906 surcharge, 1919 +1921 set to 10pts, La Aguera, 1926 Red Cross and more incl an    
 extensive modern section to 1975, various local issues like Marrakech, Tangier, Agadir,    
 Spanish post offices (Marruecos, Tangier) with a wealth of stamps and sets etc. A collection    
 to be recommended. Fine quality  /� 6.000:-

2634P  Straits Settlements Collection 1867-1940’s on leaves. Many better stamps and high values,    
 contiuing into Federated Malaysia. Please inspect. Please see a selection of scans at    
 www.philea.se. Mostly fine quality (500)  � 3.500:-

2635A  Suriname Collection 1875-1998 in stockbook incl. e.g. Mi40-62, 121-76 and 222-374 etc.    
 Mi approx. 3300 Euro. Mostly fine quality (800)  Mostly � 2.500:-

ex 2624
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Switzerland
2636A  Collection 1850-1952 in old Norma album. Mainly used to 1942 with a good classic section    

 incl. Mi5-18 and one cover with Mi9+14, all Juventute sets, good Air, Back-of-the-book    
 incl. some international issues. Unused 1944-52 incl. PAX cpl etc. Mostly fine quality.    
 Please see a selection of scans at www.philea.se.  /� 10.000:-

2637A  Collection 1850-1980 in large album with stamp mounts. With many better stamps and s/s    
 incl. a few cert, PAX set on pieces. Please see scans at www.philea.se. Mostly fine quality  Mostly � 10.000:-

2638A  Collection 1850-2022 in thick stockbook incl. several Juventute and Pro Patria sets, good    
 Air and complete PAX etc. Mi approx. 11400 Euro acc. to vendor. Mostly fine quality  Mostly � 7.000:-

2639A  Acc. 1907-1960 in large stockbook. 100s of stamps mint and used with some duplication starting    
 1907 with several better. E.g. Sitting Helvetica 3 Fr 1908 and 40 c 1925 in block of four, 5 Fr 1914    
 in block of four, overcompl. PAX set. Many used blocks of 4 the same period. Mostly fine quality  /� 4.000:-

2640A  Collection 1850–2002 in two albums with stamp mounts. Color and Teath varianses.    
 Mostly fine quality (1500)  Mostly  3.000:-

Thailand – Turkey
2641A  Thailand Collection 1883-2021 in two stockbooks incl. e.g. Mi101-11 etc. Approx. 3800    

 different. Mi about 4200 Euro.  Mostly � 3.000:-

2642K 11 Trieste Zone A Parcel stamp 300 L in pair + 33 other stamps, including postage due.   1.500:-

2643K 65 etc. Trieste Zone A 1949 Republica Romana 100 L dark brown etc. on card with pockets.   1.000:-

2644P  Tunisia Collection Classics-1950’s on stockbooks. Comprehensive with many better stamps incl    
 first issues to 5fr, Red Cross ovpt set (xx!), dito second set x, many later issues and also a very    
 good back of the book section incl dues to 5fr. Also some Fezzan. Mostly fine quality (1000)  Mostly  6.000:-

2645A  Turkey Collection 1863-2020 in two stockbooks incl. some better early stamps and many    
 overprints 1915-16 etc. Mi about 4300 Euro.  Mostly � 3.500:-

USA
2646 59 1888 Presidents 90 c purple. Very fine example. SCOTT 191. EUR 1200   1.000:-

ex 2644

ex 2647
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2647Av  One man’s lifetime collection housed in a Scott National album, mint and used. Collection    
 begins with 5cts New York Washington 4 margined, manuscript and postmark cancel, then    
 1846 Providence 10cts unused with 4 margins - the 5cts with letter on reverse - through    
 to the general issues with superb used 1847 #1 the 5ct Washington 4 margined and 10cts    
 unused 4 margins this being the bluish paper, a rare stamp. Then a range of Franklin,    
 Washington and Jefferson issues through to 1861 inc a superb used Scott #30a with light    
 red pmk, 1861/62 issues through to 30cts, as well as mint specimen of the same. Further    
 highlights inc unused 1861/66 5c Jefferson #75 as well as superb mint 15cts Lincoln #77,    
 these two stamps alone cat over $5000, also the 24cts #78, through to grill issues types    
 and E and F to research, followed by 1869s to 30cts inc 3cts and 10cts unused and a superb    
 MNH 2cts with grill. Then 1870/71 without grills 1ct to 24cts, huge potential here,    
 through to the ’secret marks’ of 1873 various values to 15cts inc unused 10cts, similarly    
 1879 soft porous papers through to 30cts and mint 1, 3 and 10cts 1881/82 through to the    
 1887/88s inc 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5cts mint, leading on to the 1890/93 values to 90cts, not    
 forgetting a few proofs, through to the Columbians through to $1 (), Omahas mint to    
 50cts, as well as 2x plate number pairs, on to 1895 defins to $1 and 1898s inc both type    
 as well as MNH imprint pairs. The 20th century strong with pan-Am complete mint, 1903/defins    
 to $1 mint then imperf pairs 1906/08 + Schermacks, followed by the main Washington head    
 set complete mint to $1, the high value signed cat $1200, then the perf 12s to 10cts mint    
 1908/09, followed by the imperfs complete and lots of complicated coils vertically and    
 horizontally, different perf types from 1908 onwards, occasionally in pairs with certificates    
 incorporated into the collection. Then the more obvious pan-Pacific complete mint both    
 perfs 12 and 10 with shades Scott #397/404, cat $1000, also noticed block of 4x Kansas    
 City rouletted, yet many more coil pairs inviting research, followed by the $2 Madison    
 and $5 Marshall mint, the 1917/19 to $1 mint, the 2cts 5cts error block of 6x MNH, the    
 $2 and $5 Franklin heads mint 1918/20, etc. Other areas incl. then various offset printings    
 through to 1922/26 cpl. to $5 inc #595 MNH with cert. and so it goes on, all the commems    
 sets, rotary press set defins complete, White Plains miniature sheet again MNH, the Kansas    
 and Nebraska both complete mint, set etc, etc. An outstanding collection and opportunity.  //� 80.000:-

2648P  Superb mint collection air mails housed on Scott National album leaves, put quite simply,    
 complete mint. Highlights inc #C1 to #C3, the latter MNH, #C4-#C6 through to the Graf    
 Zeppelins #13 - #C15, almost imperceptibly hinged. Other items include the NH ’baby zepp’    
 #C18 plus everything else complete MNH. A lovely collection, perfection. Mostly fine quality  Mostly  8.000:-

2649P  Good collection back of the book virtually all mint, parcel posts, parcel postage postage dues,    
 officials seals, special delivery stamps, etc. housed on Scott National album leaves with no empty    
 spaces and material outside the box. Highlights include #Q1 to #Q12 (cat $1000), #JQ1 to #JQ5    
 the latter MNH ($400) official seals inc unlisted imperf blocks and double prints seldom seen,    
 special registration stamp 1911 and special delivery type #E1 through to #E23, perhaps a couple    
 of used and a few not counted due to mixed condition, nevertheless a minimum catalogue here for    
 good condition of $1800. Also noticed a very rare booklet sold in Canoga Park, California, less    
 than 1000 booklets exist, etc. A substantial collection for the specialist to research further.   7.000:-

2650P  Confederate States Overwhelmingly a mint range of a few 100 stamps, housed on Scott National    
 album leaves and a few homemade leaves for postage dues. Highlights incl. Department of State    
 imperf proofs #O57p to #O67p to the 90cts, then Department of Justice #O27p to #O33p, the    
 Executives complete #O10p to #O14p and Interior 10, 24 and 30cts. The postage dues from #J1    
 with intermittent values 1879/94, through to 1917 #J58-65, 1931/56 rotary press printing, 1959/85    
 to $5 inc varieties, followed by the Officials 1873 inc 24cts #O54, through to various different    
 20th century sets inc pairs, finally ending with the newspapers and carrier stamps plus material    
 outside the box. Definitely a collection for the specialist to research further.   5.000:-

2651P  Confederate States Attractive collection all mint, highlights include the Confederate Postmasters    
 Provisionals, the 1861 New Orleans Scott #62X1, 2cts blue and the 1862 New Orleans Scott #62X3 the    
 5cts brown, both four margined, both accompanied by Biondi certificates and signed on the back in    
 excellent condition. Also further Confederates with both Jefferson Davis and Jackson/Washington types    
 inc block of 4x 20cts with shades/material outside the box, etc, particularly interesting for the specialist.  4.000:-

2652P 17-18 P.O. in China 1919-22 Overprint on American Stamps SET (16+2). Fine, very fine. EUR 1920   7.000:-

ex 2651
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2653Av  Canal Zone An interesting mint stamp collection of this popular philatelic country beginning    
 with the elusive maps of 1904, the 5cts and 10cts o/ps #2 and #3, min cat $700 the latter with    
 Philatelic Foundation cert. ’it is genuine with disturbed og’, a bit too critical we think as we could    
 not see any gum ’disturbed’. Then follows the US Administration o/ps cpl #4-8 cat $460, similarly    
 the maps #9-13 cpl. inc the 5cts with double op. on Panama, Scott #12d cat $1100, almost imper-   
 ceptibly hinged and a rare stamp very seldom seen. Then #14 yet more maps with a further study    
 of the o/ps inc Scott ’B’ numbers as well as ’A’ - this is all on the first page which alone cats a very   
 minimum of $2500. Then the Cordoba / Balboa types. 1906/7, then 1909, 1909/10 as well as ABN    
 punched hole specimens x10, all different mnh. More map o/ps followed by the 1915 pictorials cpl.   
 and a nearly cpl. study range of all defins 1915/21 inc #52-54, #55-57, #58-59, #60-66, just these    
 alone cat $1300. Then follows 1924/25 USA defins o/ps cpl-, #70-81, the top value $1 being superb    
 mnh, followed by 1925/26 again cpl. to $1, etc this page too catalogues over $1000. The collection    
 unfolds with 1921/31 rotary cpl. with both perf types, followed by mint and pre cancels 1928/30, 1939    
 pictorials cpl- through comprehensive issues 1940s to 1975. Then a new section on back of the book    
 inc airposts cpl. with varieties #C1 through #C20, similarly so with airmail sets of the 1950s/60, then    
 the officials with 1941 to $1 cpl. mnh #CO1-7 inc dues #J1 and #J2, #J3 unusual used, #J4-J6 mint    
 inc key 2cts red o/p #J7-J9 cpl., further dues 1924, #J12-14 cpl-, #J18-20 cpl., all mnh through to 1925,  
 1929/30, 1932/41 all cpl., as well as official seals #OX3 and #OX4 and further back of the book    
 and unlisted. A really excellent collection with much substance throughout. The stamps alone    
 that are listed in the Scott catalogue are also in the order of $7000 and there is more here    

ex 2653

 to discover. Please see many pictures on the website.  / 15.000:-

Yugoslavia – Zimbabwe
2654P  Yugoslavia Collection 1918-1940’s on leaves. Interesting and with better material, a lot    

 to find here for the dedicated collector, e.g. Mi A19+A20(= used), 27-29 signed, 33-50,    
 extra Mi 41 used, many Slovenia issue incl varieties, 51-54 (used), 66DD cert, Dues Mi    
 27-34, 62I/II and 63I/II xx pairs etc. Finally a section of back-of the book Croatia with    
 e.g. perf and other varieties on first officials set incl xx stamps, Dues 17-25 imperf xx,    
 also other varieties on this set, please see many pictures on the website. Fine quality (800)  Mostly  2.500:-

2655P 1-7 Yugoslavia Istria Postage due, and other stamps on four cards with pockets.   1.000:-

2656A  Zimbabwe Collection 1892-2003+ some later in stockbbok. Containing Br. South Africa    
 Mi23-37 and 113-14, South Rhodesia Mi30-107 etc. Mi about 2500 Euro.  � 2.000:-

Literature / Litteratur
2657Fb ”SWEDISH LETTER RATES TO FOREIGN DESTINATIONS 1855-1895”, by Billgren, Bjäringer and Stone.   

Author’s copy (Jan Billgren) number V out of V. INVALUABLE REFERENCE WORK! In an elegant slipcase.  5.000:-

Stamp boxes / Frimärksdosor
2658Fa STAMP BOXES interesting collection of 46 different items made of; brass, wooden (e.g. lacquers and carvings),   

porcelain etc. Some very nice works. Vast majority are 1900-1920s. The entire lot is presented at www.philea.se.  2.000:-

Pins / Nålmärken
2659L Sweden 1 box with 88 1 May and mayflower pins, 1899-1990, mixed quality.  1.000:-

Art / Konst
2660De Olympics. LONDON OLYMPIC 1908, DIPLOMA, ”To Carl Bertilsson, WINNER OF FIRST PRIZE FOR   

GYMNASTIC TEAMS AT THE OLYMPIC GAMES LONDON 1908”, design Bernard J. Partridge, bout   
500 copies, signed in print by Lord Desborough, President of the British Olympic Council, approx. 36x50 cm.  5.000:-

Miscellaneous / Diverse
2661P Italy ”BVONO POSTALE FRVTTIFERO” á 50 000, 100 000 and 500 000 lire.  1.000:-
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Collection of Swedish revenues
The Per Sundberg

168          NORDISK FILATELI 2022 –5

Jag har samlat på klassiska stämpel-
märken 1811-1880 från Sverige under 
större delen av mitt liv. Under de senas-
te 20 åren har jag haft en livlig kontakt 
med Per Sundberg. Vi har inventerat 
olika arkiv och forskat i detaljfrågor. 
Arbetet ledde till att vi 2008 
genom Sveriges Filatelistför-
bund kunde ge ut en bok, en 
fullständig katalogisering av 
de 9 olika utgåvor som fanns 
under den klassiska perioden. 

Från 2008 har vi förkovrat 
oss vidare. Via kontakter med 
en stor mängd andra samlare 
runt om i världen har vi kunnat 
sammanställa en omfattande 
dokumentation av förekomsten 
av olika objekt. Därför kan jag 
säkert säga att det bara finns 
tre samlingar av 1811-1844 års 
stämpelmärken (Charta Sigil-
lata) som är kompletta, det 
vill säga som omfattar alla 
98 olika kända kombinationer av valör 
och namnstämpel. Per Sundberg har 
en av dem. 

Per har nu beslutat att sälja sin samling 
för att kunna ägna sig åt andra saker. 
Det är tråkigt, men kanske naturligt när 
man inte kommer längre i sitt samlan-

de. Per har ju många andra intressen.
Samlingen kommer att säljas på Phileas 

kvalitetsauktion i slutet av november 2022.  
Samlingen av 1811 års beläggnings-
stämplar/stämpelmärken omfattar som 
sagt alla 98 olika kända kombinationer 

av valör och namnstämpel. Samlingen 
omfattar 264 av 337 olika kända kom-
binationer av valör, namnstämpel och 
vattenmärke, och däribland finns det 
vattenmärken som bara är dokumen-
terade i ett fåtal exemplar. Samlingen 
omfattar också ett stort antal rarite-

ter, många av dem har aldrig tidigare 
visats. Där kan nämnas 9 olika 6-strip, 
dvs helark med 6 märken, där vart och 
ett av dessa helark är unika. Det finns 
vattenmärken i omvänd och spegelvänd 
position och många fina dokument med 
1811 års stämpelmärken fastsatta. Detta 
gör Pers samling till den mest omfat-
tande i världen.

Man kan tycka att det är ett kultur-
historiskt helgerån att splittra en sådan 
här stor samling av klassiska svenska 
stämpelmärken. Till Pers försvar i den 
frågan ska sägas att han har ställt ihop 
Sven Svenssons samling som förvaltas 
av Kungliga Myntkabinettet (Sveriges 
ekonomiska museum) på Tumba Bruks-
museum. Den samlingen, efter donationer 
från Per själv och från Riksarkivet som 

Per har lyckats ordna, är en 
av de tre största samlingarna 
i världen av svenska belägg-
ningsstämplar. Så Per har gjort 
sitt kulturhistoriska avtryck.

Jag tycker naturligtvis att 
det är tråkigt att Per slutar 
samla på svenska beläggnings-
stämplar från den klassiska ti-
den, men jag förstår och vår 
kontakt kommer att hålla i sig 
många år.

För de som samlar på svens-
ka beläggningsstämplar, och 
då speciellt på 1811 års märken, 
är Phileas kvalitetsauktion ett 
gyllene, kanske unikt tillfälle 
att utöka sin samling. En mot-

svarande möjlighet kommer inte att 
dyka upp på många, många år, kanske 
aldrig mer. 

I två helt nya specialnummer av Nord-
isk Filateli dokumenteras Per Sundbergs 
unika forskning. Läs mer på sidorna 10-
11 om dessa specialnummer. 

Philea säljer Per Sundbergs samling 
av 1811 års stämpelmärken

Auktionsspecial • Jukka Mäkinen

Facsimile│NORDISK FILATELI 2022–5
Article written by Jukka Mäkinen

and stamped paper
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Thursday 24 November, at 16:00 at the earliest

Revenue stamps / Stämpelmärken
2662K 1 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 1 sch Borgstedt. wm 1811 and ditto in mirror position.    

 wm 1811 in inverted and mirror position. Three rare items in Very fine condition. (3).  � 2.500:-

2663P  Documentary stamp, 1811 edition: 1+2 sch B+B, wm 1811, casserad 2 mm. 1+2 sch B+B, wm    
 1811, casserad 5 mm. 1+2 sch B+B, wm 1811 in inverted position, casserad 5 mm. 1+2 sch    
 B+B, wm 1811, without casserad-print. Four items in Very fine condition. (4).  � 2.500:-

The Per Sundberg Collection
Swedish revenues and stamped paper

2664K  Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 1+2 sch B+N, wm 1811, casserad 5 mm. Very rare (Graded    
 as ”R” in Facit.) in Very fine condition.  � 3.000:-

2665P  Documentary stamp, 1811 edition: 1+2+2 sch B+B+N, wm 1811, casserad 2 mm, three different    
 nameprints. 1+2+2 sch B+B+N, wm 1811, casserad 5 mm, three different nameprints. 1+2+2    
 sch B+B+N, wm 1811, offset nameprint. 1+2+2 sch B+B+N, wm 1811, without second nameprint.    
 1+2+2 sch B+B+N, wm 1811, without third nameprint. 1+2+2 sch B+B+N, wm 1811, double    
 denomination print. Six items, whereof some very rare variants, in Very fine condition. (6).  � 5.000:-

2666P  Documentary stamp, 1811 edition: 1+2+2 sch B+B+Y, wm 1811, casserad 2 mm. 1+2+2 sch B+B+Y,    
 wm 1811, casserad 5 mm. 1+2+2 sch B+B+Y, wm 1811, double nameprint. 1+2+2 sch B+N+N, wm    
 1811, casserad 5 mm, two different nameprints. 1+2+2 sch B+N+N, wm 1811, without casserad-   
 print. Five items in Very fine condition. (5).  � 3.000:-

2667K 2 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 2 sch Borgstedt, wm 1811. Two different height of the    
 value print: 6 mm and 7 mm. Both in Very fine condition. (2).  � 700:-

2668K  Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 2+2 sch B+N, wm 1811, three different nameprints. Three    
 items in Very fine condition. (3).  � 300:-

2669K  Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 2+2 sch B+Y, wm 1811. Very rare (Graded as ”R” in Facit.)    
 in Very fine condition.  � 3.000:-

2670P  Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 3 sch Borgstedt. Normal wm, thick hard paper(!) without wm,    
 wm 1811, wm 1812, wm 1813 and wm 1813 in mirror position. Six items in Very fine condition. (6).  � 1.500:-

2671K 3 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 3 sch Borgstedt, wm AH in mirror position. A very rare    
 variant in Very fine condition.  � 1.500:-

2672K 3 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 3 sch Borgstedt, wm AH in inverted and mirror position.    
 A very rare variant in Very fine condition.  � 1.500:-

2673K 3 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 3 sch Borgstedt, wm SH. Rare watermark. Very fine condition.  � 1.500:-

2674K 3 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 3 sch Borgstedt, wm TF. Rare watermark. Very fine condition.  � 1.500:-

2675P 3 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 3 sch Nordvall. Fourteen items incl some very rare variants:    
 wm normal, three different nameprints. wm with ”3” in mirror position, two different nameprints.   
 wm with ”3” single line font. wm with ”S” single line font. THIN PAPER: Three different incl    
 wm large ”3” and wm large ”3” together with ”S” single line font. BLUISH PAPER: Three    
 different incl wm ”3” single line font and a variant ”S” single line font. Very fine condition. (14).  � 3.000:-

2664 2669
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2676P 3 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 3 sch Ygberg incl somevery rare variants: Without    
 nameprint. Height of value print 6 mm. Wide nameprint incl vertical pair and horisontal    
 pair. Wide nameprint on inverted position of watermark. Six items with 6,5 mm height of    
 the value print incl horisontal pair (left stamp without wm) and vertical pair, wide    
 nameprint, wm in inverted position and wm with denomination omitted. Four items with 7    
 mm height of the value print incl horisontal pair and a vertical strip of three, colon    
 in the valueprint, narrow and wide nameprint, latter additionally tied on a document.    
 Small size wm (year omitted) with wide nameprint. Eighteen items in total, all but the    
 latter with normal wm. Very fine condition. (18).  � 4.000:-

2677P 3 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 3 sch Ygberg, wm normal, in full sheet of six. Very fine    
 condition and Very rare, only a few are known.  � 3.000:-

2678K 3 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 3 sch Ygberg. Three rare wm variants: 1832 + FL. Ditto    
 in mirror position. Mirror position but ”S” upright. Very fine condition. (3).  � 2.500:-

2679K 4 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 4 sch Borgstedt with 1811 and 1812 year in wm. Two items    
 in Very fine condition. (2).  � 200:-

2680P 4 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 4 sch Nordvall. Two different nameprints on wm normal.    
 Two different nameprints on wm in small lettering without year and a very rare variant:    
 4 sch printed on paper with 3 sch wm. Five items in Very fine condition. (5).  � 1.500:-

2681P 4 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 4 sch Ygberg, two different height of the value print.    
 6 mm: Inverted position. Vertical pair. Wide nameprint, a single and a horisontal pair.    
 Narrow and offset nameprint. 7 mm: Two different wm and wm in inverted position. Large    
 ”S” in wm. Wide nameprint on small lettering wm without year, Twelve items in total. All    
 but the latter on normal wm. Very fine condition. (12).  � 1.500:-

2682P 4 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 4 sch Ygberg, wm normal, in full sheet of six. Fine    
 condition, moisture stains but Very rare. THE ONLY KNOWN COPY.  � 2.500:-

2683P 4 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 4 sch Ygberg. six rare wm variants: 1832 + FL. Ditto in    
 mirror position. Mirror position but ”S” upright. A vertical pair with mirror position    
 where the upper stamp have ”S” upright. Very fine condition. (6).  � 5.000:-

The Per Sundberg Collection  
Swedish revenues and stamped paper

2677 (part of) 2682 (part of)
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2684P 5 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 5 sch Borgstedt: Without wm. 1811 and 1812 wm. Normal    
 wm and ditto in inverted position. Five items in Very fine condition. (5).  � 1.500:-

2685P 5 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 5 sch Borgstedt with rare wm TF affixed on a document.  � 1.500:-

2686P 5 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 5 sch Nordvall, wm normal. Different nameprints on 5    
 and 6 mm height of value print. Three of each. Inverted position wm: Two different    
 nameprints and a horisontal and a vertical pair. The latter pair is a combination of    
 inverted and upright wm. Four items on thin paper incl. large ”5” in wm, height of the    
 value print 6 mm and a very rare 5 sch printed on paper with wm 3 sch. ONE OF TWO RECORDED.    
 Thirteen items in total. Very fine condition. (13).  � 5.000:-

2687P 5 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 5 sch Ygberg incl horisontal pair, vertical pair and    
 strip of three, stamp without nameprint, horisontal and vertical pair with narrow nameprint,    
 inverted position wm, wm without denomination. single and horisontal pair with large ”S”    
 in wm. All above are wm normal incl two different types. Single and horisontal pair with    
 wide nameprint on small lettering wm without year. Sixteen items in total. Very fine    
 condition. (16).  � 3.000:-

2688P 5 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 5 sch Ygberg with rare wm ”P” + year ”1832”. Single and    
 vertical pair on thick paper and an inverted nameprint variant. Three items in Very fine condition. (3).  � 2.000:-

2689P 6 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 6 sch Borgstedt. Five different wm, incl one rare variant:    
 wm normal, wm 1811, 1812, 1813 and wm 1813 in mirror position. Very fine condition. (5).  � 1.500:-

2690K 6 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 6 sch Borgstedt. The rare wm ”AH” in inverted and (!)    
 mirror position. Very fine condition.  � 1.500:-

2691P 6 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 6 sch Nordvall. Two different nameprints on the 5 mm    
 and three different on the 6 mm height of value print. Also an additional of latter tied    
 on a document. A number of watermark variants incl. inverted position, small ”6”, normal    
 ”S”, large ”6” on normal and thin paper, large ”6” and ”S” on normal and thin paper. All    
 above are wm normal, single line fonts. Two different nameprints on small lettering wm    
 without year and a double (!) denomination print on latter wm. The extensive compilation    
 ends with a rare variant: 6 sch printed on paper with wm 9 sch. Twenty items in total.    
 Very fine condition. (20).  � 5.000:-

The Per Sundberg Collection
Swedish revenues and stamped paper
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2692P 6 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 6 sch Nordvall, wm normal, in full sheet of six. Very    
 fine condition and Very rare. THE ONLY KNOWN COPY.  � 3.000:-

2693P 6 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 6 sch Ygberg. Vertical strip of three. Large ”6” wm and    
 ”6” single line font wm. Wide nameprint on both. Variants and units on different height    
 of value print. 5 mm: Incl inverted position wm. Restamped value print and wide nameprint.    
 6 mm: Single and horisontal pair. 7 mm: Incl horisontal and vertical pair. Single and    
 narrow nameprint. All above are wm normal. Three variants on wm without triangle incl    
 inverted wm, wide nameprint on thick paper and vertical strip of three. Small lettering    
 wm without year (wide nameprint). Seventeen items in total. Very fine condition, just    
 some age toning on one strip of three. (17).  � 3.000:-

2694K 6 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 6 sch Ygberg with rare wm ”P” + year ”1832”. Single and    
 horisontal pair and variant: Wm in mirror position. Three items on thick paper in Very    
 fine condition. (3).  � 3.000:-

2695P 7 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 8 sch Borgstedt. Five different wm, incl one rare variant:    
 Wm normal (incl vertical pair and strip of three), wm 1811, 1812, 1813 and wm 1813 in    
 mirror position. Seven items in total. Very fine condition, the strip of three with    
 creases and ink notes. (7).  � 2.000:-

2696P 7 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 8 sch Nordvall, wm normal. Two different nameprints and    
 one inverted position wm. Two different nameprints and one inverted position wm on variant,    
 large ”8” in wm. Six items in Very fine condition. (6).  � 2.500:-

2697P 7 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 8 sch Ygberg. Wide nameprint incl inverted position wm.    
 Large ”8” wm incl wide nameprint. All above are wm normal. Small lettering wm without    
 year and ditto in inverted position. Seven items in total. Very fine condition. (7).  � 3.000:-

2698P 7 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 8 sch Ygberg. wm normal, in full sheet of six. Very fine    
 condition and Very rare. THE ONLY KNOWN COPY.  � 3.000:-

2699P 8 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 9 sch Borgstedt. Four different: Wm normal, without wm,    
 wm 1813 and ditto wm in mirror position. Very fine condition. (4).  � 2.500:-

2700P 8 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 9 sch Nordvall. Two different nameprints and wm variants:    
 Small ”9” single line font. Large ”9” incl a very rare copy with denomination and nameprint    
 omitted. Large ”9” single line font on thin paper and ditto but inverted position wm on    
 bluish paper. ”S” and ”9 S” single line fonts. All above on wm normal. Small lettering    
 wm without year. Ten items in total. Very fine condition, trivial creases on a few. (10).  � 3.000:-

2701P 8 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 9 sch Ygberg. Wm normal incl vertical pair, narrow and    
 wide nameprint. Wm without triangle, incl wide nameprint, and a very rare variant: The    
 value printed on 12 sch wm (without triangle). Eight items in total. Fine to Very fine    
 condition. (8).  � 1.500:-

2702K 8 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 9 sch Ygberg with rare wm ”P” + year ”1832” incl variant:    
 Wm in mirror position. Both items on thin paper. Very fine condition, some trivial wrinkles    
 on one. (2).  � 2.000:-

2703P 9 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 12 sch Borgstedt. Five different wm, incl wm normal, wm    
 1811, 1812, 1813 and wm 1813 in mirror position. Five items in total, one toned by age    
 otw Very fine condition. (5).  � 1.500:-

2704P 9 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 12 sch Nordvall incl wm variants: Inverted position,    
 large ”12” and large ”12” single line font. All on wm normal. Small lettering wm without    
 year. Five items in total. A minor paper loss and age spots on one otw Very fine condition.    
 (5).  � 1.200:-

2705P 9 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 12 sch Ygberg. Two different height of the value print.    
 6 mm incl vertical pair, narrow and wide nameprint. 7 mm incl narrow nameprint and wm in    
 inverted position. All above are wm normal. Wm without triangle incl wide nameprint.    
 Small lettering wm without year with wide nameprint in vertical pair. Eleven items in    
 total. Very fine condition. (11).  � 1.500:-

2706K 9 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 12 sch Ygberg with rare wm ”P” + year ”1832” incl variant:    
 Wm in mirror position. Both items on thin paper. Very fine condition. (2).  � 2.000:-

The Per Sundberg Collection  
Swedish revenues and stamped paper
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2707P 9 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 12 sch Ygberg. wm normal, in full sheet of six. Very    
 fine condition and Very rare. THE ONLY KNOWN COPY.  � 3.000:-

2708K 10 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 16 sch Borgstedt. Three different wm, incl wm normal,    
 wm 1811 and 1812. Fine to Very fine condition. (3).  � 400:-

2709P 10 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 16 sch Nordvall, wm normal incl three wm variants: Large    
 ”16” together with two different size of ”S” and the numerals in different size (small    
 ”1”, large ”6”). Four items in Very fine condition. (4).  � 500:-

2710P 10 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 16 sch Ygberg incl vertical pair (paper loss one lower    
 stamp), narrow nameprint and ”6” single line font on thin paper. All above on wm normal.    
 Wm without triangle on thick paper. Five items in Fine to Very fine condition. (5).  � 500:-

2711K 10 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 16 sch Ygberg with rare wm ”P” + year ”1832” incl variant:    
 Wm in mirror position. Both items on thin paper. Very fine condition. (2).  � 2.000:-
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2712K 11 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 18 sch Borgstedt on paper without wm. Very rare (Graded    
 as ”R” in Facit.) and in Very fine condition.  � 2.000:-

2707 (part of) 2715 (part of) 2720 (part of)

27212712
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2713K 11 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 18 sch Nordvall, wm normal with space between ”S” and    
 triangle. Two different nameprints and horisontal pair. Three items in total. Fine to    
 Very fine condition, one single with age spots. (3).  � 400:-

2714K 11 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 18 sch Nordvall, wm normal. 6 and 6,5 mm height of value    
 print. Two items in Very fine condition, (2).  � 200:-

2715P 11 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 18 sch Ygberg. wm normal, in full sheet of six. Very    
 fine condition. THE ONLY KNOWN COPY.  � 3.000:-

2716P 12 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 24 sch Borgstedt incl wm 1811, 1812 and 1813, wm normal    
 with space between ”S” and triangle and without wm. Five items in Very fine condition,    
 some trivial age spots on one. (5).  � 800:-

2717P 12 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 24 sch Nordvall. Wm normal: Two different nameprints.    
 Inverted position wm (two different nameprints) Rare! Wm normal with space between ”S”    
 and triangle and wm ”24” single line font. Six items in Fine to Very fine condition. (5).  � 2.500:-

2718P 12 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 24 sch Ygberg. 5 mm and 6,5 mm height of the valueprint    
 incl a rare double (!) valueprint. Narrow and wide nameprint. Large size ”S” and large    
 size ”4” in wm. All above on wm normal with several different variants of the wm included.    
 Wm without triangle on thin paper and small lettering wm without year. Fourteen items in    
 total incl one on a document. Very fine condition in vast majority. (14).  � 2.500:-

2719K 12 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 24 sch Ygberg with rare wm ”P” + year ”1832” incl variant:    
 Wm in mirror position. Both items on thin paper. Very fine condition. (2).  � 2.000:-

2720P 12 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 24 sch Ygberg. wm normal, in full sheet of six. Very    
 fine condition and Very rare. THE ONLY KNOWN COPY.  � 3.000:-
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2721K 13 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 28 sch Borgstedt, wm 1811. Rare (Graded as ”R” in Facit.)    
 and in Very fine condition.  � 2.000:-

2722K 13 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 28 sch Borgstedt, wm 1813. Rare (Graded as ”R” in Facit.)    
 and in Very fine condition.  � 2.000:-

2723K 13 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 28 sch Borgstedt, wm normal with space between ”S” and    
 triangle. Rare (Graded as ”R” in Facit.) and in Very fine condition.  � 2.000:-

2724K 13 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 28 sch Nordvall. Three rare items (Graded as ”R” in    
 Facit.): Wm with space between ”S” and triangle. Ditto wm inverted and in mirror position.    
 Wm with ”28” single line font. All are wm normal. Very fine condition. (3).  � 3.000:-

2722 2723
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2731

2729P 14 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 32 sch Ygberg. wm normal, in full sheet of six. Very    
 fine condition and Very rare. THE ONLY KNOWN COPY.  � 3.000:-

2730K 15 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 36 sch Borgstedt, wm normal and without wm. Rare (Graded    
 as ”R” in Facit.) and in Very fine condition. (2).  � 700:-

2729 (part of)

2725K 13 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 28 sch Ygberg, wm normal. Rare (Graded as ”R” in Facit.)    
 and in Very fine condition.  � 2.000:-

2726K 14 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 32 sch Borgstedt. Three different year of wm: 1811, 1812    
 and 1813. All are rare (Graded as ”R” in Facit.) and in Very fine condition, just some    
 trivial light wrinkles in upper right corner on one. (3).  � 1.500:-

2727K 14 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 32 sch Nordvall, wm normal. Three items: two different    
 nameprints and inverted position wm. All are rare (Graded as ”R” in Facit.) and in Fine    
 to Very fine condition, just some vertical creases on one. (3).  � 2.000:-

2728P 14 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 32 sch Nordvall, wm normal. Single and on document    
 together with 12 sch Ygberg (mirror position wm ”P” + ”1832”). Fine to Very fine condition. (2).  � 1.000:-

2725
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2731K 15 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 36 sch Borgstedt with very rare wm ”PLBAWB” which is in    
 inverted position. The value itself is graded as ”R” in Facit. Lightly miscut but in Very    
 fine condition.  � 2.000:-

2732P 15 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 36 sch Nordvall. Four items incl rare inverted position    
 wm, large ”6” wm and wm with ”6” single line font. All are wm normal. Fine to very fine    
 condition, some tiny adheshive remnants on a few. (4).  � 2.000:-

2733P 15 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 36 sch Ygberg. 5mm and 6,5 mm height of the valueprint    
 on wm normal. Wide nameprint on small lettering wm without year. Four items in Fine to    
 Very fine condition. (4).  � 500:-
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2734 2735

2734K 16 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 40 sch Borgstedt, wm 1811. One of the most rare values.    
 (Graded as ”R” in Facit.) Horisontal crease and pinholes but Fine to Very fine condition anyway.  � 2.000:-

2735K 16 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 40 sch Borgstedt, wm 1812. One of the most rare values    
 (Graded as ”R” in Facit.) in Very fine condition.  � 2.500:-

2736K  Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 40 sch + 1 Rd B+B (Borgstedt). Height of the ”Casserad”    
 print, 5 mm. Very rare! (Graded as ”R” in Facit.) Very fine condition, a trivial affixing    
 remnant in margin on reverse.  � 2.500:-

2737K 17 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 1 Rd Borgstedt. Three different year of wm: 1811, 1812 and    
 1813. All are rare. (Graded as ”R” in Facit.) Fine to Very fine condition, some stains on the 1811. (3).  � 1.500:-

2738P 17 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 1 Rd Nordvall. Four different wm normal. ”RD” in smaller    
 size and three wm’s with various space between the numeral, letter and triangle. Very    
 fine condition. (4).  � 500:-

2739P 17 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 1 Rd Ygberg. Wide and narrow nameprint incl rare wm    
 variant ”RD” on latter and two different type of ”R” in the valueprint, all on wm normal.    
 Wm without triangle on thin paper. Ditto wm but with the rare ”RD” variant on thick paper.    
 Wide nameprint on small lettering wm without year. Nine items in total. Very fine condition. (9).  � 2.000:-

2736
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2742K 18 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 1 1/3 Rd Nordvall. ”1 R 16 S” wm normal (having ”6” in    
 single line font). Very rare. (Graded as ”R” in Facit.) Very fine condition.  � 2.000:-

2743K 18 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 1 1/3 Rd Ygberg. ”1 R 16 S” wm normal. Creases and ink    
 spot but very rare. (Graded as ”R” in Facit.).  � 1.500:-

2744K 19 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 1 1/2 Rd Borgstedt. Without wm and wm ”1 R 24 S”. Rare.    
 (Graded as ”R” in Facit.) Fine to very fine condition, latter lightly affected by age    
 and have some affixing remnants in margin on reverse. (2).  � 1.500:-

2745P 19 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 1 1/2 Rd Ygberg. Two different wm normal: ”1 R 24 S”    
 (wide nameprint) and ”1 1/2 R”. Latter as single and on document together with 6 sch    
 inverted (!) wm. Rare. (Graded as ”R” in Facit.) Fine to very fine condition, one single    
 partly affected by age. (3).  � 1.500:-

2746K 19 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 1 1/2 Rd Ygberg with rare wm ”1832 1 R 24 S FL” (year +    
 value + papermaker) and ditto variant: Wm in mirror position. Both items on thin paper.    
 Rare. (Graded as ”R” in Facit.) Very fine condition. (2).  � 2.000:-

2747P 20 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 1 2/3 Rd Borgstedt. Wm ”1 R 32 S”. Three different year,    
 1811, 1812 and 1813, and wm normal (without year). Rare value. (Graded as ”R” in Facit.)    
 Fine to Very fine condition, a few with some trivial imperfections: Small nicks in upper    
 margin, lightly toned by age. (4).  � 2.000:-

2742 2748

2749 2750

2740K 17 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 1 Rd Ygberg with rare wm ”P” + year ”1832” on very thin    
 paper and the variant, wm in mirror position, on thin paper. Fine to Very fine condition,    
 paper loss at left on the former. (2).  � 1.500:-

2741P 18 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 1 1/3 Rd Borgstedt. Wm ”1 R 16 S”. Three different year,    
 1811, 1812 and 1813, and wm normal (without year) having ”6” in single line font. Rare    
 value. (Graded as ”R” in Facit.) Very fine condition. (4).  � 4.000:-
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2748K 20 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 1 2/3 Rd Nordvall. ”1 R 32 S” wm normal. Height of the    
 valueprint, 7 mm. Very rare (Graded as ”R” in Facit.) with premium for the even more rare    
 variant. Paper loss at upper left, creases and wax seal spots on reverse. Fine condition    
 anyway.  � 1.500:-

2749K 20 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 1 2/3 Rd Nordvall. Height of the valueprint, 5 mm. ”1 R    
 32 S” wm normal, having ”2” in single line font. Very rare. (Graded as ”R” in Facit.)    
 Fine condition, some trivial imperfections: trace of wax seal, tiny pinhole, lightly    
 toned edges and two vertical creases.  � 1.500:-

2750K 20 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 1 2/3 Rd Ygberg. Height of valueprint, 6,5 mm. ”1 R 2/3    
 S” wm normal, having 2/3 formed as fraction. Very rare (Graded as ”R” in Facit.) Some    
 creases but Very fine condition anyway.  � 2.000:-

2751P 21 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 2 Rd Borgstedt. Three different year of wm, 1811, 1812    
 and 1813. Wm normal (without year) with space between ”R” and triangle and ditto but    
 inverted position. Rare value (Graded as ”R” in Facit.) with premium for the wm variant.    
 Fine to Very fine condition. Some minor imperfections as creases and lightly toning by    
 age are trivial for this very rare quintet. (5).  � 3.000:-

2752K 21 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 2 Rd Nordvall, wm normal, ”2” in single line font. Two    
 different nameprints. Ditto wm but variant: Large numeral ”2”. Very fine condition, one    
 with trivial creases. (3).  � 400:-

2753P 21 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 2 Rd Ygberg. Six wm variants incl curved and straight    
 ”R”, ”2” in single line font (wide nameprint) and the very rare ”RD”. All above are wm    
 normal. Small lettering wm without year (wide nameprint). Six items in total. Fine to    
 Very fine condition, crease and wrinkles on one. (6).  � 1.000:-

2754K 22 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 3 Rd Borgstedt. Wm ”1812” in year and wm normal (without    
 year) with space between ”R” and triangle. Rare value. (Graded as ”R” in Facit.) Fine to    
 Very fine condition, some creases and lightly toning by age on one. (2).  � 1.500:-

2755K 22 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 3 Rd Nordvall, wm normal. Two different nameprints.    
 Rare. (Graded as ”R” in Facit.) Very fine condition. (2).  � 1.000:-

2756P 22 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 3 Rd Ygberg, wm normal. Different variants incl 5 mm    
 height of the valueprint, different wm’s, inverted (!) position wm, wide and narrow    
 nameprint (”RD” in wm on latter). Seven items incl vertical strip of three. Very fine    
 condition. Also a document with wears and tears. (8).  � 3.000:-

2757K 22 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 3 Rd Ygberg with rare wm ”1832 3 R FL” (year + value +    
 paper maker) incl variant: Wm in mirror position. Both items on thin paper. Black spot    
 in margin on latter and usual wax seal remnants but very fine condition overall. (2).  � 2.000:-

2758P 23 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 4 Rd Borgstedt. Without wm, different year in wm; 1811,    
 1812 and 1813, and wm normal with space between ”R” and triangle. Rare value. (Graded as    
 ”R” in Facit.) Five items in Fine to Very fine condition, creases below on latter. (5).  � 4.000:-

2759P 23 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 4 Rd Nordvall. Four different wm normal incl ”4” with    
 single line font, space between ”R” and triangle and ditto but inverted (!) position.    
 Rare value. (Graded as ”R” in Facit.) Very fine condition. (4).  � 3.000:-

2760P 23 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 4 Rd Ygberg, wm normal. Five items incl wide nameprint    
 (whereof two are affixed together with 24 sch) and wide nameprint on ”4” single line font    
 in wm. Rare value. (Graded as ”R” in Facit.) Fine to Very fine condition, wax seals or    
 remnats thereof on some. (5).  � 1.500:-

2761K 24 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 5 Rd Nordvall, wm normal incl two different nameprints    
 on inverted (!) position wm. A rare trio. (All graded as ”R” in Facit.) Some spots caused    
 by wax seals but Very fine condition anyway. (3).  � 3.000:-

2762K 24 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 5 Rd Ygberg, wm normal incl wide nameprint on large ”5”    
 in wm and ”1832 5 R FL” in mirror position. Rare value (Graded as ”R” in Facit.) with    
 premium for the wm variant. Very fine condition. (3).  � 1.800:-

2763K 25 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 6 Rd Borgstedt. Without wm, wm 1812 and wm normal with    
 space between ”R” and triangle. Rare value. (Graded as ”R” in Facit.) Three items in Fine    
 to Very fine condition, latter toned by age. (5).  � 2.500:-
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2764K 25 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 6 Rd Nordvall, wm normal with space between ”R” and triangle    
 and two different nameprints on wm normal with ”6” single line font. Rare value. (Graded as ”R”    
 in Facit.) Fine condition, some adheshive remnants on reverse and one lightly toned by age. (3).  � 2.500:-

2765K 25 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 6 Rd Ygberg, wm normal incl wide nameprint and ”RD” in wm.    
 Rare value. (Graded as ”R” in Facit.) Fine to Very fine condition, paper loss at upper left on one. (3).  � 2.500:-

2766K 26 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 8 Rd Borgstedt. Without wm, wm 1812 and 1813. Rare value.    
 (Graded as ”R” in Facit.) Three items in Fine to Very fine condition, just some trivial creases. (3).  � 2.500:-

2767K 26 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 8 Rd Borgstedt. Wm normal with space between ”R” and    
 triangle. Two rare variants: Value print double struck and inverted position wm. Rare    
 value (Graded as ”R” in Facit.) with premium for the variants. Fine to Very fine condition,    
 latter toned by age. (2).  � 2.000:-
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2768 2779

2768K 26 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 8 Rd Nordvall, wm normal with space between ”R” and    
 triangle. Very rare. (Graded as ”R” in Facit.) Fine to Very fine condition, some internal    
 pinholes and lightly affected by age.  � 2.000:-

2769K 26 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 8 Rd Ygberg, wm normal. Rare. (Graded as ”R” in Facit.)    
 Very fine condition, a trivial horisontal crease below.  � 500:-

2770K 27 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 10 Rd Borgstedt. Without wm, wm 1812 and Wm normal with    
 space between ”R” and triangle. Rare value. (Graded as ”R” in Facit.) Three items in Fine    
 to Very fine condition, latter lightly affected by age. (3).  � 5.000:-

2771K 27 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 10 Rd Nordvall. Two different wm normal: Space between    
 ”R” and triangle and ”0” single line font. Rare value. (Graded as ”R” in Facit.) Very    
 fine condition. (2).  � 3.500:-

2772P 27 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 10 Rd Ygberg. Wm normal with two different variants:    
 Inverted numeral ”1” and ”RD” in large letters. The rare wm ”1832 5 R FL” in mirror    
 position. Rare value (Graded as ”R” in Facit.) with premium for the variants. Fine to    
 Very fine condition, with some minor imperfections. (4).  � 2.500:-

2773K 28 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 12 Rd Borgstedt, wm normal with space between ”R” and    
 triangle. Rare value. (Graded as ”R” in Facit.) Fine condition, the reverse is lightly    
 affected by age.  � 1.500:-

2774K 28 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 12 Rd Nordvall. Three different wm normal: Space between    
 ”R” and triangle,”12” in large numerals and ”2” single line font. Rare value. (Graded as    
 ”R” in Facit.) Fine to Very fine condition, the former lightly creased. (3).  � 3.000:-

2775K 28 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 12 Rd Ygberg. Wm normal and wide nameprint on small    
 lettering wm without year. Very rare. (Graded as ”R” in Facit.) Fine to Very fine condition,    
 paper loss at left on latter. (2).  � 4.000:-

2776K 29 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 20 Rd Borgstedt. Without wm and wm normal with space    
 between ”R” and triangle. Rare value. (Graded as ”R” in Facit.) Very Fine condition,    
 however the former have upper right corner cut. (2).  � 4.000:-
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2777K 29 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 12 Rd Nordvall. Wm normal incl inverted postition wm    
 and wm with space between ”R” and triangle. Rare value. (Graded as ”R” in Facit.) Fine    
 to Very fine condition, toned spot and middle fold on latter. (3).  � 2.500:-

2778K 29 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 20 Rd Ygberg. Wm normal incl variant ”RD”. Rare value    
 (Graded as ”R” in Facit.) with premium for the wm variant. Very fine condition. (2).  � 1.000:-

2779K 30 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 25 Rd Borgstedt, wm normal. Rare value. (Graded as ”R”    
 in Facit.) Very Fine condition.  � 2.000:-

2780K 30 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 25 Rd Nordvall. Wm normal with space between ”R” and    
 triangle. Rare value. (Graded as ”R” in Facit.) Some toning in upper left corner, Very    
 fine condition anyway.  � 2.500:-

2781K 30 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 25 Rd Ygberg, wm normal. Rare. (Graded as ”R” in Facit.)    
 Very fine condition, trivial ink spot in upper margin on reverse.  � 1.500:-

2780

2782K 31 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 33 1/3 Rd Borgstedt. Wm ”33 R 16 S” and triangle (”6”    
 with single line font). Very rare. (Graded as ”R” in Facit.) Very fine condition.  � 2.500:-

2783K 31 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 33 1/3 Rd Nordvall.Wm ”33 R 16 S” and triangle (”6” with    
 single line font). Extremely rare! (”DOK” in Facit.) Fine to Very fine condition. Diagonal    
 crease and lightly affected by age but most likely the only recorded copy.  � 3.000:-

2783

2781

2782
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2784K 32 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 50 Rd Borgstedt, wm year ”1811”. Very rare. (Graded as    
 ”R” in Facit.) Very fine condition.  � 2.000:-

2785K 32 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 50 Rd Borgstedt, wm normal with space between ”R” and    
 trangle. Very rare. (Graded as ”R” in Facit.) Very fine condition, some light vertical folds    
 unimportant for this rarity.  � 2.000:-

2785

2786K 32 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 50 Rd Nordvall, wm normal with space between ”R” and    
 trangle. Very rare. (Graded as ”R” in Facit.) Very fine condition, light horisontal fold    
 below unimportant for this rarity.  � 2.000:-

2787K 32 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 50 Rd Ygberg. Wm normal and small lettering wm without year. Both    
 Rare. (Graded as ”R” in Facit.) Very fine condition, a trivial light horisontal fold below on the former. (2).  � 1.000:-

2788K 33 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 100 Rd Borgstedt, wm year ”1813”. Very rare. (Graded as    
 ”R” in Facit.) Very fine condition, trivial affixing remnant in margin on reverse.  � 2.000:-

2789K 33 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 100 Rd Borgstedt with somewhal larger nameprint. Wm with    
 space between ”R” and triangle. Very rare. (Graded as ”R” in Facit.) Very fine condition,    
 some trivial vertical folds.  � 2.000:-

2788

2790

2784

2786
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2790K 33 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 100 Rd Ygberg, wm normal. Rare. (Graded as ”R” in Facit.)    
 Very fine condition.  � 2.000:-

Revenue stamps on documents / Stämpelmärken på dokument

2791P 14, 29, 33   Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. Two 100 Rd Borgstedt (wm normal and wm with space    
 between ”R” and triangle) and 100 Rd Nordvall (wm with space between ”R” and triangle)    
 affixed together with two 20 Rd and 32 sch Ygberg (wm normal) on a document. A spectacular    
 item constituting the fee of 440 Rd 32 sch for a Testament. The four-page document is    
 bound in Half Cloth hardcover. An article from SFF/Filatelisten is attached. This is one    
 of the finest items in the field of Swedish revenues.  � 10.000:-

2792P  Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 40 sch + 1 Rd B+B (”Casserad” print 5 mm height on 1813    
 wm.) affixed on Royal proclamation dated in 1818 and signed by King Carl Johan. The    
 revenue stamp itself is very rare (Graded as ”R” in Facit.), on this kind of document    
 probably unique.  � 2.500:-

2793P 17 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 1 Rd Ygberg with rare mirror position variant of wm ”P”    
 + ”1832” affixed on Royal proclamation dated 1833 and signed by King Carl Johan. Hence    
 very rare and in Very fine condition.  � 1.500:-

2794P 22 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 3 Rd Nordvall (wm normal) affixed on Royal proclamation    
 dated 1838 and signed by King Carl Johan. Rare value. (Graded as ”R” in Facit.) Some    
 wears and folds but an item in Fine condition overall.  � 1.000:-

2795P 26, 27 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 8 Rd Borgstedt and 10 Rd Nordvall (both on wm normal    
 with space between ”R” and triangle) affixed on Royal proclamation dated 1820 and signed    
 by King Carl Johan. Rare values. (Both graded as ”R” in Facit.) Some stains caused by    
 the wax seal, but Fine condition anyway.  � 2.500:-

2791 (part of)

2792 (parts of)

2793 (parts of)
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2796P 23, 25, 26, 28   Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 4, 6, 8 and 12 Rd Nordvall (Wm normal. Space    
 between ”R” and triangle on the three former. ”2” single line font on the latter.) all    
 affixed on Royal proclamation dated 1827 and signed by King Carl Johan. Rare values. (All    
 graded as ”R” in Facit.) The document with folds, last page have some internal wears,    
 Very fine appearance anyway.  � 4.000:-

2797P 4, 11, 28, 32   Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. 50 Rd Borgstedt together with 4 sch Ygberg (wide    
 nameprint), 16 sch Nordvall (”6” single line font in wm) and two 12 Rd Ygberg (wide    
 nameprint on wm with small lettering), all are wm normal, affixed on Royal proclamation    
 dated 1831 and signed by Crown Prince Oscar. This very rare 50 Rd (Graded as ”R” in Facit.)    
 is most unusual on document. Very fine condition, the document with usual folds.  � 5.000:-

2796 (part of) 2797 (parts of)

2798 (parts of) 2799 (parts of)
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2798P 27, 29, 32   Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. Ygberg. 50 Rd together with 10 and 20 Rd (wm normal,    
 incl small lettering) affixed on Royal proclamation dated 1833 and signed by King Carl    
 Johan. Rare values (All graded as ”R” in Facit.) and even more unusual on document. Very    
 fine condition, the document with usual folds.  � 2.000:-

2799P 30, 32 Documentary stamp, 1811 edition. Ygberg. 50 Rd together with 25 Rd (both with wide    
 nameprint on small lettering wm) affixed on Royal proclamation dated 1834 and signed by    
 King Carl Johan. Rare values (Both graded as ”R” in Facit.) and even more unusual on    
 document. Very fine condition, the document with usual folds.  � 2.500:-

2800P  Documentary stamp, A receipt upon payed tax attached to a document dated 1767. The receipt    
 has all presumptions to be considered as a revenue stamp. It is obviously printed in sheets, cut out,    
 used for a public fiscal matter and attached to a document. The research about this ”stamp” has not    
 yet clarified if it is a revenue stamp or just a ”receipt”. If this is to be considered as a revenue stamp,    
 it is the oldest revenue stamp of Sweden. Unique item, only this item is recorded.  � 3.000:-

Revenue stamps, collections / Stämpelmärken, samlingar
2801P Revenues collection. Documentary revenue stamps, 1865 edition. 25 öre up to 13 Rd. The collection consists   

of 18 out of 19 recorded combinations of denomination and watermark. A list of the content is enclosed. The only   
missing denomination is 30 öre (DOK in Facit). The estimated catalogue value exceed 5000 SEK (Facit 2015) with   
premium for some addtional items as a pair and stamps on document. Usual remnants from affixing on some and   
the rare 13 Rd is toned by age, but Fine to Very fine condition overall. The entire lot is presented at www.philea.se.  3.000:-

2802A Revenues collection in album. Documentary revenue stamps with control, 1865 edition. 25 öre up to 100   
Rd. The collection contains 19 full stamps (part A+B). 46 part A stamps, out of 54 recorded combinations   
of denomination and watermark. 21 part B stamps. (Whereof seven are graded as ”R” in Facit.) A list of   
the content is enclosed. Fine to Very fine condition overall, various traces of affixing on the part A stamps.   
The estimated value of the collection is nearly 10 000 SEK.(Facit 2015, according to vendor) and a considerable   
premium for 27 addtional documents with stamps affixed. The entire lot is presented at ww.philea.se. (113)  7.000:-

2803P Revenues collection. Documentary revenue stamps, 1875 edition. 25 öre up to 10 kr. The collection consists   
of 14 out of 18 recorded combinations of denomination and watermark, incl the very rare 2,50 kr and two   
9 kr (Graded as ”R” in Facit). A list of the content is enclosed. The missing denominations is 60 and 75   
öre, 5 and 500 kr. (The two latter are DOK in Facit.) Very fine condition overall, with usual remnants   
from affixing on some. The estimated catalogue value exceed 5000 SEK (Facit 2015, according to vendor)   
with premium for six addtional documents with stamps affixed. The entire lot is presented at www.philea.se. (23)  3.000:-

2804A Revenues collection in album. Documentary revenue stamps with control, 1875 edition. 20 öre up to 25 kr.   
The collection contains 11 full stamps (part A+B). 21 part A stamps, out of 34 recorded combinations of   
denomination and watermark. 13 part B stamps as singles and five affixed on documents (some graded as   
”R” in Facit). A list of the content is enclosed. Fine to Fine to Very fine condition overall, various   
traces of affixing on the part A stamps. The estimated value of the collection exceed 7000 SEK (Facit   
2015) and a premium for addtional 13 documents with stamps affixed (all according to vendor). The entire   
lot is presented at www.philea.se. Missing denominations (eighter A or B) in the collection are 30 öre,   
3 kr, 7kr, 8 kr, 9 kr, 13 kr, 50 kr, 75 kr, 100 kr (DOK in Facit) and 500 kr. The collector states that   
the 1875 Documentary revenues with control is the ”tragic black sheep” in his entire collection and the   
ten missing denominations indicates that this is the most difficult among Swedish revenue stamps.  5.000:-

2800 (part of)
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Revenue stamped paper / Stämpelpapper

The Per Sundberg Collection
Swedish revenues and stamped paper

2805P  Revenue stamped paper, CHARTA SIGILLATA 2 öre, 1687 design. Öller signature (Secretary    
 1689-1699). Complete two-pages, folded and sent as a letter. Fine to Very fine condition.  � 700:-

2806P  Revenue stamped paper, CHARTA SIGILLATA 2 öre, 1687 design. Schantz signature (Secretary    
 1699-1702). A rare variant with only one ambient circle, mentioned by Kjellander 1992 p.    
 7 as very rare. Dutch papermakers watermark, Lion in cartouche. Partial cut away front    
 page as usual. Fine to Very fine condition and Rare.  � 3.000:-

2807P  Revenue stamped paper, CHARTA SIGILLATA 4 öre, 1687 design. Öller signature (Secretary    
 1689-1699). Unusual Foolscap (Harlequin) Dutch papermakers watermark. Complete two-pages,    
 dated 1697, in Fine to Very fine condition.  � 700:-

2808P  Revenue stamped paper, CHARTA SIGILLATA 4 öre, 1687 design. Bark signature (Secretary    
 1702-1715). Dutch papermakers watermark, Lion in cartouche. Complete two-pages, dated    
 1709, splitted in horisontal fold at left, but Fine to Very fine condition anyway.  � 700:-

2809P  Revenue stamped paper, CHARTA SIGILLATA 2 daler, 1687 design. Palmskiöldh signature    
 (Secretary 1715-1719). La Roche papermakers watermark. Partial cut away front page as    
 usual, however Very fine condition and Rare.  � 1.000:-

2810P  Revenue stamped paper, CHARTA SIGILLATA 2 daler + 50% increase, 1748 design. Ekman    
 signature. Papermakers watermark ”TP” and a building depicting the old national bank.    
 Complete two-pages, as a part of a four page document with ”Sköllersta Härad” wax seal.    
 Some stains but Fine condition anyway.  � 500:-

2811P  Revenue stamped paper, CHARTA SIGILLATA 3 daler + 50% increase with addtional blackprint    
 of 8 öre + 50% increase, 1748 design (embossed white print Type 1.1), Ekman signature.    
 Papermakers watermark ”GR” and ”Pro Patria” (Garden of Holland). Complete two-pages, some    
 horisontal and vertical folds but decorative, impressive and rare.  � 2.000:-

2812P  Revenue stamped paper, CHARTA SIGILLATA 3 daler + 50% increase, 1748 design (embossed    
 white print Type 1.1), Ekman signature. Papermakers watermark ”GR” and ”Pro Patria”    
 (Garden of Holland). Complete two-pages, as part of a court document, in Fine condition    
 (just some small internal breaks into paper on the embossing).  � 500:-

2805 2806 2807
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The Per Sundberg Collection  
Swedish revenues and stamped paper

2813P  Revenue stamped paper, CHARTA SIGILLATA 3 daler, 1748 design (embossed white print Type    
 1.2), von Kemphen signature. Papermakers watermark ”HVH” and Dutch lion. Complete two-   
 pages, as part of a court document, in Fine condition (trivial egde wear at right).    
 Revenue stamped papers with von Kemphens nameprint are rarely seen.  � 500:-

2814P  Revenue stamped paper, CHARTA SIGILLATA 4 daler, 1748 design (embossed white print Type    
 1.2), von Kemphen signature. Papermakers watermark Dutch lion and ”BW”. Complete two-   
 pages, as part of a court document, in Fine condition (trivial egde wear at right).    
 Revenue stamped papers with von Kemphens nameprint are rarely seen.  � 500:-

2815P  Revenue stamped paper, CHARTA SIGILLATA 4 daler + 50% increase, 1748 design (embossed    
 white print Type 1.1), Ekman signature. Papermakers watermark (inverted) ”TP” and a    
 building depicting the old national bank. Complete two-pages, as part of a court document,    
 in Very fine condition.  � 500:-

2816P  Revenue stamped paper, CHARTA SIGILLATA 7 daler + addtional 7 daler blackprint, 1748    
 design (embossed white print Type 1.1), Bergman signature. Papermakers watermark Amsterdam    
 coat-of-arms and ”TWT”(?). Complete two-pages, dated 1754, in Good to Fine condition.    
 Creases, stains and internal holes caused by wax seals, but very rare.  � 1.500:-

2817P  Revenue stamped paper, 40 daler + additional 4 daler blackprint, 1748 design, Ekman    
 signature, on 1750s single page document (Acting appointment) in landscape format. A    
 unusual type of revenue stamped paper, the embossing is hardly visible. Horisontal and    
 vertical folds and minor paper loss in lower right corner, but a decorative appearance    
 and Fine condition overall. Very Rare! The only recorded copy of this kind.  � 8.000:-

2817

2808 2811
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The Per Sundberg Collection
Swedish revenues and stamped paper

2818P  Revenue stamped paper, CHARTA SIGILLATA, 1778 design. 1 1/3 Rd + 50% increase addtional    
 restamped twice(!) with 28 sch and 8 sch, all followed by the Borgstedt signature.    
 Papermakers watermark ”Pro Patria” (Garden of Holland) and ”GR”. Complete two-pages, some    
 trivial light folds and stains but Fine to Very fine condition. Restamped papers from    
 this (fourth) period are Rare, which also applies to the 1 1/3 Rd denomination itself.  � 1.000:-

2819P  Revenue stamped paper, CHARTA SIGILLATA 2 Rd, 1778 design, Borgstedt signature. Papermakers    
 watermark (inverted) ”GR” and ”Pro Patria” (Garden of Holland). Complete two-pages in    
 Very fine condition, just some light edge wear and creases.  � 500:-

2820P  Revenue stamped paper, CHARTA SIGILLATA, 1778 design. 6 sch + 50% increase addtional    
 restamped twice(!) with 8 sch and 5 sch, all followed by the Borgstedt signature. Papermakers    
 watermark (inverted) ”STRÖMMA BRUK CARLSHAMN”.Complete two-pages, folded and    
 sent as a letter. Fine to Very fine condition, lightly soiled in upper right corner.    
 Restamped papers from this (fourth) period are Rare.  � 700:-

2821P  Revenue stamped paper, CHARTA SIGILLATA, 1778 design. 4 sch + 50% increase addtional    
 restamped twice(!) with 8 sch and 5 sch, all followed by the Borgstedt signature.    
 Papermakers watermark ”GR” and ”Pro Patria” (Garden of Holland). Complete two-pages,    
 folded and sent as a letter. Fine to Very fine condition. Restamped papers from this    
 (fourth) period are Rare.  � 700:-

2822P  Revenue stamped paper, CHARTA SIGILLATA, 1778 design. 8 sch restamped with 9 sch,    
 Borgstedt signature. Papermakers watermark ”S&A”.Complete two-pages, court document,    
 in Fine condition. Restamped papers from this (fourth) period are Rare.  � 700:-

2823P  Revenue stamped paper, Swedish Pomerania. A service certificate dated 1802 in Stralsund,    
 written on a 4 skilling revenue paper. Marked with the seal of ”Chair and wheelwrights    
 guild”. Swedish revenue papers existed in Swedish Pomerania 1800-1815 and are very rare.    
 An article from SFF/Filatelisten is attached.  � 5.000:-

Revenue stamped paper, collections / Stämpelpapper, samlingar
2824A Stämpelpapper collection. 2-24 öre, 1748 design. All three secretarys Kemphen, Bergman and Ekman are   

represented. Incl several with + 50% increase, whereof two are written by hand. Condition mostly Fine to   
Very fine. Two-pages with a few single exceptions The entire lot is presented at www.philea.se. (23)  5.000:-

2818 2820 2821
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The Per Sundberg Collection  
Swedish revenues and stamped paper

2825A Stämpelpapper collection. 1/2 sch - 1 Rd, 1778 design. Both secretarys Ekman and Borgstedt are represented.   
Incl several with + 50% increase. Condition mixed mostly Fine. Two-pages in vast majority. Incl the very   
unusual 1 3/6 Rd in Very fine two-page condition! Most of the lot is presented at www.philea.se. (60)  8.000:-

2826A Stämpelpapper collection in binder and plastic sleeve. 1 sch - 33 1/3 Rd, 1811 design. Extensive with   
all three secretarys Borgstedt, Nordvall and Ygberg represented. Condition mostly Fine. Two-pages in vast   
majority. Incl 10 Rd and the rare 33 1/3 Rd, each in very fine condition. (107)  10.000:-

2823

Literature / Litteratur

2827P Royal Proclamation 1686 in original: ”Kongl. Maj:ts Stadga och Förordning Angående Charta Sigillata,   
eller Stämplat Papper”. Introducing the second period of revenue stamped papers in Sweden. Very good condition. 1.000:-

2828P Royal Proclamation 1810 in original: ”Kongl. Maj:ts nådiga kungörelse, angående En förnyad Chartæ-Sigillatæ   
Förordning. Gifwen Örebro Slott den 27 September 1810.” Introducing the Documentary revenue stamps in   
Sweden. Very good condition. 1.000:-

2829A Collection of 43 Royal Proclamations 1732-1835 in original about Charta Sigillata, revenue stamped papers   
and stamps, all in original. Very good condition. 5.000:-

2827 2828
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1 FEBRUARI • 15 APRIL • 1 JULI • 15 SEPTEMBER • 15 NOVEMBER

FRIMÄRKEN – POSTHISTORIA – VYKORT - CINDERELLA

Jonas Hällström
Chefredaktör

Det var sent en kväll, jag hade jobbat hela 
dagen. Då ringde telefonen och en prenu-
merant frågade: – Får man ta tidnings-
prenumerationen med sig till himmelen? 
Han ”älskar” tidningen sa han och läng-
tar till varje kväll han får sätta sig ned 
och läsa den. Han ville helt enkelt teckna 
livstidsprenumeration för detta och nästa 
liv berättade han.

Köp prenumeration nu online
eller skicka ett vykort till redaktionen: Nordisk Filateli, Box 6099, 102 32, Stockholm

filateli.se

932 sidor
•

2022
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We continuously accept consignments for future auctions 
Välkommen till oss med din inlämning – vi är aldrig långt borta

Our e-mail addresses / Våra mejladresser

Bids / Bud:   bids@philea.se
Consignments / Inlämningar: consignments@philea.se 
Customer service / Kundtjänst: customerservice@philea.se
Deliveries / Leveranser:  deliveries@philea.se
Numismatics / Numismatik:       coins@philea.se

Payments etc. / Fakturor m.m.: payments@philea.se
Philately / Filateli:  philately@philea.se
Scans / Kopior, bilder:  scans@philea.se
Other questions / Övriga frågor: auction@philea.se

Skara:
Olga Konovalova
Tel. +46 (0)72–530 26 23

Göteborg:
Stellan Abrahamsson
AB Philea
Prinsgatan 12, 3 tr.
Tel. +46 (0)31–13 51 05

Umeå (Vindeln):
Krister Jakobsson
Tel. +46 (0)70–626 13 80

Stockholm:
AB Philea / Frimärkskompaniet
Svartensgatan 6
Tel. +46 (0)8-640 09 78

Nova Frimärken AB
Rådmansgatan 22
Tel. +46 (0)8-10 83 62

Myntkompaniet
Svartensgatan 6
Tel. +46 (0)8 - 678 32 17

Kalmar:
AB Philea / Lars-Tore Eriksson Frimärksauktioner
Polhemsgatan 1
Tel. +46 (0)480–150 90

Uppsala:
Petri Huovinen
Väderkvarnsgatan 35
Tel. +46 (0)18–10 12 65

Örnsköldsvik:
Mattias Nilsson
Tel. +46 (0)76–113 22 07

Helsingfors:
Jussi Paananen
Asemamiehenkatu 4
Tel. +358–40–570 61 95

Svedala / 
Malmö:
Magnus Adler  
Gyllerogatan 1 
Tel. +46 (0)72–208 42 78
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2-fold, 3-fold, etc. tvådubbelt, tredubbelt, etc.
above upptill, ovanför 
abroad utrikes
accumulation parti 
addition tillägg 
adjustment crack plantsspricka
adjustment marks plantsrispor
advantageous förmånligt 
advertisement stamps reklammärken 
air mail luftpost
album leaves albumblad 
among others bland annat, bland andra
angle vinkel 
angular cut vinkelskuren 
appealing trevlig 
appr, approximately ungefär
army post fältpost 
associated areas biområden 
bag påse 
basic collection grundsamling 
beautiful vacker 
below nedtill, nedanför 
binder pärm 
block of four fyrblock 
bold fet 
booklet häfte 
booklet pane häftesblock
box låda, fyndlåda 
bright klar 
bundle bunt
c., ca cirka
cancellation stämpel 
carmine karmin 
catalogue value katalogvärde 
cds (circular date stamp) cirkelstämpel
certificate intyg
chipped kantförlust
classic, classical klassiskt 
coat-of-arms type vapentyp 
coil rulle 
c.o.d. postförskott 
collection samling 
colour line färgstreck 
complete komplett, hel
connected sammanhängande 
contents innehåll 
copy exemplar el. kopia
corner cut vinkelskuren 
courier post kurirpost
cover omslag, brev, försändelse
crack spricka
crease veck
cross kors, kryss
crown krona
crown postmark kronostämpel
cto (cancelled to order) orderstämplad
cut skuret
cut in, cut into inklippt
cut piece (frimärks)klipp
cylinder number cylindersiffra
damaged skadad 
dark mörk 
day of issue utgivningsdag 
decent hygglig 
declared value angivet värde
deep djup 
definitives bruksmärken
denomination valör 
different olika 
digit siffra 
divided delad 
dot prick 
double print dubbeltryck 
doubtful, dubious tvivelaktig
dull matt 
duplication, duplicate dubblett 
early tidig 
edge nick kantskada
e.g. till exempel
engraving gravyr, prägling 
envelope kuvert 
estimate, estimation värdering, uppskattning
excellent lyx- 
exciting intressant, spännande
exhibition utställning 
face value nominellt värde 

faint svag
file pärm 
filing crease arkivveck
fine fin, bra
flaw spricka 
fold, folded veck, vikta 
folder mapp
forwarded eftersänd
foxing spots åldersfläckar
frame ram 
full sheet helark 
genuine äkta
glassine pergamynkuvert
glossy blank, glättad 
good bra 
gum gummering, gummi 
hand-made handgjord 
high value högvalör 
hinge fastsättare 
horizontal vågrät, liggande
i.e. närmare bestämt
important viktigt 
inland inrikes 
insignificant obetydlig
insufficient otillräcklig
insured cover assurerat brev
inverted omvänd 
invisible osynlig 
issue emission, utgåva
item exemplar
large stor
late sen 
letter brev(innehåll)
letter card kortbrev 
letter-press printing boktryck 
light ljus 
lightly lätt
line rad 
line-perforated streckperforerad 
low lågt 
mainly huvudsakligen 
manuscript handskrift, handskriven
manuscript postmark bläckmakulering
military mail militärpost 
mint ostämplad 
mint never hinged, mint nh postfrisk 
misplaced förskjuten 
misprint feltryck
mixed blandad 
mnh (mint never hinged) postfrisk 
money order postanvisning 
mourning cover sorgebrev
multicoloured flerfärgad 
narrow smal 
obliteration makulering
obverse åtsida
off-centered snedcentrerad 
official stamps tjänste 
offset impression spegeltryck 
old gammal 
overseas utrikes
pane block (t.ex. ur häfte), blad
parcel post paketpost 
part del 
partly delvis
pc (postcard) brevkort
pen bläck-
pencil blyerts-
perforation, perfs tandning, tänder
phosphor fosfor 
picture postcard vykort
planchet faults plantsfel
plate plåt 
pm (printed matter) trycksak
pmk (postmark) stämpel
postage due lösen 
postage rate portotaxa 
postal stationary helsak 
postcard brevkort 
poster stamp reklammärke
postmark stämpel
P.O.W. (prisoner-of-war) krigsfånge-
ppc (picture postcard) vykort
printed matter trycksak 
print, printing tryck 
printing error feltryck 

Engelsk-svensk ordlista
probably troligen, antagligen
prohibited otillåten
proof provtryck 
PS (postal stationary) helsak
quality kvalitet 
railway stamp järnvägsmärke 
rare sällsynt
rate porto, taxa
ray cancellation strålstämpel 
receipt kvitto
rectangular postmark fyrkantstämpel
reg. letter, registered letter rekommenderat brev
reingraved omgraverad 
remainder collection restsamling 
remarks anmärkningar
repeat upprepa 
reply card svarskort 
reprint nytryck 
reserve, reserve price utrop 
revenue stamp stämpelmärke
reverse baksida 
reversed omvänd 
ribbon postmark bandeaustämpel
rural mail lantbrevbäring
scarce sällsynt
seam line plåtskarvlinje
semi-postal stamp tilläggsmärke 
serrated taggig 
set serie 
several flera 
shade nyans
shaded skuggad, streckad 
sheet blad 
shield sköld 
ship mail, ship letter skeppspost
size format 
slanting sned 
slipcase albumkassett, bokkassett
slot-machine automathäfte 
small liten 
souvenir sheet block
special delivery express
spine print ryggtryck 
spot fläck 
spread spridning 
stamp booklet frimärkshäfte 
stamp in bad condition luckfyllare 
standing stående 
star cancellation stjärnstämpel 
stockbook insticksbok, lagerbok 
straight postmark rakstämpel
striped randig 
substantial väsentlig
superb prakt-
surcharge påtryck, övertryck 
tear riss 
thick fet 
thin tunn 
thin paper tunt papper 
total issue upplaga 
TPO (traveling post office) ambulerande postkontor
translucent genomlysande
transparent genomskinlig 
undeliverable obeställbar
unfolded ovikt 
unknown okänd 
unused ostämplad, obegagnad
upright stående 
upside down upp-och-nedvänd 
used stämplad, begagnad 
value värde 
variety variant, avart
vertical lodrät, stående 
very mycket 
visir leaves visirblad 
wavy lines våglinjer
watermark vattenmärke 
weak svag 
well-filled välfylld 
well-represented välbesatt 
whole hel
wm, wmk (watermark) vattenmärke
worn sliten
worse sämre 
wrapper omslag
year set årssats
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Auktionsvillkor
Auktionen är frivillig och sker för inlämnares räkning. Objektet säljes 
till högstbjudande för näst högsta bud + en fast höjning. Finns endast 
ett bud säljes objektet till utropspris. Av två lika bud gäller det först 
inkomna. Underbud accepteras ej.

Alla bud skall avges i svenska kronor. Alla fakturor avseende köp på 
auktionen ställs ut av AB Philea, org.nr 556326-1949, som är ekonomisk 
och juridisk motpart för alla köpare på och inlämnare till auktionen.  

Köparprovisionen är 25 % på klubbat auktionspris, även för utländska 
kunder. AB Philea använder sig av vinstmarginalsystemet (VMB), vil-
ket betyder att moms inte specificeras på fakturor. Dessutom tillkommer 
i förekommande fall porto- och försäkringskostnader.

Avgivet bud är bindande. Vid bud för annans räkning ansvarar budgi-
varen för att försäljningsvillkoren uppfylles som om det vore eget bud. 
Budgivaren är också ansvarig för av honom gjorda fel i auktionsuppdra-
get. Likaså vid obekräftade telefonbud är budgivaren ansvarig för ev. 
fel och missuppfattningar. För telefonbud på objekt med ett utrop under 
2000 kr har auktionären rätt att bjuda upp till 2000 kr åt telefonbudgiva-
ren utan att behöva få respektive budsteg bekräftat av budgivaren.

Auktionsuppdrag behandlas så omsorgsfullt som möjligt, dock utan några 
andra åtaganden från firmans sida. Vi förbehåller oss rätten att avvisa perso-
ner från auktionen och avböja bud utan att ange skäl härför. Vi förbehåller oss 
rätten att vid missförstånd eller meningsskiljaktigheter utlysa ny budgivning.

Betalning sker kontant eller mot förskottsfaktura. Objektet förblir säl-
jarens egendom till dess full likvid erlagts. Likvid skall erläggas inom 
8 dagar från fakturadatum. Vid senare betalning debiteras ränta med 2 
% per påbörjad månad räknad på faktura beloppet, samt kravavgift med 
40 kronor. Har likvid ej inkommit 30 dagar efter fakturadatum eller om  
köparen vägrar att betala, kan objektet utan ytterligare meddelanden säl-
jas på köparens bekostnad. Utländska kunder erhåller förhandsfaktura.

Objekten säljs i befintligt skick såvida inte andra utfästelser om deras 
kvalitet har gjorts i katalogen eller på Internet. Detta innebär bl.a att som 
fel betraktas i första hand på foto ej synliga defekter eller avvikelser från 
kvalitetbeskrivning av enstaka objekt/serier. Beträffande samlingar eller 
partier innebär det att näringsidkare inte äger rätt att göra några påfölj-
der gällande och att den enskilde konsumentens möjlighet är begränsad 
till vad som stadgas i konsumentköp lagens § 9.
Reklamationer skall göras inom skälig tid efter det att köparen upptäckt 
eller bort upptäcka felet, normalt inom 10 dagar efter det att köparen har 
mottagit objekten eller haft möjlighet att göra detta genom avisering om 
objektens översändande från dennes postanstalt. Vid godkänd reklama-
tion återfår köparen auktionspris plus 25 % och ev. porto.

Auktionären kan vid reklamation kräva intyg från opartisk välkänd 
expert. Objektet med äkthetsintyg kan, om auktionären så anser befogat, 
endast returneras om minst två opartiska och välkända experter har en 
från intygsskrivaren avvikande mening.

AB Philea har ensamt rätt att utse vilken internationellt erkänd expert 
som skall användas, om inte annat överenskommits innan bud lämnats.  
       
Avgivande av muntliga bud eller auktionsuppdrag innebär godkännande 
av ovanstående  villkor.

Katalognummer och värden är hämtade ur Facit för Norden samt Michel 
för alla andra  länder och områden, om inget annat anges.    
       
Vid tvist gäller svensk lag.

  – 1 000 kr       with / med 50 kr
 1 001 kr – 5 000 kr       with / med 100 kr
 5 001 kr  – 10 000 kr       with / med 200 kr
 10 001 kr – 25 000 kr       with / med  500 kr
 25 001 kr –         with / med 1 000 kr

The auctioneer may use other advances / Auktionären kan frångå de fasta budstegen

Advances / Fasta höjningar

Auction conditions
The auction is voluntary and is conducted on behalf of the vendors. The 
lot shall be sold to the person making the highest bid at a sum equal to the 
next highest bid plus a fixed increase. If there is only one bid the lot will 
be sold for the starting price In the event of two identical bids the first bid 
received has priority.

All bids must be made in Swedish crowns (SEK). All invoices pertaining 
to auction purchases are made out by AB Philea, the financial and legal 
counterpart to all buyers and vendors at the auction.

Commission of 25 % is added to the hammerprice for both domestic and 
foreign customers. AB Philea uses the “Margin scheme” (also known as 
the “Global System”) meaning that no VAT will be specified on invoices. 
When incurred, expenses for insurance and postage are also added.

Bids made are binding. In the event of bids being presented by persons on 
behalf of  another (agents) the person presenting the bid is liable to satisfy 
the sales conditions as if it were his own bid. The person presenting the 
bid is also responsible for errors made by him in when acting as agent at 
the auction. Similarly, the person presenting the bid is liable for any errors 
or misunderstandings in the case of unconfirmed bids by telephone. For 
telephone bidding on lots with reserves less than SEK 2000, the auctioneer 
has the right to bid on behalf of the bidder up to SEK 2000 when the lot 
is auctioned, without having to confirm each bidding increment with the 
bidder on the telephone.

The auction will be conducted with as much care as possible but without 
any under taking on our part. We reserve the right to reject persons from 
the auction and decline bids without giving any reason for doing so. We 
also reserve the right, in the event of misunderstanding or differences of 
opinion, to re-offer the goods for auction.

Payment for lots purchased by a bid at the auction shall be made in cash, or 
against a pro forma invoice. The lots remains the property of the vendors 
until such time as full payment is made. Payment shall be made within 
8 days of the date of invoice. In the event of delay in payment interest is 
charged at 2 % of the invoiced sum for each month commenced plus a 
reminder fee of SEK 40. If payment has not been received by us  within, at 
the latest, 30 days after the date of invoice or if the purchaser refuses to pay, 
we are entitled to sell the lot at the purchaser’s expense with out giving any 
further notice. If this occurs the sum received on sale, after deduction of 
sales expenses, will be deducted from the unpaid debt. Any sum remaining 
due will be sub sequently recovered by legal measures. Foreign customers 
will receive pro forma invoices.

Lots are sold in their present condition except where other remarks concern-
ing their quality have been made in the catalogue or on Internet. This means, 
among other things, that defects not  visible in photographs or deviations 
from descriptions of quality of individual articles/sets are not regarded as 
defects. For collections and accumulations  tradesmen are not entitled to 
make any claims and private consumers rights are limited to those stipulated 
in Section 9 of the Swedish Consumers Sales Act.

Complaints must be presented within a reasonable time after the purchaser 
discovered or ought to have discovered the defect, normally within 10 
days following the purchaser’s receipt of the lot or his having had such 
opportunity following notification by his post  office of the lot’s arrival. If 
a complaint is approved the price of the lot will be repaid to the purchaser 
plus any postage.

The auctioneer may in the event of a complaint request a certificate from 
an impartial well-known expert. Lots with certified authenticity may, if the 
auctioneer considers it appropriate, only be returned if at least two impar-
tial and well-known experts have an opinion which  varies with that of the 
person who certified the authenticity.

AB Philea has the sole right to appoint an internationally recognized expert 
to be consulted, unless alternative arrangements about expertization is 
agreed prior to placing a bid at the sale.      
 
The presentation of verbal bids or auction instructions means that the above 
conditions are approved.

Unless otherwise stated, the catalogue numbers and valuations are taken 
from Facit for the Nordic Countries and from Michel for other countries 
and territories.

The auction is conducted and sales made are subject to the exclusive                    
jurisdiction of the Swedish courts and is subject to Swedish law. In the 
event of any discrepancies in the text arising from translation, the Swedish 
text shall prevail.    
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Bid form / Budblankett     

Please use block letters / Var god texta

Max purchase sum: 
Ev. maximal inköpssumma:

I hereby authorize AB Philea to bid on my behalf - and to the lowest possible price - on the lots below at this sale. Bids are 
exclusive of buyer’s premium. I agree to the conditions of sale. / Härmed ger jag AB Philea i uppdrag att för min räkning, och till 
lägsta möjliga pris, bjuda på nedanstående objekt på angiven auktion. Bud är exkl. provision. Jag godkänner auktionsvillkoren.

Date / Datum:            Signature / Namnteckning:

Customer number / Kundnummer:

Name

Address

Telephone

Mail

24 November 2022

Auction 397

Mobiltelefon för SMS-avise-
ring av paket inom Sverige

Please contact me about consignment:
Kontakta mig angående INLÄMNING:

If necessary, increase my bids by: 
Vid behov, höj mina bud med:

10 % 20 % 30 % 

Lot no. Bid (SEK) Lot no. Bid (SEK) Lot no. Bid (SEK) Lot no. Bid (SEK) Lot no. Bid (SEK) Lot no. Bid (SEK)

Leave your bids primarily at www.philea.se . Bidding can 
also be made by email to bids@philea.se , by phone 

+46-8-640 09 78 or +46-8-678 19 20 or by handing over the 
bid form at our office. We do not recommend sending bid 
forms by ordinary mail as mail distribution can be slow.

Lämna bud företrädelsevis via www.philea.se . Bud kan även avges via 
email bids@philea.se, telefon 08-640 09 78 / 08-678 19 20 eller genom 
att lämna budblanketten på vårt kontor. Då postgång kan vara långsam 

rekommenderar vi inte att ni lämnar bud per post.

Payment by credit card / Betalning via kort

Form of delivery / Önskad leveransform

For your safety we do not ask for credit card data on the bid form. If you wish to 
pay by credit card please do so in our Stockholm office or through the secure 
link sent to your e-mail address after the auction (for successful bidders).

För er säkerhet tar vi inte emot kortdata på anbudsblanketten. Vill ni betala med 
kort kan ni antingen göra det direkt på vårt kontor i Stockholm, eller via säker länk 
på internet, vilken ni efter köp på auktionen erhåller till er e-postadress.

Pro forma invoice 
Förskottsfaktura

Pick up at Stockholm
Hämtas Stockholm

Hämtas Göteborg
Se info sid. 2

Hämtas Kalmar
Se info sid. 2
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2003



B-post
PORTO BETALT

PRIORITAIRE
1:a-klassbrev

A-post
PORTO BETALT

2791 (part of)

Including The Per Sundberg Collection:

20872081

2098 (part of)


